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hen you perform in front of a live audience, llt/P you put everything on the line. 
That's why you're so careful in selecting 

sound reinforcement equipment. Because once the 
music starts, you can't afford to have it stop. 

At Yamaha, we know that the show must go on. 
Regardless. 

That's why we designed our PM -1000 Series 
mixing consoles to the highest standard of quality 
and reliability. Professional. 

Whether it's our 16 -, 24 -, or 32- channel model, the 
PM -1000 Series is capable of surviving the kind 
of punishment and abuse that only "the road" can 
dish out. 

Tough isn't enough. Realizing that every job has 
different sound requirements, Yamaha also designed 
the PM -1000 Series for maximum flexibility. With 

features like an exclusive 4x4 matrix with level controls 
that allows four independent mono mixes. 

There's also the complete complement of controls 
you'd expect to find on the most sophisticated 
consoles. Transformer isolated inputs and outputs. 
Dual echo send busses. An input level affenuator 
that takes the +4dB line level to -60dB mike level in 
11 steps. Plus 5- frequency equalization.To give you 
plenty of headroom for clean, undistorted sound, the 
PM -1000 can drive a 600 ohm load to +22%dBm. 

Get your band on the wagon. All around the world - 
night after night, gig after gig - you'll find Yamaha 
mixing consoles the choice of more and more 
professionals. People who don't regard professional 
quality as a luxury, but as a necessity. Your Yamaha pro 
sound dealer can give you all the // A A 
reasons why you should join them. i / / / 
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*Suggestd Retail 

Peavey Electronics, Carp. / Meridian, Mississippi 39301 
CIRCE 46 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

The Peavey 

CJJ 
Series 

Last year when Peavey 
introduced the CS -800 Stereo 
Power Amp, professional sound 
men and engineers acclaimed it 
as the most versatile hig i 
performance power amp 
available for under $1,5)0.00. 

Now, there are two 
superbly engineered additions to 
the Peavey CS series, the CS -200 
and CS -40C . These new high 
performance. amplifiers are built 
with the same meticulous quality 
control ant engineering 
standards tzat go into the 
CS -800. 

We in.:ite you to compare 
the features designed in-,o the CS 
series. You'll see why no other 
power amp offers the value built 
into a Peavey. 

CS-200 $324.50 * 
Monaural power amplifier 
200 Watts rms 
20 Hz tJ 50 kHz response 
Less than 0.1% THD 
Less than 0.2% IMD 
LED cverload indicator 
19 -inch pack mount 
Forced air cooling 

CS-400 S424.50 * 

Stereo power amplifier 
200 Watts rms per channel 20 Hz to 50 kHz response 
Less that 0.1% THD 
Less than 0.2% IMD 
LED overload indicators 
19 -inch mck mount 
Forced air cooling 

CS -800 $649.50 * 
Stereo power amplifier 

400 Wa=ts =ms per channel 
5 Hz to 80 kHz response 
Less than .Q5% THD 
Less than 0.1% IMD 
LED overload indicators 
Loudspeaker protection 

system 
Balanced in-Jut and electronic 

crossover capabilities 
19 -inch rack mount 
Forced air cooling 
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WHY MOST CRITICS USE 
MAXELL TAPE TO EVALUATE 

TAPE RECORDERS. 
Any critic who wants to 

co a completely fair and 
impartial test of a tope re- 
corder is very fussy about 
the tape he uses. 

Because a flawed tape 
con lead to some very mis- 
leading results. 

A tape that can't cover 
the full audio spect -um 
con keep a recorder from 
ever reaching its full 
potential. 

A tape that's noisy 
makes it hard to measure 
how quiet the recorder is. 

A tape that doesn't 
have a wide enough bias 
latitude can make you 
cuestion the bias settings. 

And a tape that doesn't 
sound consistently the 
same, from end to end, 
from tape to tape, can 
make you question the 
stability of the electronics. 

If a cassette or 8 -track 
jams, it can suggest some 
nasty, but erroneous com- 
ments about the drive 
mechanism. 

And if a cassette or 

I1K)xellüó:.35 -90 
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8 -track introduces wow problems that plague other 
and flutter, it's apt to pro- tapes. 
duce some test results that So it's not surprising that 
anyone can argue with. most critics end up with our 

Fortunately, we test tape in their tape recorders. 
Maxell cassette,8 -track and It's one way to guaran- 
reel -to -reel tape to make tee the equipment will get 
sure it doesn't have the a fair hearing. 
MAXELL THE TAPE THAT'S TOO GOOD FOR MOST EQUIPMENT. 

Mnxell Cnrlon rtion of America, 130 West Commercio) Ave., Moonachie, N . 07071 

N 
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AMO ERN 
DING 

SERVING TODAY'S MUSIC /RECORDING- CONSCIOUS SOCIETY 

THE FEATURES 

FROM TAPE TO DISC 
-DISC MASTERING, Part I 

By David Moyssiadis 
What happens to your studio tapes once 
they leave the studio and head for the 
disc mastering lab? There are some 
things you should know (and do) before- 
hand that could prevent you from being 
horrified at the sound of your music when it 
goes from tape to vinyl. 
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WHAT DO CHICK COREA, ALICE COOPER, 
JOHN LENNON AND PETER, PAUL & 
MARY HAVE IN COMMON? 
By Bob BanK 
Engineer Shelly Yakus is what they all have 
in common. The well -known, but refreshingly 
unpretentious, Mr. Yakus gives us some in- 
teresting opinions and insights on the 
chances for success for future engineers, 
recording techniques and his most interest- 
ing sessions. 

30 

A SESSION WITH THE BEE GEES 
36 

The incredibly talented and professional Bee 
Gees leave our author almost speechless 
with their musical abilities. It seems as 
though the Bee Gees are back on top to stay, 
all as a result of perseverance, an ego -less at- 
titude and pure talent, and it causes author 
Linde to state that they "deserve everything 
-all the fame and accolades -they get." 

COMING NEXT ISSUE! 
DISC MASTERING, Part II 

Modern Recording s published monthly by Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 
Vanderverter Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. Design and contents are 
copyright by Cower Publishing Corp. and must not be reproduced in any 
manner except by permission of the publisher. Second class postage 
paid at Port Washington, New York, and at additional mailing offices. 
Subscription rates: $12.00 for 12 issues; $22.00 for 24 issues. Add $3.00 
per year for subscriptions outside of U.S_ Subscriptions must be paid in 
American currency. 
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Some Fancy Figures 
The article by Robert Angus on "Equipment: What It Should 
Cost To Fix" (April, 1977) attempts to tell it like is. However, I 

believe I have a more meaningful solution for the problem. 
Thanks to my trusty little H -P pocket calculator, I now do a 

statistical analysis of all service charges twice a year. The results 
are posted as follows: 

Statistical Analysis of All Charges 
For the Most Recent 6 -Month Period 

*Avg. Total Charge: $21.62 
Avg. Labor Charge: $15.29 
Avg. Parts Charge: $ 6.33 

tStandard Deviation: $10.34 
Standard Deviation: $ 6.24 
Standard Deviation: $ 4.10 

'Avg.:Arithmetic Mean. tStandard Deviation: 50% are higher or lower 
than this amount. You will be informed if your cost exceeds the Avg. plus 
Deviation. 

I've found this procedure most reassuring for our customers and 
we seldom get a request for an advance estimate. 

I should also mention that we limit our service to musical instru- 
ment amps and sound reinforcement gear. However, I'm sure this 
procedure is worth the effort for any service business. 

-Ed Griese 
President 
InterFax 

Milwaukee, Wi. 

Finding Used Equipment 
I have a problem that perhaps you could help me with. I am 
trying to locate an inexpensive reverb unit manufactured by 
Gately Electronics, Inc. (model EK -6, sold as a kit or wired; the 
kit version was priced at $195.00). I have tried unsuccessfully to 
contact the company by phone and by mail, but have been 
unable to find out for sure whether they have gone out of busi- 
ness or what has become of them. At any rate, the unit is listed in 
your current Modern Recording Buyer's Guide. Is it still available? 
If so, where? Anywhere in the Washington D.C. or Richmond 
area? If I can't obtain a new one, maybe another reader has a 
used one for sale. Any help would be greatly appreciated as this 
seems to be the only reverb device made in this price range with a 
built -in sound mixer. Thank you. 

-Ted Kallman 
Charlottesville, Va. 

After a myriad of telephone calls, we finally found someone who 
could tell us exactly what the story was. Al Grundy of the Insti- 
tute of Audio Research informed us that, while Gately Electron- 
ics has been dissolved, used equipment can be found in either of 
two places. You can write for a catalogue of used pieces (includ- 
ing the Gately reverb you need) to: Boynton Studio, Inc., Mel'dy 
Pines Farm, Mon-is, N.Y. 13808 (Tel. 607 -263 -5695) or Equip- 
ment Locator, P.O. Box 99569, San Francisco, Ca. 94109 (Tel. 
415- 3974623). 
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You've Bard the British sound. 
This is vl.hat it looks like. 

HH echo unit and arrplifie-s have tal en the 
United Kingdom, and tf e world, by storm. The r sDunds 

help produce the sounds of groups like Dr Feelgood, Jett -ri Tull, 

S ace, Fairport Convention, Thin Lizzy and Electric L ght Orchestra. No_v HH 

units are represented exclusiv_Iv ii P.m°rica by Gull:: GJÌtars. 

The four units shown here are only part of the rragifiçert HH lire which includes 

nlrument amplifiers. speakers, PA. systems, zrofessicnal power amps echo 

unit, mixers, even a new flanger. Check them ou :, then get all the : °tails. 

MULTI -ECHO A compact echo delay system made to stcaio standards, gRes Echoes 

of between ECms and 320ms. Capatle IT 240 .ifferentscunds. Low noise. 

vs MUSKIF.N REVER3 AMPLIFIER Designed for guitar, pedal steel, swnthesizer or organ, this powerful 

a-npf fier featJr .s voice control, comprehensive tone contro a c the crique Valve (old tube amp) 

Sound that lets you produce controllable wive harmonic sounds. 100 vvatr RMS. 

VS E.ASSAMP Designed specifically for bass. this unit features 4 tone cortro s. jass toost and the Valve 

(old tube amp) Sound for producing controllable valve harmon c sounds. 

MA -100 A compact per-able. povverfJl rrixer amplifier that features five separate con-roilade chanrels, indivdcai bass, 

treble vjlume, rever3 and a host of other exciting features. 00 watts ZA7S. 

S-130 SLAVE Studio 
connected 

save amplifier 
instrument 

RMS 

fo- extra power when connected to MA -100 or instrument amyl flees. 

Write for catalog I--1 2. Gild Musical Instruments, 225 West Grand Street, Elizabetf, , NJ 07202. 
CIRCLE w2 0,1 READER SERVICE CARD 
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vic little 
mother 
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that give you true stereo tracking compression/limiting at less than 1/6 
of the price of that big mother. dbx 162 rms level detectors are coupled 
to respond to the energy sum of the two inputs to give you precise stereo 
tracking you could never achieve with two separate compressor/limiters 
using their individual controls. 

Like the dbx 160 little mother, the 162 Siamese twins let you 
compress any stereo source by any ratio from 1:1 up to infinite compres- 
sion, and you can limit above any threshold from -38 to +12 dB. 

The dbx 162 twins also inherited all the little mother's other 
excellent features including: 

True rms level detection to most closely simulate human hearing 
response 
Extremely low distortion even at high compression ratios 
Equivalent input noise -78 dBm (20 to 20,000 Hz) 
60 dB meter range switchable to input, output, gain change and output 
sum (A +B) 
Output ground loop compensation and power turn-on, turn-off tran- 
sient protection 
LED above and below threshold indicators 
Meter "0" VU adjustable from -10 to +10 dBm 

For four or more channel operation, 162s are ganged with threshold, 
compression and gain for all channels controlled by the master unit to 
provide perfect multi -channel tracking. 

For complete information or to arrange a demonstration of the 
dbx Siamese twins, contact your dbx dealer or circle reader service 
number or contact: 

dbx, Incorporated. 296 Newton Street 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 (617) 899 -8090 
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Praise for MR 
I really enjoy your magazine. It is infor- 
mative and interesting. My employees 
read it like a textbook to (hopefully!) 
learn new things and refresh themselves 
on techniques and new products on the 
market. 

We look forward to our monthly issues. 
Your hard work pays off! Rock and Roll! 

-David Lowe 
Brandywine Sound Company 

Downingtown, Pa. 

Reader Offers Another Solution 
Congratulations on a well -produced, 
highly useful magazine. We here at 
Hutch Productions in Houston especial- 
ly appreciate your precise, well -aimed 
equipment reviews -they save us a lot of 
"window shopping." 

In regard to your recent and continu- 
ing series of readers letters pertaining to 
the use of '/4 -inch four -channel tape 
machines such as the TEAC 3340 as a 
master recorder in the production of 
stereo or mono mixdown recordings, we 
feel that our method of accomplishing 
this may be of some value to your 
readers. We begin by recording four 
basic tracks on the 3340, which are then 
mixed down to two tracks on a '/4-track 
two channel recorder. This mixdown is 
then rewound onto the 3340, opening 
up two new tracks without having to 
"bounce back" to the multitrack re- 
corder as is necessary with wider format 
machines. This eliminates one genera- 
tion of tape per mixdown, and we have 
found that this process can be repeated 
through three or even four mixdowns 
with excellent final results. 

While this sounds simple on paper, it is 
somewhat more complex (as you might 
guess) in real life. Noise reduction units 
on both machines are a must (we use 
Dolby B units), as is extremely precise 
electrical and mechanical alignment of 
both machines. For best results, we run 
both machines at 15 ips and align them 
to IEC playback curves. Final mixes are 
made on a '/z -track stereo machine with 
NAB equalization for mastering to disc 
(we use a Pioneer RT- 1050). Our '/4- 

track mixdown recorder is a TEAC 
2300S which has been modified to run 
at 15 ips (primarily by changing the cap- 
stan to the one used in the TEAC 3340S). 

As an example of the final results that 
can be achieved using this method, we 
offer our production of an album of 
progressive rock music by the group 
Lionhart. It has been receiving rave re- 
views and heavy airplay from radio sta- 
tions in the Louisiana /East Texas region, 

MODERN RECORDING 
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Five monitors. One sound. Five JBL studio monitors. 
You could record with any one, play back on any other, 

and take your pick among the rest for mixing or mastering. 
The only differences are acoustic output, size and cost. 
No matter what size your studo is, you can cross refer- 

ence with any other studio using JBL s. 

But reading isn't knowing for sure. Come listen to 
one. Or two. Or five. 

JBL Studio Monitors from $324 to $1722. 

James B Lansing Sound, Inc . 8500 Balboa Blöd Northridge, Calif. 91329. 
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in the 
black. 

They say that you can't judge a book by its 
cover; that's true, but what a cover. What 
was, and is, the most beautiful look in the 
professional field is now the most daring 
look in general audio. BUT looks are not 
the whole story, in fact, not even the best 
part. Inside -that's where you find true 
SAE quality and performance. Here are just 
a few highlights of this SAE system: 
MARK VIII FM DIGITAL TUNER -A 5 -gang 
tuning cap., Dual MOSFET front -end, Linear - 
Phase IF filters with 7 -stage limiter and 
PLL MPX. IHF Sen.- 1.6uV, Stereo Sen. (- 50dB) -30uV, mono THD -less than 
0.15 %, stereo THD -less than 0.2 %. 
MARK IXB PRE -AMPLIFIER EQUALIZER -Low 
noise phono circuits, 7 -band equalizer with 
precision wound toroid inductors. THD and 
IM -less than 0.02 %, Phono S/N (10mV 
ref.) -75dB, Aux. S/ N -95dB. 
2200 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER -Fully 
complementary circuitry, LED Power Dis- 
play, Relay Protection, 100 WATTS RMS/ 
CHANNEL (both channels driven) from 20Hz 
to 20kHz at less than 0.05% Total Har- 
monic Distortion. 
This system combines beauty, perfor- 
mance, quality and because its SAE a FREE 
5 YEAR Service Contract. Compare and 
you'll find this is another great value by 
the people who make "Components for the 
Connoisseur." 

AMR 877 
Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90060 

Please send more information on the 
MkVIII, MkIXB, and 2200. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 
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and is available locally in that area or by 
mail directly from us for $6.98 postpaid, 
plus 5% state sales tax for Texas resi- 
dents. (Hutch Productions, P.O. Box 
10326, Houston, Tx. 77206.) We are 
including two copies of Lionhart's al- 
bum for your critical review. 

Again, more power to you good folks 
at Modem Recording -your magazine is 
something many of us have needed for a 
long, LONG time! 

-Craig Bransfield 
Hutch Productions 

Houston, Tx. 

Thank you for your letter and the Lion - 
hart albums. We will see if we can get 
our reviewers to give you their opinion 
on your creative recording. 

In Response to a Response 
The following is the author's response 
to a letter received from JBL which 
appeared in the Letters section - "JBL 
Disagrees" -May, 1977. It was a com- 
ment on Mr. Lewis' article, "Monitors 
for the Recordist, "(MR Feb /Mar 1977). 

My "positive assessment of narrow -band, 
peaked- response monitors" was in no 
way intended to be an endorsement. It 
was simply an acknowledgement of two 
facts of life. Namely, that there are a lot 
of monitors out there with these charac- 
teristics, and that a lot of good records 
have been made with them (albeit with 
a certain amount of "guesstimated" 
response corrections). This may in fact 
be the whole point. 

Furthermore, it is hard to see how an 
ultra -wideband monitor could help 
much with such problems as cutter 
overload and turntable rumbles (to 
which I would add record warp) when 
in fact all these degradations lie corn - 
pletely outside the "loop" in which 
the recording engineer works. 

Finally, on the question of peaked 
midrange, examination of JBL's own 
published response curves for several 
of its monitor systems reveals precisely 
what my article claimed: a slight upper - 
midrange peak! 

-Rob Lewis 
Los Angeles, Ca. 

Eager Reader 
I am amazed at all I have learned from 
your magazine since I became a steady 
subscriber. Now, I am eager to learn all 
that I might have missed before I discov- 
ered Modem Recording. Are back issues 
available? Also, what can you say about 

TEAC's Tascam Model 5's and 80 -8? 
Any info you have on these would be 
appreciated. 

-Jack Williams 
Rock Tavern, N.Y. 

Information about the TEAC Tascam 
Model 80-8 can be found in the Talk - 
back section of the Dec /Jan 1977 issue 
of MR, on page 14. Info about the 
Model 5 can be found in the July 1977 
issue, where it's the subject of the 
"Hands On" report. Currently, the back 
issues that are available include Dec /Jan 
1977, Feb /Mar 1977, April 1977, May 
1977, June 1977 and July 1977. To 
receive back issues simply write to our 
Subscription Department and request 
them at $1.75 per copy. 

No Info Yet 
What is the Aphex Aural Exciter? I be- 
lieve it is used at the Sound Factory in 
Los Angeles. 

-Charles Fargrehan 
Bill Case Sound 

San Antonio, Tx. 

We have tried repeatedly to get an 
answer to your question. However, our 
sources inform us that Aphex is hesitant 
to release any premature or incomplete 
information about this unconventional 
device, which was ten years in the 
making. They feel, since the ideas and 
theories that the Exciter embodies are 
so new, any partial information would 
lead to misconceptions. While the piece 
has already been used extensively by 
professionals, Aphex prefers to wait 
until September to launch a full, public 
disclosure. MR plans on having more on 
this revolutionary piece of equipment, so 
you can expect a full explanation soon. 

We Answer a Question 
Just thought it was about time that I 
dropped you a line to say how much 
I enjoy your fine magazine. It definitely 
fills a need in the lives of audiophiles 
like myself. I also have a question for 
you -which studios use Klipsch loud- 
speaker systems as monitors? 

-Tom Richert 
Fort Collins, Co. 

Don Peterson and Don Keel from 
Klipsch tell us that the following 
studios are using Klipsch systems: 
American Studios and Master Control 
Studios, Nashville, Tennessee, and 
Audio Graphics, Royal Oak, Michigan. 
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QUICK, 
WHAT COMPANY MAKES THE MOST EFFICIENT 

P.A. AND DISCO SYSTEMS UNDER $500? 

Acoustic Model 807 

WRONG, 
IT'S ACOUSTiC! 

Introducing the Acoustic 806 and 807, two new speaker designs for 
maximum performance at a very modest price. Both are three way systems 
that cover the audio range with incredible efficiency. And efficiency means 

more dollars in your pocket since they don't require a monster amplifier 
to get the sound out. Visit your nearest Acoustic dealer, and compare the 806 

and 807 to whatever you thought was the best. You'll be pleasantly 
surprised. Now check the price tags. When we said "Under $500," we meant 

"WAY UNDER $500." From Acoustic... the surprising company. 

acoustic 
professional sound reinforcement 

high fidelity components 
7949 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, Ca 94106 
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TALK 
"Talk back" questions are answered 

by professional engineers, many of 
whose names you have probably seen 
listed on the credits of major pop 
albums. Their techniques are their own 
and might very well differ from anoth- 
er's. Thus, an answer in "Talk back" is 
certainly not necessarily the last word. 

We welcome all questions on the sub- 
ject of recording, although the large 
volume of questions received precludes 
our being able to answer them all. If 
you feel that we are skirting any 
issues, fire a letter off to the editor 
right away. "Talk back" is the Modern 
Recording reader's technical forum. 

This type of device is required in many 
public address and hi -fi applications 
because amplifier power is expensive. 

A re- entrant horn provides a longer 

path length (see Figure 1) for the sound 
to travel which provides increased effic- 
iency at lower frequencies and provides 
a better low end frequency response. 

RE- ENTRANT HORN 

Fig. i 

SOUND 
IN 
FROM 
DRIVER 

Driver 
Normally 
Attached 
Here. 

HORN CROSS -SECTION r-, iiiiiiiiiiii 
%//////////////. 

4/1 /////// /// / / / / / / / / 
% / / 

SOUND 
OUT 

SOUND 
OUT 

/ 

OF 

Hi s from 
Tweeter 

Mid s from 
Midrange 

REAR LOADED 
HORN (Corner Horn) 

Lows from 
Rear Loaded 
Speaker 

CORNER 
OF 
HORN 

Fig. 2 

A Clarification of Terms 
I have heard the term "re- entrant horn" 
greatly misused. There is also a bit of 
confusion with the terms "rear loaded" 
and "front loaded." Could you clarify 
these terms for me? 

-Paul Lazarro 
Waterbury, Ct. 

The terms "re- entrant," "rear loaded," 
and "front loaded" all refer to a horn 
type of device. A horn (or horn loaded) 
device is much more efficient (more 
sound output for the same power input) 
than vented enclosures (bass reflex). 

10 

The majority of these devices are small 
in size and they are used in fixed install- 
ations for paging, background music, 
etc., in areas that have fairly high 
ambient noise levels such as factories, 
playgrounds, etc. Larger versions are 
called folded horns and these are usually 
used in very large indoor /outdoor "live" 
concert applications. 

A rear loaded horn is typically used in 
hi -fi speaker applications. The close 
proximity of the speaker to the corner 
of the room allows the speaker to use 
the walls of the room as an extension of 
the speaker horn thus enhancing low 

Flared Sides 
of Horn 

FRONT LOADED HORN 

Low's & Mid's 

Low's & Mid's 

Low's & Mid's 

Bass Reflexed Low's 
Fig. 3 
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end frequency response and efficiency 
(see Figure 2). 

A front loaded horn such as can be 
found on today's market is typically 
too small to work properly. These 
things have to be somewhat portable. 
Usually the lowest frequencies need to 
be sustained via a tuning port (bass 
reflex). Even with a tuning port, the low 
end tends to droop as compared to a 

larger, well designed re- entrant (folded 
horn) type. (See Figure 3.) If the front 
loaded horn has an advantage it would 
be that the crossover point to the mid- 
range horn can be higher than the re- 

entrant or rear loaded horn because it 
has no extended path length for sound 
to travel as to the latter. 

-Bob Herrold 
Marketing Specialist - 

Consumer Products 
Electro- Voice, Inc. 

Buchanan, Mi. 

Crossover Info 
What is a crossover network? 

-Jack Peters 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Crossover networks are of two types: 
passive and active (electronic). Both 
crossovers perform the same function, 
but at different points in the audio sys- 

tem. Either type can be designed to split 
the audio frequency range into two or 
more sections: low pass, high pass or 

bandpass. 
Passive crossovers are constructed to 

handle high level signals and divide the 
audio signal directly before the speakers. 

A two -way electronic crossover will 

divide a low -level signal, after the pre - 
amp, into two distinct passbands, low 

and high. Active crossovers are employ- 
ed in bi -amped systems, the woofer and 
high frequency transducer being driven 
by separate amplifiers. Active crossover 
systems are more expensive than passive 
networks, but the cost is more than 
made up for in lower distortion and 
higher efficiency. 

-Bruce Poe 
Heil Sound 
Marissa, Il. 

Cleaner Heads 

Perhaps you can clarify something for 
me. Some audio salespeople have told 
me that the best thing to clean tape 
heads with is plain rubbing alcohol; 
others have said that it is too strong and 
advise buying one of the bottled sol- 

vents which range in price from $.50 to 

AUGUST 1977 

mix and p atch like 
the professionals Russounds QT -1 a 

trot center and patchbay permits the tape monitor loop of your audio system to conveniently accomm 

up to four tape recorders of quad, stereo or mono format in any combination, plus outboard noise reductio 

equalizers, compressor /limiters, and SQ, QS, RM, and CD -4 decoder /demodulators. All accessories plug 

into phono jacks on the QT -1 rear panel (72 available) and are programmed from the front panel. 

Use for recording, playback, dubbing and mixing down from tapes at the flip of a switch. Patch 

cords (12 furnished) permit convenient sound -on- sound, sound -with -sound, channel interchanging, and in- 

sertion of equalization, noise reduction, etc., anywhere in the audio chain and in any desired sequence. 

The QT -1 is obsolescence -proof and provides professional studio type flexibility and convenience at 

an audiophile price of $249.95. 
For complete product information and list of demonstrating dealers, contact: 

oUT 
aCOa; 

rm a ,a" 

Russountf7FMP, Inc. 
Canal Street 
North Berwick, Maine 03906 
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TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
Biamp offers you two electronic crossovers to fit your specific 
needs. Check out these features, then go on down to your biamp 

dealer and check out his deal! 

M2 /V mono 2 -way continuously variable crossover points 100 Hz 

to 10,000 Hz separate L.F. & H. F. level controls variable 
L.F. filter variable H.F. phase inversion control gain 

control balanced or unbalanced lines stack for stereo 
2 -way or mono 3 -way THD below 01% 

SM /23 stereo 2 -way or mono 3 -way continuously variable 

crossover points 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz separate gain. L. F. 

level, H . level controls balanced or unbalanced lines 
THD below 01% 

Call or write today: BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC. 

biamp 15295 SW Bull Mt. Rd. Tigard, Oregon 97223 
(503) 639 -1746 
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At those rare and magic times, when the heavens are in proper alignment, a 

wonderful old Wizard visits this planet from the Land of Ohm. With him he brings 
marvelous extraterrestrial electronic devices to delight musicians everywhere. 

Spoke the Wizard, -Call this the Ibanez Phase Tone, a mini -phaser so compact and 
durable it will astound you. For those who wish to have more control over their 
sound, here is the Ibanez Phase II, with a depth control for phase effects from a 

subtle hint to a bold sweep.- 

"For musicians who want sustain with no distortion, I give you the Ibanez Compressor. 
It will help you to stand out and be heard, without having to shake the heavens with 

volume. And for those who want a bit of grit with their sustain, here is the Ibanez 
Overdrive, a hard -driving sustain and distortion device.- 

With a snap of his fingers the Wizard produced the Ibanez Renometer. "Captured in 
this compact package is a veritable rainbow of tone color, with 5 bands of equalization 

and a preamp /tone booster - perfect for any instrument or vocal system." 

Then reaching deep into his bag, the Wizard said, "Now this is a most interesting 
effect - the Ibanez Stereo Box. It will give you an automatic variable speed pan 

between two amplifiers or two channels of the same amp. " 

'But here is the device of which I am most proud", said the Wizard with a grin. "The 
Ibanez Flying Pan, a combination automatic panning device and state of the art 

phase shifter which can make the sound of your instrument literally fly around the room. 

And then, with a dramatic wave of his arms, the Wizard of Ohm disappeared into 
a cloud of smoke and a crackle of lightning - but promising to return soon with more 

electronic marvels for musicians. 

Ibanez Dept N Box 469 Coln ell HI PA 19020. 327 Broadway. Nabs Falls. ID 63001 In Can. ¡ca, insl Ltd, 6355 Park Ave Montreal, PO H2V 405a 
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$3.00. What's your opinion on this? 
-Ken Roberts 

Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 

It has been my personal experience that 
the use of rubbing alcohol is not abra- 
sive in any way when used to clean tape 
recorder Heads. I've also recommended 
it to others who use it religiously in 
the cleaning of the head's pinch roller 
and capstan. 

I would prefer, if one could obtain it, 
the use of denatured alcohol since I 

have achieved the best results with this. 
In any case, either one will do nicely 
with no adverse effects on the tape 
recorder. 

-Claude E. Dunn 
Tape Specialist 

Technics Division 
Panasonic Co. 
Secaucus, N.J. 

While it is true that rubbing alcohol will 
remove tape oxide residue very nicely 
from both heads -as well as all other 
metal tape -path parts -and rubber pinch 
rollers, continued use of alcohol will 
create a nasty problem for the heads, 
in that the esters in alcohol (of any 
type) react with the varnish on the 
surface of the head and dissolve it bit 
by bit. After a while, your expensive 
tape heads have no protection from the 
moisture in the air and will begin to 
oxidize themselves. To put it more 
simply, alcohol will eventually cause 
your heads to rust. 

You do not, however, have to buy 
pre -packaged, retail brands of tape 
head cleaner. Almost all professionals 
use a much cheaper substitute, which 
does not dissolve the protective var- 
nish and still cleans things up nicely. 
The magic elixir is common lighter 
fluid, of the type used in wick lighters. 
(Lighter fluid also does less harm to the 
rubber parts in the tape path than does 
alcohol.) A 12 -oz. can which cost me 
99 cents three years ago is still going 
strong after cleaning three decks at 
least twice a day. 

-T. H. Richards 
President 

ILNY Records, Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 

Bias Settings 
I have a Pioneer CT -F9191 cassette deck 
which has a (high) bias button. I have 
been using Fuji tapes lately and like the 
sound I'm getting, but my question is 
this: should I activate the bias control 
with this type of tape? It isn't indicated 
on the tape package whether it is high 
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or low bias and I can't really hear that 
much difference either way. 

-Martin Gelatt 
Peoria, Il. 

[To best answer this question, Pioneer 
has provided us with the following 
chart. If this information doesn't com- 
pletely solve your problem, we suggest 
you contact Pioneer or Fuji personally] 

BIAS & EQ SELECTOR BUTTONS 

Bias and equalization selector buttons are provided 
for matching tape characteristics in order to derive 
full tape performance and produce low distortion 
recordings. Although these buttons can be set 
according to personal preference,. Table 2 shows 
the recommended settings based on tape types. 

Major Tape Brands & Button Settings 
Table 2 

BIAS & ECI 
SETTINGS 

TAPE 

STD 
POSITION 

(BUTTONS IN 
UNDEPRESSED 

POSITION( 

MEMOREX C-60. C -90 
BASF C -60LH, C9014 

AGFA 
C -60. C-90 
SUPER C -60 +6 
SUPER C90 +6 

SCOTCH C-60. C-901DVNARANGE) 

MAXELL 
LN C -60. C -90 
UD C -60. C -90 
UD %L C -60 

TOK 

D C-60.0 C-90 
SO C -60, SD C -90 
ED C-60, ED C90 

FUJI 
FM C -60. FL C -60, F % C -60 
FM C -90, FL C -90. FXC90 

SONY 
C-60, C -90 
C -6OHF. C 9OHF 

CrO, 
POSITION 

(BUTTONS IN 
DEPRESSED 
POSITION) 

MEMOREX 
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE C -60 
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE C-90 

BASF 
CHROMDIOXID C-60 
CHROMDIOXID C -90 

PHILIPS 
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE C-60 
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE C -90 

MAXELL 
CHROME DIOXIDE C- 801CR) 
CHROME DIOXIDE C-901CR1 

TDK 
KR C-60. KR C-90 
SA -C-60 

FUJI FC C -80.FC C-90 
SONY C-60CR. C9OCR 

DURING 
RECORDING 

e4a 370 
[g-p,o, 

DURING PLAY 
[b -C.o, 

SONY WAD C60 C90 

SCOTCH 

CLASSIC C -60 
CLASSIC C-90 

In some ones, setting SO to 
STD may be preferable on 
pinybeck. 

In addition to these, different button settings 
according to tape type may provide improved 
results. 

NOTES: 
I. When playing commercially pre -recorded chrome tape, 

set EQ to CrO,. (depressed) for 70as high frequency 
response tape, and to STD (undepressed) for general 
type chrome tape. 

2. If the chrome tape is provided with indexing holes, the 
CT -F9191 BIAS and EQ settings become automatically 
performed. In this case, it is not necessary to operate 
these buttons. 

-Pioneer, Inc. 
Carlstadt, N.J. 

Capacitance Requirements 

I have a Dynaco PAT -4 preamplifier 
which has served me well for the past 
five years. However, I have always been 

less than satisfied with the sound from 
my turntable. My other equipment in- 

cludes a Garrard Z -2000 B turntable, 
a Dynaco ST -120 amplifier and a Shure 
M91ED cartridge. Assuming the Dynaco 
PAT -4 preamplifier, the Dynaco ST -120 

amp, phono and loudspeakers are all 

working properly, my question is this: 

Is the match of the preamp and the 
phono cartridge critical? A friend of 
mine has a circuit that somehow 
matches the magnetic phono cartridge 
and magnetic phono preamp capaci- 
tance. I need to know the magnetic pre - 
amp input capacitance and DC resis- 

tance of my equipment. The circuit 
would ideally result in a "flatter" 
response when using the Shure cartridge. 
Does this sound right to you? Any com- 
ments on this or any additional sugges- 

tions will be appreciated. 
-Paul Tenhula 

Bessemer, Pa. 

The total capacitive load p 
conventional magnetic pho 
does indeed have a significant è 

the overall sound when they are 
with state of the art high fidelity eqù 
ment. This effect is particularly signif- 
icant in the mid -range linearity and high 
frequency response of the phono play- 
back system. 

We recommend a simple procedure for 
matching the phono input of the PAT -4 

to the optimum capacitance require- 
ments of the cartridge with which it is 

being used. Subtract the total wiring 
harness capacitance of your turntable 

Our new AD cassette takes 
the normal bias position 

to extremes. 
TDK produced the first high fidelity 
ferric oxide cassette tape some ten 
years ago, and we've been perfecting 
the formulation ever since. Our new 
AD delivers superior performance, 
especially at the criticial high - 
frequency range (7kHz- 20kHz), where 
many mid -priced and even premium - 
priced cassettes tend to fall off too 
quickly. 

AD has been designed as the 
ultimate ferric oxide tape. In the 

"normal" bias /EQ position, it 
provides the lowest noise, 
highest frequency response 
and widest dynamic range 
of any pure ferric oxide 
cassette we've ever pro- 
duced. And it comes in the 

same super -precision 
cassette mechanism as 

our famous SA cassette. 
AD can bring its audible 

benefits to all cassette decks, 
with and without switchable 
bias /EQ, including those 

found in cars, portables, 
and home stereo systems. 

We think it's the finest pure 
ferric oxide cassette tape you 
can buy. And we back it with a 

full life -time warranty. 
Available in 45, 60, 90 and 

120 minute lengths. 
Give our new high fidelity, 

moderately -priced AD a try - 
it's anything but normal. 

The machine for your machine. 

TDK Electronics Corp . 755 Eastgate Blvd . Garden City. N Y 11530 In Canada Superior Electronics Industries. Ltd 
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>acitance recom- 
Ige. In your case, 
pf as the total 

:itance of the 
1 Shure recom- 
optimum capa- 

stereo cartridges. 
10 pf = 340 pf. 

mince we piiunu input capacitance of 
the PAT -4 is negligible, you can simply 
add the amount of the capacitance 
arrived at from the above equation. Pur- 
chase the nearest standard value (330 pf 
or 360 pf) disc capacitor, 100 V, 20% 
should be sufficient, and solder it in 
parallel with the phono input socket 
loop and shield lugs. Repeat this proce- 
dure for the other channel. 

This approach will also work quite well 
in the Dynaco SCA -80Q and PAS -3X. 

-Bill Cheadle 
Technical Services 

Dynaco, Inc. 
Blackwood, N.J. 

Help Improve My Ratio 
I recently purchased an Ampex 351 
with the old electronics (the tube type). 
Unfortunately, I do not have the equip- 
ment to measure this myself, so could 

you please tell me which of today's new 
tapes give a better signal -to -noise ratio. 
Since I always bulk my tape before re- 
cording, can I disconnect the erase head 
to get a better signal -to -noise ratio? 

-Norman Thomas 
Roslyn, N.Y. 

The question asked can only be answer- 
ed in two parts. Modern tapes differ 
from tape available when the Ampex 
350 series was young in two important 
ways. First, their bias noise is lower, and 
second, the maximum level that can 
be recorded on them, for a given amount 
of distortion, has increased. 

Since the signal -to -noise ratio is strict- 
ly speaking the ratio of signal at some 
distortion level to the noise, you can 
see that modern tapes are better at 
both ends. For example: a professional 
mastering tape like Ampex "Grandmas- 
ter" can be recorded 6 dB "hotter" 
than older tapes, with the same (or 
even less) distortion. The biased tape 
noise is 3 -5 dB quieter also. 

Therefore, to take the fullest advan- 
tage of the improvements, you should 
reduce your playback gain by 4 -6 dB, 
and increase your record gain by a like 
amount. This keeps your VU meter 

registering correctly. In addition, when 
the above two adjustments have been 
made, the record calibrate will also need 
resetting. 

Unfortunately the record equalization 
may also require some modification to 
"fit" the better high -frequency response 
of the newer tapes. Your local Ampex 
field service office should be able to 
advise on this. 

The second question is simpler to 
answer. If the erase head is not magne- 
tized. then there will be no benefit to 
be obtained by disconnecting it. In 
addition, disconnecting the erase head 
will disturb the bias circuitry. If the 
erase head, or any other head is magne- 
tized, it should be degaussed using a 
normal head demagnetizer. 

-Alastair Heaslett 
Professional Audio Engineer 

Ampex 
Redwood City, Ca. 

Make Mine Mono 
With a tube stereo amp, can you safely 
parallel the two outputs (make them 
monaural) without decreasing stability? 
I've tried, but the results have always 
been blown tubes. Is there any trans- 

mmAA 

Monitor Flattener 
You can make sure your studio monitors generate 
a truly flat response curve, regardless of brand. 
Install the new Crown EQ -2, a two -channel, octave - 
center equalizer. 

Each of the eleven bands per channel provides 
+15 dB of boost or cut. The center frequency of 
each band is adjustable +V2- octave to allow precise 
matching of equalization with the environment. 
Constant bandwidth filters minimize distortion. 

Sophisticated tone controls include variable 

hinge -points on treble and bass for each channel. 
The EQ -2 can be cascad3d to create a 22 -band, 
1/2- octave monaural equalizer. 

Like all Crown equipment, the EQ -2 is designed 
to add no coloration of its. own. S/N is -90 dB; fre- 
quency response (20 Hz to 20KHz, all controls flat) is 

0.1 dB, and IM distortion is less than .01 %. 
The EQ -2 will flatten any monitors you can name - 

even mismatched pairs. Call your Crown supplier 
today. crown international 

BOX moo, Ell -Ir fart In 46514 
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former available that could safely do 
the trick? 

-Kenneth Beukelaer 
Lynbrook, New York 

Many stereo tube amplifiers can be con- 
nected for increased power output (ap- 
proximately two times the per channel 
rating) as monophonic amplifiers. To be 
sure it will work for yours, check with 
the amplifier manufacturer. 

For mono operation the two channels 
should be paralleled. Be sure both amp- 
lifier inputs receive the same signal (a 

"Y" type cable connector could be util- 
ized). Then connect the ground or corn - 
mon terminals together for the common 
side of the speaker drive connection. 
For an 8 -ohm loudspeaker, connect the 
16 -ohm terminals together for the 
speaker "hot" drive connection (con- 
nect the 8 -ohm terminals together for 
4 -ohm speakers, etc.). When using a 16- 

ohm loudspeaker in this fashion, the 
amplifier's maximum power output is 

not as great because of the impedance 
mismatch, but there is no loss of power 
when using a 4 -ohm or 8-ohm loud- 
speaker as specified above. 

-Wade D. Burns 
Director of Engineering 

Dynaco, Inc. 
Blackwood, N J 

Stop That Buzz! 
In taping off someone else's audio board, 
how do I eliminate the buzz and inter- 
ference from the dimming system of the 
lights in the room that I am recording in? 

Why do they put carpeting inside 
speakers at concerts? 

-Samantha Georges 
Columbia, Mo. 

The buzz that you refer to is RFI (Ra- 
dio Frequency Interference) from the 
SCR -type light dimmers that are very 
commonly used today. 

There are a couple of approaches to 
the problem. Firstly, there are many 
simple RFI filters available commercial- 
ly. These are of several types. One type 
is placed in the wall socket into which 
the power cord of the equipment you 
are using is being plugged. The equip- 
ment is then plugged into the filter. This 
type of filter helps to bypass RFI which 
is entering through the AC power line. 
Another approach is to use a type of 
RFI bypass filter which is placed in the 
audio line between the board and the 
tape machine. This type of filter is real- 
ly just a simple bypass capacitor between 
the audio line and ground. About .001 

Mix Down Like a Pro for $20 
The KIK Mixdown Box lets you Ping Pong channels easily. 
Transfer tracks to give your 4 Channel tape recorder a 7 
Channel capacity. No channel will be more than one gen- 
eration away from the original. The KIK Mixdown Box is 
available in 3 versions, a 10,000 Ohm model, or a 100,000 
Ohm unit, or the Dual Impedance model for 10,000, and 
100,000 Ohm operation. Die -cast unit construction. 4 in, 
and 1 out The Mixdown Box has no active devices to gen- 
erate hiss, or distortion. 

The KIK Mixdown Box Warranty is for a full year against 
a failure of any kind, under normal usage. 

To order, state which model you want; 
Model 10K 
Model 100K 
Dual Impedance Model 

C $20 each 
C $20 each 
C $35 each 

Send cash, check, or money order plus $1 handling, (CA 
residents, add 6% state tax) to; 

KIK 6620 Whitsett Ave., North Hollywood, CA. 91606 

Please PRINT clearly to insure prompt shipment and allow 
2 -4 weeks for delivery. 
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mfd will work fine. Be sure AC grounds 
are okay. 

If this does not solve your problem, 
(and I wonder how the person who owns 
the board you refer to deals with this) 
you might examine the possibility of RF 
shielding at the dimmers themselves. 

Of course, if you are using micro- 
phones in this type of environment, all 
the cable shields should be checked to 
make sure they are intact. The metal 
shells of the microphone cable connec- 
tors should be connected to pin 1 

(ground) and the braided shield, so that 
the shells are grounded to the shields. 
Good Luck! 

I expect that the carpeting to which 
you refer in your second question is the 
sound absorbent material commonly 
used to deaden resonances inside speak- 
er cabinets. 

Most speaker cabinets use fiberglass 
batting or carpet or some other acous- 
tically absorbent material inside the cab- 
inet to absorb unwanted frequencies 
and dampen high frequency resonances 
within the enclosure. 

-Guruka Singh Khalsa 
Engineer 

Appalachia Sound Studios 
Chillicothe, Oh. 

Protect Your Edges 
When using my cheap tape machine to 
rewind tapes, the tape gets rewound un- 
evenly. I am concerned with any dam- 
age to the edges of the tape. Friends 
have advised me to use plastic reels in- 
stead of the metal ones because the 
plastic reels are narrower. This seems to 
help some, but not enough. What can I 

use to improve this situation? 
-Jake Wingfield 

Little Rock, Ark. 

A good tape wind is not solely depen- 
dent on your tape machine. If the tape 
you are using is poorly slit, even the 
best of equipment may not produce an 
even wind. In addition, non -backcoated 
tapes do not generally wind as well as 
do backcoated. 

If you are using a good quality tape, 
there are several mechanical compon- 
ents you can check on your machine to 
insure that it produces its best wind 
possible. All guides and lifters should be 
perpendicular, wobble free, and correct- 
ly adjusted for height. All bearings in 
the tape path should rotate freely and 
smoothly. Reel turntables and spindles 
should rotate without noticeable wob- 
ble or play. 

Sufficient hold -back tension is also a 
critical component for a smooth tape 
pack. Older professional machines (be- 
fore the advent of servo -controlled 
spooling motors) achieved a smooth 
tape pack by maintaining fairly high 
hold -back tensions in their wind modes. 
Consumer tape machines, however, gen- 
erally produce significantly less spooling 
motor torque (if they have such motors 
at all). Thus, in order to wind tape as 
fast as possible, hold back tension is 
reduced to a minimum and much of 
the control of the tape pack is lost in 
the wind modes. This is the reason that 
tapes fast -wound on consumer machines 
are much more loosely packed than 
tapes which have been allowed to play 
through. 

The best way to protect tapes from 
edge damage is to follow standard re- 
cording studio practice. Allow your 
tapes to wind through in the play mode, 
store them tails out, and rewind them 
only when they are next going to be used. 

-Frederick C. Layn 
Engineer 

Studer America 
Nashville, Tn. 

4 

The Sound Workshop 421 Broadcast/Disco Mixer. 

The first broadcast mixer hip enough for disco... 
or perhaps the only disco mixer good enough 
for broadcast. 

. 
0111111~._ 

OUTPUT INPUTS 
r.K]DEL 421 SPOADCAST -OfSCO MEP 

Sound Workshop 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS 
bringing the technology within everyone's reach 

16 

The Sound Workshop 421 Broadcast /Disco Mixer...$500. 

1040 Northern Blvd. Roslyn, New York 11576 (516)621 -6710 
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YOUR 

NOME TOWN 

TAACO 
DEALER 

- lIL 
L7, Ìt _ 

If you want to learn more about the Tapco 2200 Graphic 
Equalizer, drop us a coupon and we'll send along 

complete information and specifications. And we'll 
include a complete list of home town Tapco dealers. 

TECHNICAL AUDIO PRODUCTS CORPORATI ON 

Reet. Send me information, specs, and dealer list. 

Write: 
Laurie Jackson Tapco, 3810 148th N.E. 

Redmond, Washington 98052 

name 

address 

city 

state zip 
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zqr, lj, J Jim 
By Norman Eisenberg 

VERSATILE MIXING CONSOLE 

Designed for both sound reinforcement and record- 
ing is the new Model 1202 stereo mixing console 
from Tangent Systems, Inc., of Phoenix, Arizona. 
Each input channel has balanced to -Z and unbal- 
anced hi -Z mic connections. Line -level signals for 
multitrack recording mixdown also may be used. 
Each channel also has three -band EQ with a ±15 
dB range. The 1202 includes pre /post capability for 
its effects -send, reverb -send and monitor -send con- 
trols. Stereo -pan and channel -volume controls are 
provided. Five -band EQ for fighting feedback is of- 
fered on the monitor output; bass and treble con- 
trols provide reverb- return -EQ on the mains. The 
mic preamp has variable gain in conjunction with 
an LED peak indicator. Headphone volume and 
source -select controls permit monitoring of the 
mains or monitor channel through a built -in head- 

phone amplifier. Each main has an auxiliary input; 
both mains and monitor outputs are balanced. The 
LED array provides level indications for left main, 
right main and monitor outputs. 
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Interface Electronics of Houston, Texas has an- 
nounced two new items in its extensive line of 
studio products. The Series 316 includes 16 -track 
recording consoles available in either 24- or 32 -input 
mainframes with sixteen pushbutton -selected out- 
puts plus four cue /echo sends which can be either 
pre- or post- slider. The complete console comes with 
masters, 4 -inch lighted VU meters, monitor mix - 
down with solo on monitor only and talk /slate 
module. Input modules (types 316D and 316B) are 
similar to those known as types 108D and 108B ex- 
cept that they have the sixteen trackswitching but- 
tons and a longer slider. In the 316B a parametric 
midfrequency equalizer is included. Also included 
are phantom power, phase reverse, panpot, six -step 
preamp gain set -switch with two input pad posi- 
tions and the long -travel Duncan conductive plastic 
slider attenuator. Construction is all modular and 
plug -in; numerous options are available in both in- 
put and output sections, and mainframes may be 
ordered with less than a full complement of input 
modules (more modules may be added later). Speci- 
fications include overall response within ± 1dB, 
20 Hz to 20 kHz and ±12 dB of EQ at specified fre- 
quencies. Distortion (at 400 Hz) is given as under 
0.1% up to almost the clipping level. Maximum 
level is about 10 volts RMS with bridging load; 
since zero level is 1 -volt RMS, headroom is of the 
order of 20 dB. Noise is rated at -126 dBm. 

Interface's other new item is the model 104/108B 
parametric input module which has a mid -frequency 
equalizer that is tuneable from 150 to 7500 Hz with 
adjustable Q, and a maximum of 15 dB boost or cut. 
The Q remains constant as frequency is tuned. 

CIRCLE 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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MEMOREX RELEASES 
QUANTUM TAPE 

Described as an advanced ferric -oxide tape engi- 
neered to provide "outstanding characteristics," 
Quantum open -reel tape from Memorex is now 
being released for retail sale. Performance ad- 
vantages claimed for Quantum include low har- 
monic distortion, very high sensitivity, excellent 
S/N ratio and high saturation. The enhanced 
dynamic range of Quantum, says Memorex, allows 
the recordist to drive the tape "much harder before 
experiencing distortion." Memorex's tests indicate 
that Quantum permits up to 4 dB more of signal, 
and its ferric -oxide formulation permits using the 
tape without special bias. Quantum tape will be 
available on 7 -inch reels in 1800- and 2400 -foot 
lengths, and on a 101/2 -inch aluminum reel in a 3600 - 
foot length. 

CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PEAK LIMITER-COMPRESSOR 
Ashly Audio of Rochester, N.Y. is offering a new 
low- priced ($299 suggested list) peak limiter - 
compressor said to fit a variety of applications. Ac- 
curate, independent adjustment of all AGC charac- 
teristics is accomplished by a closed loop detector 
circuit that keeps the output ceiling accurate at 
high compression ratios, yet remains smooth down 
"to a gentle 2:1 ratio." The wide range of attack, 
release and ratio adjustment allows tailoring of the 
limiting action to suit any program source. Pump- 
ing and breathing effects are said to be eliminated 
by a program- dependent dual -release -time action 
that provides quick recovery from isolated transi- 
ents while allowing slower release from sustained 
overdrive. An LED display shows gain reduction 

and threshold. Suggested applications include loud- 
speaker protection, vocal compression, broadcast 
limiting, loudness enhancement and special effects 
for musical instruments. 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NEW SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

From Tektronix comes word of its new model 5L4N 
spectrum analyzer. Covering the range from 0 to 
100 kHz, the device features pushbutton selection 
of 50 -ohm, 600 -ohm or 1 megohm input impedance, 
with calibration appropriate to the selected Z. 

Dynamic range is 80 dB; IM is rated as better than 
70 -dB down from two full -screen signals. The input 
is single -ended for linear operation. Resolution 
bandwidth is 10 Hz to 3 kHz. Featured in the out- 
put is a tracking generator as a 600 -ohm source of 

the analyzer's input frequency. 
CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

JBL ANNOUNCES AMPLIFIER 
A dual -channel power amp, the model 6233, has 
been announced by JBL's professional division. The 
unit is rated for the following power outputs: 300 
watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms; 200 watts 
RMS per channel into 8 ohms; 700 watts RMS 
bridged into 8 ohms; 400 watts RMS bridged into 
16 ohms. S/N ratio is given as 100 dB, 20 Hz to 20 

kHz; THD is less than 0.05% across the same 
range. Weighing 341/2 pounds, the amplifier fea- 

tures an automatic two -speed fan; a chatter -free 
protection system for any non -standard load, in- 

cluding momentary short circuit; thermal protect 
with auto -reset; no turn -on transients; and rear - 
panel switch to select 100 -120 or 200 -240 VAC. An 
accessory model 5195 matching /bridging trans- 
former is available for 15,000 -ohm bridging or 600 - 
ohm matching (one is required per channel). Con- 
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trois include power switch, level adjustment and 
the line voltage selector. Indicators include green 
for power on, red for protect on each channel and 
five sequential lights per channel for level. The 
amplifier fits standard rack mounts. Input connec- 
tors are XL -type, 3 -pin female latching. According 
to JBL the amplifier's power supply is shielded and 
filtered sufficiently to permit stacking the unit with 
tuners or tape decks without the danger of mag- 
netic, electrostatic or thermal interference. 

CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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AUDIO LOAD KIT 

A new kit from Heath, the model ID -5252, provides 
audio loads of 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 ohms as an aid in 
amplifier testing according to manufacturer's 
specifications and the IHF standard. A series of 
five -way binding posts allows the device to handle 
up to 240 watts mono, or four 60 -watt inputs, into 8 
ohms. In addition to the various resistor values, 
there are jacks for connecting a voltmeter, oscillo- 
scope or other instruments. The unit includes four 
3 -foot no. 12 -gauge leads with spade lugs. Mail - 
order price is $44.95. 

CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NEW 100 -WATT PER CHANNEL 
AMPLIFIER 

Designed for professional studio monitoring and 
sound system applications is the new model 7100 
stereo power amplifier from Modular Audio Prod- 
ucts, division of Modular Devices, Inc., Bohemia, 
N.Y. The model 7100 is rated for 100 watts RMS 
output per channel into 4 ohms, or 75 watts RMS 
per channel into 8 ohms. Bridged mono output into 
8 ohms is 200 watts RMS or 150 watts RMS into 16 
ohms. A rear switch permits instant stereo /mono 
selection without internal wiring changes. Measur- 
ing only 31/2 inches high, the amplifier has provision 
for either 19 -inch rack -mounting or bench /shelf top 
mount. Featuring high- impedance bridging inputs 
with a dual IC operational preamp, the design in- 
corporates two high -current, high- voltage hybrid 
op -amp modules in the direct -coupled output 
stages. Noise is rated at 110 dB below rated output, 
with maximum distortion of 0.1 %. The amplifier 
may be ordered with internal optional 70.7 -volt line - 
output transformers -particularly useful for P.A. 
systems and high- quality sound /speaker setups. 
When so equipped, the amp becomes model MAP 
7100 -1, and will provide an audio system with 
stereo power of 100 watts RMS per channel at 70.7 
volts RMS into 50-ohm loads. 

CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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NEW TAPE ACCESSORIES 

From Bib Hi -Fi Accessories Ltd. of England, comes 
news of two new kits for tape users. One is a tape - 
head maintenance kit which includes a cleaning tool 
with interchangeable head for easy access to tape 
heads regardless of angle of entry and claimed to be 
usable on reel -to -reel, cassette and cartridge decks. 
With the tool comes an anti -static fluid, inspection 
mirror, brush, cloth and pads all packed in a hinged 
plastic box. 

The other device from Bib is a newly patented 
splicer for cassette editing and splicing. Diagonal 
and butt splices can be made with it. Included in 
this kit are tape cutters, tape piercer, splicing tape 
and an extractor -winder, plus instructions. 

CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

NAKAMICHI INTRODUCES HYBRID 
COMPONENT 

Combining some of the features of its model 610 
preamp -control unit with an advanced -design FM 
tuner, Nakamichi has announced a "hybrid- type" 
component, the model 630 FM tuner /preamplifier. 
Shaped and styled (wedge -like and with handles) to 
resemble the earlier cassette deck in this series, the 
model 630 includes a very high- sensitivity, low - 
noise phono preamp (moving -coil pickups can be us- 
ed without a booster or "pre-preamp"); bass, treble 
and tonal contour adjustments; tape -deck monitor- 
ing and inter- dubbing facilities (two decks may be 

monitored independently without affecting record- 
ings in progress); front -panel switching for tape 
copying operations; built -in amplifier for head- 
phones; Dolby noise- reduction facilities including 
B -type circuitry plus the 25- microsecond de- empha- 
sis being used by many FM stations; FM tuning 
lights; and a large tuning dial- and -knob instead of 
the across -the -panel tuning dial. In addition to tape - 
feed and headphone monitoring outputs, the model 
630 may be connected to normal power amplifiers 
for speaker -listening. Announced price is $600. 

CIRCLE 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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INOVONICS DESCRIBES 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

PRODUCTS 
A brochure from Inovonics, Inc., of Campbell, 
California describes products for use in professional 
audio applications. The model 220 Audio Level Op- 

timizer incorporates the functions of a compressor, 
peak limiter and de -esser in one package. It allows 
both increase in average program level and positive 
protection from peaks. Three gating modes are 
available to eliminate "breathing" and "pumping" 
effects that occur during short program pauses. 

Compatible with most professional tape trans- 
ports, and able to accommodate a wide variety of 

original- equipment and replacement tape heads is 
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the model 375 Magnetic Recorder Electronics unit. 
The model 375 offers 3 -speed EQ for any combina- 
tion of NAB and IEC recording curves. 

For playback, with 3 -speed EQ for any combina- 
tion of NAB and IEC recording curves at speeds of 

3 to 30 ips, there's the model 376 Tape Reproduce 
Amplifier. 

The Series 400 Tentrol is an accessory kit for 

maintaining constant tape holdback tension on 

most professional audio recorders and duplicator 
transports. Designed to reduce capstan slippage, 
eliminate pitch change, extend head life and im- 

prove high- frequency performance, the Series 400 

handles tape widths of 1 -inch or less. Tape speeds 
are in pairs from 33/4 -71/2 ips up to 60 -120 ips. 

Intended specifically for AM and FM broadcast 
use is Inovonics' model 230 Multiband Audio 
Processor. This device maximizes average carrier 
modulation while containing program peaks within 
prescribed limits. It features eight independent 
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bands with individual threshold and compression 
ratio adjustments. Gate expansion prevents 
"pumping." Both the 75- and 25- microsecond FM 
curves are provided. For stereo, two units may be 

interconnected. 
Finally, there's the model 241 "Dynex " -a single - 

ended noise suppressor. This unit is a program- con- 

trolled filter /expander for suppressing residual 
background noise in audio reproduction systems. 

CIRCLE 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

AN UNUSUAL AND WORTHWHILE 
BOOK 

Audio manufacturers over the years have ven- 

tured into areas other than equipment design and 
production -to wit, recordings, contests, show -biz 

and so on. Understandably, the area of publications 
is also a major "secondary" activity for manufac- 

turers, but a new booklet just received from Lux 

Audio is truly unique and, as Lux puts it, may have 
set a new record for literature of its kind. 

The 32 -page illustrated publication is devoted to 
detailed test -reports of eighteen preamps and eigh- 

teen power amps representing in sum nineteen dif- 

ferent manufacturers. The tests were conducted by 

a Japanese research laboratory at the request of 

Stereo Sound, Japan's leading audio magazine. The 
original report, in Japanese, took up thirty -two 

pages in Stereo Sound and included 162 charts, 
curves and tables of data. 

With permission of the original publisher, Lux 
Audio has translated and reprinted the entire 
"megilla" and now is offering it FREE to audio - 

minded enthusiasts who request a copy by writing 
to Lux Audio of America, Ltd., 200 Aerial Way, 

Syosset, N.Y. 11791. 
Brands named in the report include: Accuphase, 

C/M Labs, GAS, Harman -Kardon, Lux, Marantz, 
Mark Levinson, McIntosh, Onkyo /Integra, Otto/ 
Sanyo, Pioneer, Quad, SAE, Sansui, Sony, Tech- 

nics, Trio /Kenwood, Victor /JVC and Yamaha. A 

few models are identified only as "Brand X" -these 
we are told are units "whose performance fell below 

the standard set by the laboratory." 
As you may suppose, the Lux units exhibited per- 

formance well above that standard and indeed they 
come in at or near the top of the pile - although they 
do not show up as "best" on all counts. Be that as it 
may, it is to Lux's everlasting credit that they saw 

fit to sponsor and finance this give -away (a com- 

pany spokesman says that each copy of the report 
going into the mail costs the firm more than $2.50) 

wi ich is so far above the usual promotion -type com- 

parisons in which a given manufacturer "proves" 
that its products are "better" than everyone else's. 
Here we are presented with a raft of sober technical 
data on many well -known products, plus helpful ex- 

planations of the various tests and an attempt to 
relate measurements to listening performance. 
Even if you are not immediately in the market for a 

new amplifier or preamp, the booklet is worth get- 

ting and studying. 
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT. ..Electro- 
Voice, Inc. (600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, 
Mich. 49107) has introduced a new elec- 
tret condenser microphone designed 
specifically for high quality sound rein- 
forcement and recording applications. 
The new mic is designated the Model 
1776 ($99.00), and is a "Single -D" car - 
dioid design, which results in proximity 
effect, or boosting of bass frequencies 
when the mic is close up. Frequency 
response is 60 Hz to 18 kHz and tran- 
sient response is said to be excellent. 

Like other condenser microphones, all 
of which include a preamp or imped- 
ance converter circuit in the micro- 
phone itself, the 1776 has a high output 
level enabling it to drive almost any 
microphone input, high impedance or 
low. Unlike studio condenser mics, the 
1776's condenser element is a perma- 
nently polarized electret which does not 
require a separate 48 -volt phantom pow- 
er supply for polarization; all that's 
necessary is a single, self- contained dry 
cell battery to power the preamp. The 
mic has a strong, machined die -cast 
casing finished in a non -reflective gray 
enamel, and a heavy wire screen over 
the head for ruggedness, and also fea- 
tures an on /off switch. The 1776 is 
furnished with mic stand adapter and 
fifteen feet of mic cable with an XLR- 
type connector at the microphone end, 
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or it is available as the Model 1776P 
($105.00) with stand adapter and a 25- 
foot cable with XLRs on both ends. 

Interface Electronics (3810 Westheim- 
er, Houston, Tx. 77027) showed their 
new series 316 mixing consoles at the 
Audio Engineering Society Convention 
in Los Angeles in early May. The 316 is 
similar to the company's familiar 104/ 
108 series mixers except that the 316 
has sixteen output buses instead of four 
or eight, and it uses 6 -inch conductive 
plastic faders instead of 4 -inch. Mixer 
mainframes are available for 16, 24 or 
32 inputs and many user options in 
final configuration are also available. 
Interface also announced that all their 
mixers are being updated with improved 
IC op -amps with higher slew rates to 
improve transient response and to re- 
duce transient intermodulation (TIM) 
distortion. 

ACCESSORIES... There has been a lot 
of talk the last few years about "guitar 
synthesizers," and a number of very di- 
verse electronic devices using that name 
have appeared on the market causing 
much confusion as to what a "guitar 
synthesizer" is or should be. All the 
units have roughly the same goal -to 
produce notes with synthesizer -type 
timbre using a guitar rather than a key- 
board as the control device -but beyond 
that there are few similarities. Probably 
the closest thing to a true guitar- control- 
led synthesizer yet devised is the 360 
Systems model, which caused quite a 
stir when it was shown at the New York 
convention of the Audio Engineering 
Society in the Fall of 1975. That sys- 
tem used a special guitar with a split 
pickup in order to get a separate output 
from each string, and derived control 
voltages proportional to pitch and 
amplitude envelope for each note 
played on each string. These control 
voltages in turn controlled six indepen- 

dent synthesizers each containing a 
VCO, VCF, VCA and envelope genera- 
tor (ADSR). This system was incredi- 
bly versatile, allowing six guitar notes 
and six totally independent synthesized 
notes to be played simultaneously, but 
its sophistication and complexity in- 
cluded a price tag in excess of $12,000 
for each of the half -dozen units pro- 
duced and sold. Now, however, 360 Sys- 
tems has introduced the Slavedriver 
Guitar /Synthesizer Interface at a much 
more affordable $795. The unit func- 
tions in much the same way as their 
original design except that it is not poly- 
phonic and it does not include the 
actual synthesizer hardware. The Slave - 
driver comprises a special pickup to be 
mounted near the bridge of any solid - 
body six -string electric guitar and an 
interface unit designed to connect with 
an ARP, Moog, Oberheim or other make 
of synthesizer using 1 volt per octave 
control voltages and having the appro- 
priate patch points. A pitch -to- voltage 
circuit derives a DC voltage proportion- 
al to the frequency or pitch of the high- 
est note being played on the guitar, and 
precisely follows "bent" notes, trills or 
even the individual notes of a slowly - 
strummed chord, as well as the notes of 
a single- string melody. The "pitch" out- 
put of the Slavedriver normally controls 
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the VCO of the synthesizer so that the 
synthesizer will exactly track the pitch 
of the guitar. An octave select switch 
offsets the "pitch" output in 1 volt 
steps to transpose the synthesizer in 1 
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octave intervals over a five octave range, 
and a "transpose" footswitch further 
offsets the synthesizer by any interval 
preset by a control on the front panel 
allowing instant transition from unison 
to harmony synthesizer tuning. An envel- 
ope follower generates a control voltage 
which exactly follows the amplitude 
envelope of the note played; this "loud- 
ness" output normally drives the VCA 
of the synthesizer so that the synthe- 
sized note follows the guitar note in 
loudness and dynamics as well as in 
pitch. A "sustain" footswitch freezes 
the pitch and loudness voltages at their 
last values, creating "infinite sustain" of 
the synthesizer note. A third control 
output is the "trigger" output which 
carries a trigger pulse every time a new 
note is picked; this pulse is usually used 
to trigger the synthesizer's envelope gen- 

erator (ADSR) which then controls the 
VCF for swept filtering of the synthe- 
sizer signal. The Slavedriver also pro- 
vides a preamplified audio signal from 
the guitar which can be fed through the 
VCF or other synthesizer circuits for 
processed guitar notes in addition to or 
in place of the synthesized notes. 360 
Systems also makes a version of the 
Slavedriver for Fender Precision or Jazz 
basses (also $795) and a pitch follower 
only for brass and reed instruments 
($595). Further information on all 360 
Systems products is available from the 
manufacturer at 2825 Hyans Street, 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90026. 

"Thine" stands for Technical Hard- 
ware, Inc. (P.O. Box 3609, Fullerton, 
Ca. 92634), and this company has devel- 
oped a 256 -note digital sequencer called 
the MMC -1 ($1195.00). In the "Pro- 
gram" mode, the musician programs a 

sequence of up to 256 notes using the 

the sequence may be played back at any 
tempo, regardless of the original pro- 
gramming tempo, without altering any 
other characteristics of the sequence. A 

1/2-inch liquid crystal display (LCD) 
continuously displays the current mem- 
ory register (number 1 thru 256), the 
control function number (1 thru 7) and 
symbols to indicate several control 
states. The MMC -1 contains three dry- 
cell batteries to retain the contents of 
the memory even if the unit is unplug- 
ged. The MMC -1 has program- controlled 
outputs for pitch voltage, control vol- 

tage and gate voltage which are the only 
connections used for normal operation. 
If the optional DS -1 Decoder circuit 
board ($100.00) is wired into the syn- 
thesizer, the MMC -1 can also be used for 
programmable control of any seven 
functions that can be activated by an 
on/off switch. 

An accessory item which is never fully 
appreciated until a favorite instrument 
or amplifier has been lost to damage by 

ANVIL 

trade group which has set standards for 
containers and packaging used in air 
shipping) is Anvil Cases (2501 North 
Rosemead Blvd., South El Monte, Ca. 

91733). Anvil was the pioneer in fiber - 
glas- or plastic -clad, foam -filled plywood 
cases to meet the ATA standards, and 
they are still an industry leader despite 
a profusion of rival manufacturers. An- 

vil has a very wide range of stock sizes 
for various applications, but they are 
also geared to accomodating more speci- 
alized needs. Among the latest models 
added to their stock lineup are custom- 
ized cases for the Tapco line of audio 
mixers and sound reinforcement acces- 

MMC -1's touch sensitive (no switch con- 
tacts) keyboard. In the "Play" modes, 
the sequencer reads out from its mem- 
ory the in formation on tone, pitch and 
duration of notes and rests to exactly 
duplicate the sequence as originally pro- 
grammed. By changing the clock rate, 
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airline baggage handlers or clumsy 
roadies is a good road case. The brand 
name that has become almost synony- 
mous with ATA -type cases (ATA stands 
for Air Transport Association, an airline 

sonies, and a new amp rack case. This 
latter is a case -within -a -case design 
which affords maximum protection while 
allowing easy access to the front and 
back of equipment mounted in the rack. 

A small but potentially useful acces- 
sory item from Switchcraft, Inc. is the 
N3MS, a shorting plug for XLR type 
connectors. The N3MS has a male 
three -pin connector which mates with 
Switchcraft, Cannon or Amphenol 
three -pin female connectors, and fea- 
tures a captive 6 -inch security chain to 
prevent loss when not in use. The nor- 
mal application for this shorting plug 
is to terminate or "short -out" unused 
microphone inputs to minimize hum 
and noise pickup. j 
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The studio was drab in appearance, 
with muted grey -brown and buff walls 
on which tan carpets were hung. Musi- 
cians and singers were there and they 
were all crowded around a megaphone- 
like device. The studio engineer 
pointed his finger into the air, and then 
lowered his arm deliberately and 
pointed at the assembly of musicians. 
They all began to play a song. When 
the song was over, they were complete- 
ly silent until the engineer gave the all 
clear. After a few moments of discus- 
sion the take was pronounced good. 
The group had just made a record. 
Now in case you're wondering, the 
tape recorder hadn't been invented 
yet. The record had been made on a 
cake of wax. That "megaphone" had a 
diaphragm at the end of it and at- 
tached to the diaphragm was a needle. 
The needle had cut a groove into the 
cake of wax, which was driven by pure 
music power. 

Well, we don't do it that way any 
more, and although we may have lost 
some of the spontaneity, some of the 
"feel," we have gained eons of ver- 
satility and productive convenience. 
Back then, if somebody goofed every- 
one went back to the beginning. To- 
day, of course, we record on tape first 
and any mistakes can be edited out. In 
fact, some good parts can and are 

as erina "arti 
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edited out. But we eventually still 
come back to that ubiquitous black 
disc we call a phonograph record - 
however circuitous the path may be. 

Obscure But Not Gone 

Since the introduction of the mag- 
netic tape recorder in this country, 
disc cutting or mastering) has faded 
into obscurity, completely over- 
shadowed by the infinitely more ver- 
satile tape device. Disc cutting became 
so obscure, in fact, that even today, 
some record people under forty years 
of age haven't the foggiest idea of 
what happens to their tape after they 
pay the studio bill. 

I thought you'd never ask! (Mind 
you, I said disc cutting had faded into 
obscurity, not disappeared. Virtually 
every record ever made had to be mas- 
tered on a disc- mastering lathe.) Well, 
first of all, some poor assistant has to 
sort out all the good takes from the 
out -takes and assemble them in the 
correct order with about four seconds 
of leader tape between each song on 
the album. The tape is then sent out to 
one of the independent mastering 
houses, if the studio doesn't have its 
own facilities -and most don't, or at 
least know enough not to get involved 

in matters which are more specialized 
than they reasonably can be expected 
to handle. (Disc cutting has become 
rather sophisticated in recent years, as 
we shall see.) When the tape gets to 
the mastering facility, the program 
material is transformed from the 
electro- magnetic medium (tape) into 
the mechanical medium (disc). From 
there it is shipped to a plating plant 
where the master record is electro- 
plated and a metal stamper is derived 
from it, only the stamper is a negative 
-the grooves have become ridges. The 
stamper is then shipped to a pressing 
plant where it is placed in a giant 
waffle - iron -like device called a "record 
press." One side is affixed to the top 
plate, the other side to the bottom. 
Labels (hopefully corresponding to the 
proper sides) are inserted, a blob of 
plastic called a "biscuit" is placed in 
the press and a button is pressed. Then 
a whole bunch of things happen. The 
press closes under tons of hydraulic 
pressure, steam is circulated through 
labyrinths in the press to heat the 
vinyl so that it is certain to flow into 
every part of the groove and then cool 
water is circulated to firm up the 
plastic so it can be handled without 
coming out like an uncooked pizza pie. 
Next, a hole is punched somewhere 
near the center, the outside flash is 
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trimmed to the familiar 117 /8-inch 

diameter and the finished record is 
stacked on a spindle. Later, the record 
will be packaged in a sleeve and jacket, 
shrink -wrapped and shipped to your 
friendly neighborhood record store. 

The Mastering Studio 

Interesting, but let's back up to the 
master record (which is what they tell 
me this article is supposed to be 
about). If you were able to make your- 
self invisible and gain entrance to a 
mastering studio, you would witness 
the following scenario: 

The mastering engineer would re- 
move the tape from the box, read the 
job order, place the tape on the tape 
recorder and rewind the tape while 
timing it with a high -speed timer. 
After adjusting the recorder to the 
tones supplied with the tape, he would 
listen to a short portion of the tape 
through the equipment chain, make 
some observations and adjustments 
and cue up the tape again. Then he 
would place a blank master on the 
recording lathe, make a few more ad- 
justments, push the start button and 
sit back and relax. When the record 
ended and the recorder and lathe had 
stopped, he would look through a 
microscope positioned over the 
master, pronounce it good, remove it 
from the lathe, pack it into a box and 
ship it to the plating plant. Simple, 
right? Easy, right? Boy, wouldn't you 
like to get paid for a soft gig like that? 
If you answered yes to the first two 
questions, you'd be dead wrong. If you 
answered yes to the last question, 
you'd be right, but only if you were a 
certified nut, because you've missed 
about a hundred mental and mechani- 
cal processes, all of which went into a 
very complicated procedure. 

Inside Disc Mastering 

Here is what disc mastering is all 
about, and how it differs from record- 
ing a master tape. The first thing to 
clobber one's sense of security is that 
while tape is a very forgiving medium, 
disc is a cruel perfectionist, a dictator. 
One tiny mistake and your work is for- 
ever banished to the scrap pile. There 
is no erase button, no "sinister force" 
that can be used to conveniently 
remove an error or indiscretion. Also, 
there is no editing -you start at the 
beginning and go flawlessly to the end, 
or you don't go at all. Now, if all tapes 
were recorded perfectly and tailored to 
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the disc medium, there would be no 
problem and what the invisible man 
saw would be as simple as its prima 
facie appearance. But alas, that is not 
the case. The whole problem in a coco- 
nut shell is that things that cannot be 
successfully transferred to disc can be 
and are recorded on tape. What is 
needed is a better knowledge of those 
things by technical studio people and 
by production people. This article will 
attempt to point out (and clear up) 
some of the problem areas. 

It is actually unfair to say that disc 
recording equipment is not on a par 
with tape recording equipment, since 
state of the art disc recorders can han- 
dle almost anything a tape recorder 
can. What has to be understood is the 
discrepancy in the disc playback 
system, or record players, to use the 
vernacular. Disc playback technology, 
in its present form, has not and can not 
keep pace with disc recording tech- 
nology. This is because of certain 
physical parameters within which the 
disc system must remain. For exam- 
ple, a disc is absolutely limited in how 
much information can be crammed 
onto its surface. With tape you can 
always splice on a few more feet, but 
on a disc you have only the space be- 

tween 11' /2 inches and 43/4 inches, 
which is slightly over 86 square inches, 
and that's it- period. You can't take 
up an extra 1 /16 of an inch -it just 
isn't there. If you try, you fall off the 
edge of the earth -so to speak -or at 
least off the edge of the record. So 
what happens if you need an extra 
minute? Well, you have to make a 
trade for less bass or less overall level. 
Another problem with the basic dif- 
ferences between the two mediums is 
that the tape system will handle 
almost any form of abuse short of put- 
ting line voltage on the input. But the 
disc system will not tolerate the 
slightest bit of hyperactiveness from 
the VU meters. Excessive unexpected 
peaks will make a mess of the master. 

As mentioned earlier, you can put 
almost anything on a disc, the real 
problem lies in trying to get it off the 
disc. The reason for this problem is 
that the recording stylus is basically 
triangular in shape, while the playback 
stylus is round or oval in shape. So, we 
really are trying to put a round (or 
oval) peg in a triangular hole. The 
strange fact is that, oddly enough, we 
have been rather successful at it. Still, 
the basic discrepancy is there. 

Before we take a closer look and try 
to understand some of the physical 

aspects of disc recording, let's look at 
the elements of the system. 

Software 

The Recording Blank: This is a 
"perfectly" flat, stretched, aluminum 
disc of the highest quality, and it is 
coated with cellulose nitrate on both 
sides -even though only one side will 
be used. There are only four or five 
manufacturers in the world that make 
these things and three of them are in 
the U.S. As you may well have 
guessed, this lacquer [cellulose nitrate] 
coating must be of the highest quality 
and absolutely pure- totally free from 
even the smallest microscopic particle. 
It must be applied in a uniform man- 
ner under proper temperature and 
humidity conditions, and must dry at 
the proper rate -not too fast, not too 
slow. All of this procedure has a bear- 
ing on the cutting or mastering stage. 
These blanks come in several sizes and 
vary in quality (ranging from cruddy 
to almost good these days). Seven -inch 
diameter blanks are used only for 45 
RPM reference dubs, ten -inch blanks 
are used for 45 RPM reference dubs 
and some seven -inch 45 RPM masters, 
twelve -inch blanks are for 45 RPM 
seven -inch masters and LP reference 
dubs, and fourteen -inch blanks are 
used for LP masters. Needless to say, 
only the highest -quality blanks are 
used for mastering, while the lesser 
quality blanks may be used for refer- 
ence dubs. All masters are over -sized, 
that is, they are larger than the actual 
record that will come from them. This 
is for ease of handling. 

The Recording Stylus: This is 
generally made from a synthetic ruby 
approximately one -half -inch long (a 

Japanese manufacturer has recently 
developed three types- diamond, sap- 
phire and, of course, ruby) and cut with 
several facets. Some facets are visible 
to the naked eye, while other facets are 
so small they are measured in microns 
(millionths of an inch). Each facet has a 
purpose. 

Hardware 

The Lathe or Disc -Cutting (Recording) 
Machine: This is a highly complex, ex- 
pensive and exacting machine, but, in 
truth, it is nothing more than a lathe 
that a machinist might use. It oper- 
ates on the same principles as any 
other lathe. It is just adapted to the 
specialized job of cutting microscopic 
grooves on a flat disc. There are of 
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cotIrse many parts to it, but basically 
there is the base, the carriage and the 
cutter head. Obviously, the base holds 
the whole thing together; the carriage 
rides on tracks in the base and sup- 
ports the cutter head; and the cutter 
head is what holds the recording stylus 
and drives the stylus up and down and 
from side to side to carve out the 
groove in the record blank. By itself, 
the lathe can do nothing but cut quiet 
spirals on the blank. 

The peripheral equipment has grown 
enormously complex in recent years to 
help the basic lathe do its job better 
and better. Simplest to understand is 
the signal reproducing and processing 
equipment, much of which is the same 
stuff you find laying around the 
average recording studio. This con- 
sists of a tape recorder (used only for 
playback), equalizers, limiters, cross- 
overs, filters, gain controls, meter 
monitoring equipment, amplifiers and 
speakers. All of which are used in 
similar application as their counter- 
parts in the recording studio. More 
specialized is the preview and variable 
pitch /variable depth systems and their 
related and recently introduced com- 
puter systems. 

The above is the equipment needed 
to make a master phonograph record. 
But as with anything else it is useless 
without the skilled guidance of a real 
live human being. Though computers 
appear to be taking over even in this 
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specialized world of record production, 
with automated recording consoles 
and automated disc recording 
machines, in the disc mastering field, 
there will never be that take over that 
people in the outside world fear. The 
meddlesome human touch is essential 
in this field. And even more important, 
there isn't a computer wacky enough 
to put up with we neurotics. So, we are 
safe from control by computers. It is 
we who will control them and triumph 
over all! So there! So here we have a 
computer that for once is under our 
control instead of vice versa, but what 
do we do with it? First a bit about the 
parameters and specifications which 
must be adhered to in disc cutting. 
And mind you, most are iron clad law. 
These laws do not bend, they are only 
broken and punishment is swift and 
sure -total rejection. Let us for the 
sake of simplicity discuss only the LP 
record. 

The Master Record 

Just what is a master record any- 
way? Well, it's simply a V- shaped 
groove about a quarter -mile long cut 
into the surface of an acetate record 
blank. It starts at the outer diameter 
and slowly spirals in toward the 
center. How it spirals in is of prime 
concern when we cut a record. If you 
go to your record collection, pick out a 
record -any LP will do -and look 

closely at it, you will notice several 
things that you probably never really 
took note of before, although they 
were always there and you saw them 
every time you picked up the record. 
At the outer edge you will notice very 
coarse grooves, so coarse that you can 
actually count them. You will see 
about two or three of them, sometimes 
four or five. This is called the "lead - 
in." Then you will note that where the 
music begins, the grooves get very 
close together. Here the grooves are so 
dose that as many as 150 to 400 of 
them can fit in the space of about an 
inch. At the end of the first song you 
will see what appears to be a small 
space or gap. This is not really a gap, if 
you look really close, perhaps with the 
aid of a big magnifying glass, you will 
note that there is one turn of a groove 
that spans this small gap. This part of 
the groove is called the "band" or 
"spiral." There may be several of these 
depending on how many songs there 
are on the record. At the end of the last 
song you will note that the groove 
moves very quickly toward the label 
area and stops. This part is called the 
"lead- out," and the part where it stops 
is simply a circle that no longer spirals 
in, and it is called the "lock groove." 

All of these things occur at specified 
diameters. The lead -in leads in from a 
diameter of twelve inches (which is not 
on the record -for some reason, a 12- 
inch record is only 11'/x) inches to 
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a diameter of 111 /2 inches where the 
music begins. The music must end no 
closer to the center than 43/4 inches or 
the record will be rejected by the guys 
at quality control. Even if it gets past 
them chances are that (take a deep 
breath here, you'll need it) an auto- 
matic changer will reject the record 
before it is over, which will cause the 
guy who bought the record to run back 
to the store demanding his money 
back, which will cause the record store 
to run back to the distributor demand- 
ing its money back, which will cause 
the distributor to run back to the 
record company demanding its money 
back, which will cause the record com- 
pany to dump 400,000 pressings on the 
mastering engineer's door step so they 
can be eaten for lunch. This tends to be 
most embarrassing. 

Finally, the lock groove must be at 
exactly 43/,6 inches from the center of 
the record. You will note that all these 
figures are in diameters rather than 
radii. Just divide by two to get the 
actual distance from the center. For 
example, the lock groove is really 2%32 

inches from the center. 
The rate at which the groove moves 

inward toward the center is called the 

"pitch," the same kind of pitch as 
would describe the pitch of a screw or 
bolt. Pitch is given in "lines per inch," 
and that is exactly what it means. 
"100 1pi" means that for every inch 
there are 100 lines or grooves. Normal 
record pitches range roughly from 70 
1pi to about 300 -400 1pi. Lead -in and 
banding pitches are somewhat coarser 
being from 8 -32 1pi, and lead -out pitch 
is very coarse, 2 -4 1pi. 

When cutting a record, it is the total 
time per side that determines the re- 

cording pitch. Now, you may have 
noticed that among different records 
some were louder than others. Take 
note that the louder ones are shorter. 
This is because the longer the record 
the finer the pitch has to be, and this 
means that the grooves have to be 
closer together. All of which leaves 
less room to wiggle and less wiggle 
equals less level or loudness. Less 
level often results in a very loud 
sound from the record producer. There 
is a theory in disc cutting called the 
Inversed Producer Law which states 
that: 

The loudness of the producer's 
scream is inversely proportional to the 
square of the loudness of the record. A 

theory born from hearing producers 
screaming into the phone "cut it 
HOTTER! HOTTER!! HOTTER!" 
Which of course is impossible. Pro- 
ducers are extremely proficient at re- 
questing the impossible. All that 
aside, there are other considerations 
that help make matters worse. One is 
that bass and low frequency informa- 
tion make very big wiggles even at low 
levels. A problem which occurs be- 
cause the vast majority of power in 
music lies in the lower portion of the 
frequency spectrum, and even the 
RIAA curve, which tries to even out 
the proportions, does not fully solve 
the problem. 

Another problem is that in order to 
get any stereo effect, there must be a 
difference between the two groove 
walls. A typical stereo signal is really 
two separate and independent signals 
on the left and right walls. Any com- 
mon information (the instruments that 
are in the center) will affect both walls 
the same as a mono signal. So you 
have to picture the mono signal show- 
ing both walls moving in unison while 
two separate signals are superimposed 
on the left and right walls respectively. 
The trick here is to not let the up and 

Gallien- Krueger advises you to check out the 1000 -1S before you buy any power amp. 
Compare the 1000 -1S guaranteed specs. 

Compare the 1000 -1S rugged construction. 
(The Gallien- Krueger 1000 -1S is the only professional quality amp that is rugged enough to be truly portable. 

We do our own fabrication, build our own transformers, and print our own circuit boards. So we know.) 
Compare the 1000 -1S sound. Then decide. 

Sound advice. Take it from us at your Gallien- Krueger sound dealer. 
Gallien- Krueger, 504 B Vandell Way, Campbell, CA 95008 
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You'll hear from us. 
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down wiggling get out of hand, be- 
cause if there is too much up and down 
wiggling, the needle will literally wig- 
gle right off the record. The groove 
disappears, and this is one of the 
things that makes a record skip. 
Another cause of a record skip is if the 
side -to -side wiggle is so severe that it 
wiggles right into the next groove and 
breaks down the walls of the grooves. 
This is called an "over- cut." One other 
reason for a record to skip is if the pro- 
gram material contains a component 
which causes such extreme lateral ac- 
celeration that the groove actually 
makes a right angle so sharp that the 

playback stylus cannot follow it. The 
stylus will continue in a straight line 
instead of tracing the groove and jump 
right out of the groove and over into 
the next one. Those are the three 
things that make a record skip, and 
the things that disc mastering engi- 
neers look for under the microscope. 
By the way, these wiggles that we 
have been talking about are called "ex- 
cursions" (not to be confused with in- 
cursions), so to sound professional we 
call side -to -side wiggles "lateral excur- 
sions" and up- and -down wiggles "ver- 
tical excursions." 

In order to keep somewhere between 

Number 
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band octave equalizers we have to 
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We've delivered over 2,000 of these EQ 
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the sky and the deep shiny aluminum, 
normal groove depths range from 11/2 

to 5 mils [1 mil equals .001 of a an 
inch]. You don't want to get any shal- 
lower than 11/2 to 2 mils deep, since 
playback styli are either 1 mil or 0.7 
mil and obviously a groove shallower 
than that would not be sufficient to 
hold the stylus in the groove. On the 
other hand, 5 mils is about as deep as 
you would want to go since the lacquer 
is only about 8 -10 mils deep. If the guy 
who was spraying the lacquer on the 
disc in the factory was in a hurry that 
day, the lacquer might be even thinner. 
So if there is any great vertical excur- 
sion the groove might go as deep as 7 -8 
mils, and at that depth it may be possi- 
ble to cut right down to the aluminum 
-ruining the master and the recording 
stylus. Cutting too deep also makes it 
difficult to plate in the plating process. 

One more problem to consider is 
high frequencies. Although these do 
not take up much room (very little ex- 
cursion) even at high levels, they still 
cause their share of problems. Did you 
ever hear a record with a cymbal crash 
that sounded more like a garbage can 
cover being dragged down the side- 
walk? Or a female vocalist with sibilan- 
cies which seemed to smear? Well, that 
is called "tracing distortion." It occurs 
when the rounded playback stylus tip 
cannot fit into the notch -shaped 
groove that the recording stylus has 
cut. Since it cannot trace the groove 
properly, it merely chatters through 
that section crashing from side to side 
instead of gliding. Tracing error is not 
to be confused with tracking error 
which is another concept and another 
problem. 

In the next issue we will be talking 
about such things as tracing and 
tracking error, diameter losses, ver- 
tical and lateral over -cuts, groove echo 
and what the disc mastering engineer 
must do to avoid getting those poten- 
tial headaches. We will also discuss 
what recording studio personnel and 
producers can do to prevent forcing 
the disc guy to use his arsenal of 
vicious anti -problem weapons on your 
tapes. 

47 
(Note: Because we will be illustrat- 

ing many of the concepts introduced 
here in Part I in "From Tape to Disc - 
Disc Mastering, Part II" (scheduled to 
appear in the September issue), the 
reader should make an attempt to save 
this August issue as a source of 
reference. -Ed.! 
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One of the best. 

Playing 
the best. 

When music people talk about 
more progressive guitarists, they 
talk about Al DiMeola. His work 
with Return to Forever and as a 

solo artist has established him in 
the forefront of today's advanced 
playing styles. 

And, when your music covers 
. as wide a spectrum of sounds and 

moods as Al's does, you need the 
kind of pickup that can keep pace 
with your playing. That kind is 
DiMarzio. Al DiMeola has found 

that only DiMarzio pickups offer 
his music the versatility and pres- 
ence it demands. 

So, whether your music is hard 
and driving, or soft and mellow, 
.DiMarzio makes a pickup for you. 

And that's something to pick 
up on. 

DiMarzio 
Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc. 
Dept. D 
643 Bay Street, Staten Island,New York 10304 
Available at fine music stores throughout the U.S. 
Exclusive Canadian distributor: 
CHI Music Sales, 5000 Buchan St., Suite 506 
Montreal, Quebec H4P1T2 
All DiMarzio equipment is manufactured in the U.S. 
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recordinq enginee 

Shelly Yakus 
Engineer Shelly Yakus is considered to be one of the 

premier recording engineers in the business today. He has 
made his mark by engineering sessions for a long list of 
prominent recording artists including Alice Cooper, John 
Lennon, the Raspberries, Johnny Winter, Peter, Paul and 
Mary, Blue Oyster Cult, Henry Gross and Chick Corea. 

Shelly's recording interests began in Boston, Ma., where 
his father owned and operated a studio called "Ace" Record- 

MR: What are the qualifications 
needed to become an engineer? 

SY: The first thing I can think of is 
patience. Patience and ears. You've 
got to be able to distinguish the dif- 
ferences among the many sounds you 
hear. Also, something that's very im- 
portant is personality. If a guy is a 
phenomenal engineer but has a lousy 
personality, very few clients are going 
to want to work with him. On the other 
hand, if a guy has average engineering 
skills but a great personality, he's go- 
ing to be very much in demand. It's 
very important to be able to put your 
clients at ease, because it enables them 
to have confidence in you. 

MR: Coming from Boston, how did 
you end up in New York City? 

SY: I was managing a group in 
Boston at the time, and I had some of 
their material. I brought it to New 
York to try and sell it to the record 
companies. I was about seventeen or 
eighteen and I went around to the dif- 
ferent studios. In one of the studios I 

met a union representative, who I 
didn't know, but we became friendly 
and he said, "Come on, I'll take you 
around to all the studios." In those 
days, they had a union rep because it 
was against union rules to overdub - 
otherwise you had to pay the band 
again. He took me around and I met a 
guy by the name of Brooks Arthur 
who was working at the original Mir- 
ror Sound. I had never seen anything 
like what he had. For instance, he had 
a tape loop. The tape loop was coming 
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ing. There he was introduced to wire recorders, mono, stereo, 
three -track and finally four -track recorders. 

Several years later, after much soul searching and many 
trips between Boston and New York, Shelly came to New 
York (and the Y.M.C.A.) to work forA &R recording studios. 
He stayed at A &R for three years before moving over to his 
present domain, the Record Plant, in 1970. 

off the machine, around a microphone 
stand in a corner of the room and back 
again. It was a continuous loop of 
thunder. 

They were doing a record called 
"Give Us Your Blessings" on Red Bird 
Records. This rep introduced me to 
Brooks and we got talking and he said, 
"Look, I'm busy now and it's hard for 
me to talk because the producer is 
coming in." I asked, "Who is the pro- 
ducer?" He says, "Phil Spector." I 

didn't know who Phil Spector was in 
those days. I asked when the record 
was going to come out and he said it 
would be out in ten days. In ten days it 
was in the record shops and I couldn't 
believe it. I had heard them mixing it 
and all that stuff. 

MR: That got you thinking a bit? 
SY: Yeah, I started seeing a new way 

of techniques. 
Getting back to Brooks Arthur, he 

was really nice to me. I went back to 
Boston, and about six months later I 
had to hand carry something to New 
York for my father so I figured I would 
stop in and see Brooks. But he had 
quit Mirror Sound and gone to work at 
A &R Recording. I went over to A &R 
looking for him but he wasn't in. 
However, I met a guy by the name of 
Roy Cicala, who is now the owner of 
Record Plant, and we talked and he 
showed me around the whole studio. 

MR: You told him about your 
father's studio? 

SY: Yeah, and at that time I said I 
didn't know if I really wanted to be an 

engineer, but I thought while I'm here 
I might as well apply for a job and see 
what happens. I started getting into 
it, I was disillusioned by my father's 
place and everything, so I went up to 
the office to apply for a job. They told 
me to come back. I said, "I'm going 
back to Boston today, can't somebody 
just talk to me for a couple of 
minutes ?" So Don Frey, who is one of 
the owners of A &R Studios, inter- 
viewed me and then I went back to 
Boston. I had gotten a job in a TV sta- 
tion where they taught me how to be a 
cameraman -to put slides in the pro- 
jectors. It was a summer job. 

A &R Studios called me a couple of 
weeks later and asked me if I was still 
interested. I was down in one week. I 
lived at the YMCA for a bit. So I 

started working at A &R. 
MR: Who did you study engineering 

under? 
SY: All the guys. Phil Ramone, Roy 

Cicala, Tony May, Dave Sanders; they 
were the best. Each guy, for his own 
type of thing, is phenomenal. 

MR: What was it like at A &R? 
SY: I became an engineer after the 

first year; they had told me it would 
take at least five years. Mainly it was 
Roy who taught me. He taught me 
really without saying anything. He 
used to do his own projects late at 
night, but on paying dates we'd start 
at twelve in the afternoon, work till six 
and then from seven to twelve. Then 
he would start his own stuff and I 

would stay with him. I asked him how 
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iswhat... 
Chick Corea, Alice Cooper, 
John Lennon & Peters Paul 
& Mazy have in common. 

By Bob Bank 

AUGUST 1977 

come he never got tired, and he said 
that after a while, you get used to it. 
But it took me months and months to 
get used to the hours. I started to get 
into it and formulated a schedule; we 
were up day and night. Sleeping three, 
four hours a night. Roy pushed me to 
be an engineer; I was afraid because I 

didn't think I was good enough. 
MR: Do you remember your first 

engineering session at A &R? 
SY: Yes, it was for a group called 

Orient Express and was produced by 
Bob Shab. 

MR: What were your actual duties 
at that session? 

SY: Engineer. That was one of the 
ones that Roy gave me. Then I worked 
with the Amboy Dukes on which I was 
the assistant engineer. In those days, 
they would mix a stereo and a mono 
mix at the same time. But they would 
mix them both without listening to 
them. In other words, they'd set it up 
by tones on the board. They'd get the 
stereo balance, then push a button and 
listen to the mono balance -using 
slight adjustments to make up for 
what happened when you went from 
stereo to mono. They set up "Journey 
to the Center of Your Mind," which 
has a big guitar piece, in that manner. 
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Well, when Roy panned it on the mono, 
because he hadn't set up the mono ex- 
actly right, the level went up and down 
and it would disappear. It got louder 
and softer as opposed to going left to 
right. The stereo was fine, but when it 
came time to use the mono we couldn't 
use it. So Roy called me up and asked 
me to listen to it and I listened to it the 
same night he had finished it. I took it 
and actually remixed the middle of the 
song from the mono, copied it onto the 
tape and rolled the level up and down 
to correct what had happened in the 
mix. 

MR: You worked with the Band on 
their Music From Big Pink, didn't 
you? 

SY: Yes. 
MR: How many tracks were used? 
SY: Four. Two is the vocals, three is 

the basic drums, four is the organ and 
one is the strings. That's it. Then you 
could go four to four, combine things 
and then open up tracks. But in those 
days it was either four track or eight 
track. 

MR: Do you remember the micro- 
phones that were used then? 

SY: U -87s, U -86s, Shure 57s and 
E- VRE -15s. Some Sonys -that was 
basically it. 

MR: What about today? 
SY: Same stuff, because it works. As 

far as the microphones that we use 
with the rock groups, it's hard to say 
because I get a vocal sound by putting 
up five or six microphones. It's like 
tailoring a suit for somebody. I ask the 
vocalist to sing into each one, which- 
ever one sounds good with his /her 
voice is the one we'll use. It's as simple 
as that. You could use the same micro- 
phones for hard rock that you use for 
classical. Certain instruments sound 
better with certain mics. The basic 
concept that I have learned is that if 
you have a vocal that is basically real 
"warm" sounding, and you use an 87, 
which is basically a warm sounding mi- 
crophone, the midrange will be a little 
dull sounding. It's got plenty of top 
and bottom, but it's dull sounding in 
the middle. I call that warm. If you use 
a microphone that is the opposite of 
your vocal -a "hot" mic on a warm 
vocal -you usually come out with a 
pretty clear vocal sound. 

MR: What microphones produce 
that "hot" sound? 

SY: One is the Neumann U -86. There 
are some mics that are characteristi- 
cally big, "booming" sounding micro- 
phones. They have a full- frequency 
spectrum. Use one of those on an 

acoustic guitar and you're in trouble. 
There is so much sound coming out of 
that guitar, so much bottom, that if 
you use the wrong microphone it just 
picks up everything. Then you have to 
roll it all off with an equalizer and you 
end up with something that sounds 
terrible. I'm learning all the time. A lot 
of things I found by accident, because 
it's easy to get locked into a certain 
thing. 

I used to mic an acoustic guitar right 
in front -that is where most of the 
sound comes out -and then I had to 
roll off the bottom and get it clear. 
Now I find if I put the microphone 
higher than the guitar, facing down, 
that it misses all that extra bottom 
and gets a clear sound from the 
strings. 

MR: What are some of your mixing 
techniques? 

SY: Well, as far as techniques go, I 
never really thought about it, except 
for two important things. One is that I 
try to encourage the producer and the 
artist to be part of their own mixes. If 
they don't want to be, that's fine. But 
I find that the best mixes come out 
when the producer or the artist -it's 
usually the producer -takes half the 
board or the faders that he knows the 
best. After all, they wrote the songs, 
they know it better than any engineer 
will ever know it. Who am I to say I'm 
going to mix the thing and you're not 
going to touch the faders? How can I 
say that it's going to be my concept of 
the mix? I find that they usually have 
a good feel for guitars, horns and 
strings, and that I usually have a good 
feel for the rhythm- bass, drums and 
the vocals. I try and create a frame- 
work of a good bass sound, good drum 
sound and a clear vocal, and I try to 
make them fit their stuff into that 
framework. Then I know I can help 
them. I can control the limits. 

It's a wonderful combination 
because I hear the rhythm differently 
than they would hear it, and they hear 
the other stuff differently than I would 
hear it. So together we get it, and it 
works. The best mixes I've done have 
been in combination with a producer. 

MR: How do you feel about com- 
puter mixing? 

SY: On most levels, I don't like it. 
MR: Why? 
SY: In the beginning, my theory was 

one of creating a mix by working at it 
until the mix "peaked." In other 
words, you keep working at it until the 
mix grows and gets better and better 
until you get a terrific mix. Usually the 

mix after that falls apart, so it's a good 
indication that you got the mix on the 
one before. If you need inserts or 
something to make better sections, 
you do it. 

It seems like computerized mixing 
took the personal aspect out of mixing. 
It was then shown to me that you 
could do computer mixing and get 
yourself to the point of "getting" a 
mix and then updating it, if you 
wanted without losing that mix. 

Our problem here [at the Record 
Plant] is that we use a lot of outboard 
equipment -DDLs, outside limiters 
and equalizers which the computer 
doesn't set. People were saying "well, 
the great thing about the computer is 
that two weeks later you can come 
back and re -mix your song without 
going through everything you went 
through before." Then you get into the 
thing where a guy says, "I love the 
mix, I listen to it at home. I love the 
mix, but I wish it had a little more 
vocal." Then he says to me he wishes 
we had computer mixing, because then 
I could do the same mix again and get 
a little more vocal. Well, that is true, 
except to get that mix that he loved we 
had to use tape delay, echo, EQs and 
all the stuff that isn't attached to the 
computer. If one of those things is the 
slightest bit different, especially the 
echo sound, the slightest bit, if there is 
dirt on the machine, then the whole 
mix changes. Also, I've heard where 
high frequency things trip the corn - 
puter and make it less accurate. 

MR: Do you use an individual ap- 
proach for each artist /group or one 
usual approach for all artists in the 
studio? 

SY: I had to establish a basic ap- 
proach in the studio that I knew would 
work fast. I always wanted to do it dif- 
ferently for each person, but because 
some people come in and don't know 
what they want, and because there are 
other factors, like time and studio 
musicians, I had to come up with 
something I knew would work. So I 
have a basic foundation. The artist and 
I will discuss what he wants to do, and 
he'll play me records and sounds that 
he likes. Later on, we'll discuss it 
again, and from that foundation, I go 
to what he wants. Each artist is dif- 
ferent. If an artist is unsure I just go 
back to what I know works and we 
build on it from there. Once he gets his 
security with the studio, me and his 
own project, then he'll be able to say, 
"Hey, let's try this and then we'll go 
from there." 
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MR: What problems do you have 
when you mix an album? 

SY: Any time I have trouble mixing 
a song, I ask the producer if the song is 
in a minor key. He almost always says 
yes. Minor keys are very difficult to 
get clarity on. If you have a song in a 
minor key, I'm not saying it can't 
sound good, just that it's difficult to 
work with. Certain keys and registers 
are also difficult. A big problem is get- 
ting the individual band members to 
make a decision on a final mix before 
the excitement wears off. Also, some- 
times people get so involved with all 
the outboard equipment available - 
flangers, phasers, DDLs -that they 
lose the "feel" they wanted and had 
originallly. 

MR: What is the most difficult part 
of the recording session as far as put- 
ting things down on tracks? 

SY: Getting down the drum sound is 
important. It's the backbone of the 
record. Without a clear drum sound 
it's almost impossible to have a clear 
mix. 

The hardest part of making an al- 
bum for any artist is getting the artist 
to say "I really love my album and I 

want to listen to it at home." Most 
people can't listen to their album at 
home. 

MR: One of the experiments that 
you did was miking a small speaker for 
the Raspberries song "Overnight Sen- 
sation -Hit Record." How did that 
work out? 

SY: Producer Jimmy Ienner wanted 
the music to sound like it was coming 
out of a radio. First I thought of using 
a filter. but I decided it would sound 
filtered. Next I thought, "How about 
using a real radio? I have a real radio 
that sounds great." So we took the 
mix, put it through this radio and we 
put a really good quality microphone 
through it. It was a U -87. It sounded 
like you were hearing it over the radio. 
What I did was to play the mix 
through the radio while I had the 
regular mix playing in the control 
room -the radio was in the studio - 
and at the correct point I faded down 
the track and brought up the radio. 
Then, I brought the track back in. I 

segued the song back in over the radio 
and we edited it into the real song. 

MR: Should an engineer be used 
again and again with the same artist 
for that "marriage" to work? 

SY: I believe that if you have a hit 
with an engineer you should stick with 
him. Unless you are so uncomfortable 
that you can't create and you can't 
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work. I mean, you shouldn't break a 
combination; there are magical com- 
binations and there are "marriages." 
Bob Crewe and Bob Gaudio were 
magic together. When they split up, 
they didn't have any hits for many 
years. There is a certain thing that 
happens with the engineer and what he 
does with the sound. It's a fact as far 
as I'm concerned that while a poor 
sound may not stop a record from be- 
ing a hit, it would certainly sell more 
records if it did sound good. But I find 
that after two, three or four albums 
with the same engineer, sometimes 
people feel too comfortable and they 
say "well, it's time for a change." Or 
they'll say "let's go to a different 
studio." 

MR: Now, concerning the feelings 
and rapport between the engineer and 
producer, how much should the engin- 
eer say or not say during a production? 

SY: That is governed by the artist 
and the producer. You get a feeling in 
the room of how much you can say and 
how much you can't say. I don't ever 
say anything unless I'm asked. 

MR: They'll ask you what you think? 
SY: They'll say to me, look we're 

having trouble coming up with a part 
for this. But I don't make suggestions 
about parts unless they ask me. If they 
ask me if I hear an instrument, I might 
say, "Well I've been thinking about it 
and I hear a couple of things." It 
might be a harp, harmonica or some- 
thing like that. Sometimes my ideas 
work and then again sometimes they 
don't. I can accept that. I am there to 
help make them make their record 
sound as terrific as it can sound. 

MR: What role does a producer play 
in the studio? 

SY: It's different on different ses- 
sions. Some artists really need an 
actively creative producer. Other ar- 
tists simply need someone to look to 
for a final decision - someone who 
knows the studio and the artist. 

Milt Okun, who was Peter Paul & 

Mary's producer, was perfect for them 
because he always got the sound that 
the group was looking for without 
changing their music around. Producer 
Bob Ezrin, who produces Alice Cooper, 
is different. Because Bob has a the- 
atrical background, he was, with the 
help of Alice and the band, able to in- 
ject dynamism, theatrics and excite- 
ment into those tracks. He was con- 
stantly changing things, coming up 
with new concepts. 

Both Okun and Ezrin are very good 
at what they do, but they go about it 

in completely different ways. In the 
music business, it's all by feel -what is 
necessary at the time. 

MR: Have you produced a group? 
SY: Yes, I produced a single with 

Chick Corea and I produced an album 
with Johnny Winter. I stay away from 
it until it's the right kind of a project. I 

mean, I do get a lot of offers, but it's so 
time consuming. It's the kind of thing 
that to be good in it, you have to really 
believe in it. My main concern is being 
a recording engineer and trying to help 
other people make their records. 

MR: What has been the most in- 
teresting session you have ever done? 

SY: There are a lot of them, but a 

unique one was Alice Cooper doing 
Billion Dollar Babies. We did it in their 
house, with a remote truck parked in 
the driveway. We used the truck as a 
control room and used TV monitors in 
the truck to see the band. To have it 
come out really good was a challenge. 
Also, doing John Lennon's Walls and 
Bridges album. 

MR: What about the Lennon session 
sticks out in your mind? 

SY: Well, he's a special person. I 

don't mean a special person in terms of 
publicity, but simply because he's 
special. He's a witty guy, he's a sen- 
sitive guy, he's wonderful and he 
wouldn't hurt a fly. 

MR: Who was the easiest artist to 
work with? 

SY: Chick Corea. He was the easiest 
because he knows what he wants, and 
he just needs someone to get it down. 

MR: Is it important for a group to 
come in and know what they want? 

SY: It costs them a lot less money 
when they know what they want as far 
as how things should sound. Although 
it's really not so much the sound as it 
is the concept. In other words, maybe 
it's just that Chick's music lends itself 
to a concept. He knows "well this part 
belongs here, and this has to play with 
this and it has to make a certain 
sound." A lot of rock and roll is built 
from nothing. It's bass and drums and 
then they start adding to it. That's the 
slowest process, adding a piece at a 
time. It's very time consuming and it's 
very difficult sometimes to make 
things fit. If they don't have a concept 
to start with, it's a lot of work and a 
lot of intense listening. That gets ex- 
pensive for them, whereas Chick is so 
rehearsed that he has all his parts 
down. He just sits down and we take 
one day, and we get all the sounds in 
that one day. We don't record it till the 
end of the day. We just put something 
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down so we can say we put something 
on tape. Then we hear it back and it 
gives me a day to think about what I 

might want to change. Then the next 
two days we do all the tracks. Fre- 
quently, he accepts the first or second 
take. 

MR: What are your feelings on 
female engineers? Are there enough of 
them? 

SY: No, too few. 
MR: Why is that? 
SY: Well, we find that it's very hard 

for them to deal with the men. What 
does a woman do at 3 a.m., when she's 
alone with the producer and he starts 
coming on to her? 

MR: Is there a female engineer cur- 
rently at The Record Plant? 

SY: No. 
MR: Would you like to see it happen 

soon? 
SY: I would love to see a female 

engineer here. They hear differently 
than a man. They mix differently than 
a man does. Women mix with less 
highs, a warmer sound -more like a 
"womanly" sound. The right woman 
for the Record Plant hasn't yet come 
along. 

MR: How would you hire a woman 

for the Record Plant? 
SY: First of all, you have to get past 

the girls that are the groupies. You 
have to find a girl who really wants the 
job. They are hard to find because 
there are many more men that want 
the job; there are only a handful of 
women that want engineering jobs. 

MR: How do you train your en- 
gineers when you first hire them? 

SY: Their personality is just as im- 
portant as their training is. The person 
who I would hire has to be relaxed, not 
a pushy kind of a person. The person 
has to be like a good mix. Pushy in cer- 
tain ways so they can get ahead, but 
who genuinely wants to be an 
engineer. 

MR: What type of advice would you 
give to the person who has dreams of 
becoming a recording engineer. 

SY: Don't. 
MR: Seriously Shelly. 
SY: My advice to them is to realize 

that you really don't have to know 
anything to start. The pay is terrible in 
the beginning, and you have no social 
life. If you are living with your family 
it makes it easier only because the 
money is so bad. I mean, it's only like 
$2.30 an hour to start, so if you are 

married it's almost an impossibility. 
You have to really want it, and you 
have got to be out of your mind. Those 
are the main qualifications. I could 
never have done this if I had been mar- 
ried when I got into the business. It 
really takes a lot out of a person. 

MR: Someone who is working in the 
tape department at Record Plant 
won't be there forever. Right? 

SY: He'll be out in six months and 
he'll be on to something else -if he's 
got what it takes. We spend lots of 
time with people and we train them. 
I've seen kids I've hired start to 
become engineers and it's a thrill for 
me because some of them were terrible 
in the beginning. Just like me, I was 
terrible. I was the worst, but I guess I 
had something in me that allowed me 
to learn why I was bad and to even- 
tually get better. Some people stay 
bad. I was bad, but Roy Cicala be- 
lieved in me. A lot of people want to 
work here, but if there are no openings, 
I tell them to get a job in any studio; 
you'll learn. 

MR: They're all [the studios] basical- 
ly the same? 

SY: Yes, except in the way they are 
run. That's not all the same. 
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Our amp had a few rough critics to 
please. Moog. Gibson. Les Paul. 
Ronnie Montrose. Our 
oscilloscopes. And you. 
Nobody knows everything there is to 
know about amplifiers. The Lab Series 
engineers were ready to admit it... 
and do something about it. We went 
to several outstanding audio experts. 
And they helped us put more good 
ideas into the Lab Series than any one 
company could ever think of. 

When you're making a guitar amp, 
it helps to work with an expert on 
guitars. So, the Lab Series engineers 
studied with the world's foremost ex- 
perts-Gibson.' And we learned the 
nuts and bolts, from humbucking 
pickups to "f" hole acoustics. 

As for musical electronics, there's 
no better place to go than Moog:"' So 
that's where we went. And we studied 
with the people who have an ingenious 
reputation for putting electronics 
under the musician's control. 

Then we put the Lab Series ampli- 
fiers through some heavy studio 
sessions. And set out to please some 
heavy artists, like Les Paul and 
Ronnie Montrose. 

Next, we took it to the streets to 
talk to our most important critics - 
the people we really built the Lab 
Series for -working musicians. 

And for two years, we kept asking 
for criticism, until all we got were 
compliments. 

Advancing an amplifier takes ad- 
vanced technology- something that 
today's amplifiers haven't really en- 
joyed. For example, the Lab Series 
engineers applied new advancements 
in high voltage 
transistor tech- 
nology that let 
us overcome the 
problems of low 
voltage transis- 
tors. And that 
enabled us to 
create the exact Uncompressed sound (left) vs. 

sound our musi- Compressed sound. Note difference 
cian advisors in loudness and time relationships. 

were after. But technology has a lot 
more to offer. After all, if Moog can 
engineer an orchestra of sounds into 
a small, 20 lb. keyboard, we felt an 
amplifier should offer more control 
over its voicing. Our new circuits over- 
came basic amp shortcomings. For 
example, if you like the overtones 
you get when you overdrive your amp, 
chances are you like your sound at 
high volume levels. But if the room is 
small, you're either too loud, or too 
lackluster. The Lab Series Compressor 
lets you sound great at any volume 
level, so you can turn on intense over- 
driving distortion without overpower- 
ing the room. You can even equalize 
your sound to help overcome poor 
room acoustics. 

What's more, we engineered several 
outstanding sounds into the Lab 
Series. The Frequency and Midrange 
controls let you tune into different 
frequency bands and tone colors the 
same way you tune in stations on 
your radio. It also lets you overdrive 
sections of a chord, so you can create 
new chord colors that really expand 
your rhythm horizons. 

There's more, including some guitar 
tricks Gibson helped develop. The 
Lab Series lets you match the voicing 

of your guitar. Sustain notes that swell 
as you hold them. Vary your picking 
attack from a punchy delivery that ex- 
plodes off your pick, to a smooth, 
even flowing performance. The Multi - 

filter control re- 
arranges the 
high harmonics 
to add an acous- 
tic guitar flavor. 
And get rid of 
those transient 
peaks of over- 
load that send 
recording meters 
into the red. 

But technology doesn't mean much 
if an amp can't take the punishment 
of the road. Lab Series amps are 
rugged, reliable and lightweight. With 
pine sides that fingerlock at each 
corner. Eight steel corner caps. An 

oversize heat sink. 
Even 8- teenuts 

holding each 
speaker, instead of the 
usual four. 

We put a lot of thought into the Lab 
Series. And so did a lot of other 
people. The result is an amp that 
pleases the critics, like you and your 
audience. 

And that's why there are only two 
types of amps today ..the old ones, 
and the new one -the Lab Series. 

7373 N. Cicero Avenue, Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646 
51 Nantucket Blvd., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada 
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Recently, the author of this piece, John 
Linde, spent time with the Bee Gees 
while they were at Criteria recording 
studios in Miami, Florida. The Bee 
Gees were involved in a project which 
entailed recording four songs - "How 
Deep Is Your Love," "Night Fever," 
"Stayin' Alive" and "If I Can't Have 
You" -for an upcoming ABC -TV 
special starring John Travolta of 
"Welcome Back Kotter" fame. 

For me, it's a high to be touched by 
the kind of music the Bee Gees orig- 
inate and produce, but it's an even 
greater high to be touched personally 
by them. 

It doesn't take long to realize the 
Bee Gees and company are a highly 
professional but yet informal musical 
family. Ideas and opinions are every- 
where. Three hours would go into the 
six -note vocal intro on "How Deep is 
Your Love." When it was finished the 
sound was the reward. When all 
twenty -four tracks came up, I got a 
rush. 

On the Other Side 

The production team of Karl Rich- 
ardson and Albhy Galuten -corpor- 
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ately named KARLBHY Productions 
-is very impressive. Karl has been at 
Criteria studios for eight years. He 
helped wire it together, and has engin- 
eered there for a number of top pro- 
ducers. Karl is highly technical, he's 
the pilot. The nice thing about taking 
off with Karl is that you always know 
your going to land. Karl plays the 
board like an accomplished musician, 
faders, EQ, echo -his performance is 
outstanding. 

Albhy Galuten is the ear extremely 
musical. He can read music, write it, 
sharp it, flat it and hum "Nights On 
Broadway" backwards. 

The thing that makes Karl and 
Albhy so appealing is their lack of ego. 
Like the Bee Gees, they are real. 
That's the magic that seems to dom- 
inate, that down to earth concern and 
love for what they are doing. The Bee 
Gees, Criteria, Karl and Albhy came 
together thru guitarist Eric Clapton. 
Eric had recorded "I Shot the Sheriff" 
at Criteria and was so pleased he men- 
tioned it to Barry Gibbs. At that time 
the Bee Gees needed to be stimulated, 
and Miami and Criteria fulfilled that 
need. "It blew my mind," stated 
Barry, "the creative energy started 
flowing, and when that happens you 

realize there's no bottom to the barrel. 
All you have to do is get your head 
right, and reach down into the barrel; 
you'll keep coming up with good 
ideas." After a two year drought, ideas 
were raining on the Bee Gees. 

Writing and Rehearsing 

The Brothers Gibbs put a lot of time 
and thought into melodies; writing is 
an art only a fool would try to explain. 
Robin, Barry and Maurice are master 
craftsmen. Nevertheless, even master 
craftsmen must rehearse, and its dur- 
ing rehearsels that all the writing, 
vocal talent and instrumentation are 
put together. 

Rehearsals are guidelines, they are 
never detailed, concrete blueprints. 
Creative juices will be flowing and 
there will be change, constant change. 
Ideas will become playbacks; the ideas 
that work will get printed, the ones 
that don't get exiled into the idea 
graveyard by means of the erase head. 
Try the idea, if it doesn't work try 
another and other. 

This method of recording /rehearsing 
is the luxury of being successful (it's 
expensive). Since most record manu- 
facturers work within a budget, a lot of 
producers must sacrifice creativity to 
please the clock and the accounting 

Diagram "A" - Typical Bee -Gees track setup 
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department, and that very often be- 
comes musical assassination. I men- 
tion this because a lesson can be 
learned from the Bee Gees. Not that 
every artist who obtains a recording 
contract should be given an open 
checkbook, it's just that no one can 
regulate the mind to successfully 
create. (There is no ON /OFF switch.) If 
one enters the studio and the creative 
juices flow, well, then do it. If the juice 
doesn't flow, get the hell out. 

But above all, be honest. Although 
the clock was never mentioned by the 
Bee Gees, it was never abused either. 
Every tick brought an idea. 

Drum Tracks 

Since the drum tracks must be a 
song's foundation, the Bee Gees record 
them in a manner which insures them 
that the tracks will be solid. First they 
record the drums with accompanying 
instruments, continuing until the 
drums are "right. Then, all the tracks 
except for the drums are erased. 

Drums and drummers are very 
physical -hard to record and affected 
by everything. Bee Gees drummer 
Dennis Byron will set up the drums his 
way (the way he is most comfortable), 
and then Karl Richardson will do his 
thing. Acoustic baffles are used to sur- 

Overhead `l ECM 377 

des clavinet 

ECM 377 or AKG414 

Grand piano 

ECM377 oi AKG414 

1® 
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round the drum set, eight mics will be 
positioned- a C55 or 421 is used on 
the bass drum, three U -87s will be 
placed over the toms, one ECM 50 on 
the hi- hat, a 414 on the snare drum 
and two ECM 377s for overheads. The 
Bee Gees do not have a standard or 
predetermined drum sound, it varies 
with the particular musical composi- 
tion. It may call for the bass drum 
head to be padded, unpadded or 
tightened to where it nearly breaks. 
This particular session the drums had 
very little padding, but there are times 
when the bass drum is filled with 
pillows. Again, it's the business of 
sound, and electronics can do just so 
much (especially with drums). The ac- 
tion a drummer uses has a lot to do 
with the sound the drums create. If 
you know what you want to hear your 
half way home. The Bee Gees, Karl and 
Albhy always seem to know what they 
want to hear. The other half of the 
journey is the performance, when 
sound and performance come together 
it's on to the bass. 

Adding Tracks 

Maurice Gibbs plays a Rickenbacker 
and a Fender bass, usually thru an 

Ampeg bass amp. He is given time to 
work with the drum track, going over 
the parts he's rehearsed and trying 
new ones. Everyone tunes into the pro- 
duction. They criticize, comment, ap- 
plaud and omit (a sort of process of 
elimination). Ideas and musical com- 
pliments pass around the control room 
-it's no time to be defensive. Maurice 
plays the part he feels, accenting the 
groove, not himself; this isn't solo 
time. That's the sign of a true profes- 
sional and Maurice is just that. The 
bass must compliment the drums and 
never take away or resist the mood. 
Maurice stands in the control room 
when he records, his line cord travels 
out the door, then some twenty feet to 
the amp. He likes being where all the 
ideas are tested. 

Patience is the secret ingredient 
that's incorporated into all Bee Gee 
productions. No one keeps score, it 
doesn't matter how many times you 
criticize or applaud, just be honest and 
say what you feel -not what you think 
someone wants to hear. 

Barry Gibbs and Allen Kendall do 
the guitar work -electric and acoustic 
-for the Bee Gees; today it would be 
Allen's turn. 

The process of recording repeats 
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NOTE: 
Basically a semi -circle so eye 
contact is maintained as well 

as separation 

Diagram "B" - 
Typical brass setup 

Stereo coincident 
pair 

Diagram "D" - Basic panning on "HOW 
DEEP IS YOUR LOVE" "stereo setup" 

Further 
from 

listener 

Closer to 
listener 

Elettri\ 
piano 
Leh 

you're interested in how the Bee Gees 
get that fantastic rhythm sound, try 
this -three acoustic guitars, guitar #1 
tune conventionally, guitar #2 open - 
cord tuning, guitar #3 tune the first 
and second strings conventionally, and 
the third thru sixth one octave higher. 

Vocal Magic 

Recording studios are like sodium 
pentothal. Sure electronics, gimmicks, 
echo and all that good stuff can help 
improve a bad sound. They can build 
courage, but if the weak have any 

Live cyclorama back wall 

U pl 

Stereo coincident 
pair overhead 

,0 
Stereo coincident 
pair 30 feet away 

o NOTE: 

Strings always recorded in Studio A 

Diagram "C" - Typical strings setup 

Snar.preech ereo 

Doubly 
led Lead vocal 

itself, comment after comment, idea 
after idea -it's instant replay of the 
past few hours. Allen will play what he 
feels, listen to suggestions and brew all 
the control room ad libs. The end 
result will always be what sounds best. 

The Technical Art 

It's time to clear your head. As 
everyone sits in the outer waiting 
room, the conversation turns tech- 
nical. All tunes on this session are 
recorded 30 ips, 24 -track with Dolby at 
a + 3 level on Ampex 456 tape. All 
tape machines used at Criteria are 
MCIs. Karl states, "We usually use 
three echo chambers or more for each 
mix, consisting of one or two 'live' 

40 

chambers, plus a stereo EMT and a 
stereo AKG. Some form of echo delay 
before the chamber -71/2, 151/2, DDL or 
whatever -is usually mixed in with the 
vocal echo. Strings and brass are 
usually 'live' chamber echoed. The Bee 
Gees EQ and echo onto the master 
tape if a particular sound is wanted, or 
to eliminate unwanted sounds. Nor- 
mally, post EQ in the mix has been 
found to be the safer method because 
radical changes are sometimes made 
sonically if the recording has changed 
substantially due to new overdubs, or 
if, since the record is basically finished, 
we hear it differently." 

This technical chatter ends when I'm 
told some not so secret secrets by 
Maurice Gibbs about guitar tuning. If 

degree of intelligence they will learn 
from every recording experience. I 
mention this because lets face it, the 
studio puts talent to the test more so 
then any other medium of exposure. 
Don't ever, even for a moment, think 
that it is easy. I don't care how much 
electricity is being pumped into this 
studio, the reason I'm sitting here 
with my mouth open is because I've 
been reached. The Bee Gees are that 
perfect; they have the talent, the 
uniqueness, the personality. A pro- 
ducer's dream, and if you have spent 
any amount of time in a recording stu- 
dio you know what I mean. It's diffi- 
cult to write about recording tech- 
niques when Robin, Barry and Mau- 
rice enter the studio to work their 
vocal magic. The Bee Gees are profes- 
sional; there is no such thing as a bad 
take, the good ones just get better. It's 
as complicated as that. The vocal over- 
dubbing experience leaves me realizing 
that the Bee Gees deserve the spot- 
light, the recognition, the fame and 
anything else that goes along with the 
ability to make people forget every- 
thing else and just enjoy! 
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ANNOUNCING: 
THE ROLAND GUITAR 

SYNTHESIZER 
A New Dimension Of Creative Possibilities 

For The Guitarist 

Until now, so- called 
guitar synthesizers have 
been merely synthesizers 
with a built -in interface of 
some kind to allow control by 
an external guitar. Roland's 
GR -500 Guitar Synthesizer is 
made up of two units connected 
by a single 24 conductor cable. 

The Controller (guitar) feels and 
responds like a fine quality standard 
electric guitar of the type you're 
used to playing. The Synthesizer 
offers 5 sections for control 

(guitar, polyen 
semble, bass, solo, and external 
synthesizer). 
Together, a six voice (one for each 
string) polyphonic output is 
created. Although fingering on 
the fingerboard changes pitch 
only, pitch bend effects can be 
produced in the conventional way. 
Due to a unique circuit patented 
by Roland, sustained notes of ANY 
duration are possible. 
The Roland Guitar Synthesizer is 
not only polyphonic. It produces 

CIRCLE 92 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

voicing and voice lead 
conpinations that even keyboard 
synthesizers can't approach. 
And, to top it all off, the GR -500 
retails for less than $2000 
complete!! 
See your nearest Roland dealer 
for a free demonstration! U , 

RolandCorp US 
P.O. Box 22289 
East Los Angeles 
CA 90022 
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Technics knows there's 
more to Linear Phase 

than staggered speakers. 
If staggered speakers were 
took to achieve phase linea 
other staggered speaker sys 
tems would sound like 
ours. But Technics knows 
it takes more. Much more. 
Like a phase -controlled 
crossover network that 
takes into account the 
phase characteristics of 
each driver. like extremely 
wide -range drivers, each wi 
a frequency response that's 
as flat as it is wide. And finally, 
aligning the acoustic center of 
each for the optimum acoustic 
position. 

ity, 

1111 Mt 
iiiiiiiiiMINIFFICII 

NW 
II 

UM 
th f 

But just as important, 
Technics knows that to 
achieve phase linearity as 
well as a wide and flat fre- 
quency response is also 
to achieve the ultimate in 
high fidelity: waveform 
fidelity. With it the output 
waveform of any component 
or speaker will be a mirror 
image of the waveform put into 
it. And that sounds better than 
good. It sounds live. 

And if seeing is believing, look 
at the waveforms. On top is the oscillcscope 
reading (the fingerprint) of a live piano wave- 
form. The other, the piano as reproduced by 
Technics Linear Phase SB- 7000A. That's wave- 
form fidelity you can see, as well as hear.. 

How did we do it? By designing a cross- 
over network that would provide an overall 
linear phase characteristic for the enti-e 

Live Piano 'Ala . eform. 

i 
Piano Wa 

Reprodi.ced b 
vEform 
y SB-7000A. 

eaker system, while sir i lta- 
eoLsly compensating for the 
different acoustic pressures 
of the individual crivers. 

When we finished we 
ended up with a unique 
phase -con-rolled crossovel 
network consisti ig of 6 dB 
and 18 dB /octave cul -off 

slopes. It net only eliminates 
"audible dip" at the crossover 
equencies, bat also assures 

excellent localization o- the 
original sound source .vithin 

the acoustic field. 
But as impertant as the cross - 

over network is in achieving 
linear piase, so are the individ- 

ual driver units.That's vhy we 
cesigned and manufEctured 
tie speake- drivers v ith the 

' flattest amplitude. widest 
frequency response and 
owest distortion pcssible. 

A goal we achieved only 
af-er exhaustive amplitude 

and phase studies in arechoic 
chambers. 

Our final step was aligning 
the acoustic center of ea:h 

driver in precisely the same -vertical 
plane. E-ut t took more than anechoic 
chambers. Technics had to develop a rfew 
time -delay system using BBD (Bucket 
Brigade Device). 

Only tien could we locate the oplimurn 
acoustic position f.ar each driver. In addition, 
each unit is positioned vertically for ti-e best 
horizontal dispersion and then spaced as 
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Much more. 

closely as possible for the 
best vertical dispersion of all 
audio frequencies. What's 
more, after alignment each 
unit is fine -tuned to assure 
precise linearity. 

The result, with the SB- 

7000A for example, is an 
overall phase response, lin- 
ear between 0 ° ±45° 
between 100Hz and 15kHz. A 
figure that's virtually flat and 
definitely unsurpassed by 

/dB] 

g' 
8) 

70 

A d- 
de 

Phase 
+180° 

Phase 
+90° 

0° 6) 
90° 

_180° 
20Hz 50 100 200 5C0 :kHz 2 5 10 20 40 

Staggered SpeaKer Configuration. 

ide) 

90 I 
80 

70 

80 

20Hz 

Amolialde 

Phase 

50 100 200 500 1k-Is 

Technics linear Phase SB-7000A. 

Phase 
+180° 
+90° 

0° 
_90° 
_180° \ 

2 5 10 20 40 

any other multi -range speaker system. 
As the graphs prove, even staggered 

speaker systems with seemingly "linear 
phase" characteristics show moderate to 

Sta -6000A 

severe phase shifts at different fre- 
quencies. But as you can see, the 
Technics SB -7000A has an unprece- 
dented flat amplitude /frequency 
response and linear phase response. 

But we don't expect you to 
buy any speaker system based on 
how good it sounds on paper. 
Audition the world's most linear 
phase speaker systems: the 
Technics SB- 7000A, SB- 6000A, 
SB- 5000A. You'll find out just how 
much more there is to Technics 

Linear Phase than staggered speakers. 

Tchnics 
by Panasonic 
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BY LEN FELDMAN 

Bi- Amping, Tri- Amping and Such 

I can remember way back to the time when I read my 
first book about high- fidelity sound. While I can't re- 
member who wrote the book, I do recall that in the 
chapter devoted to loudspeaker systems, the need for 
separate woofers, tweeters and mid -range drivers in 
high- quality speaker systems was explained by offer- 
ing an analogy to human singing voices. The writer 
pointed out that just as no one human voice can repro- 
duce the entire range of vocal music, so too, is it 
necessary to employ different transducers in a speaker 
system, each of which "specializes" in a given range of 
frequencies and "does its best" when reproducing only 
that limited range. 

It wasn't until years later that I realized that the 
analogy doesn't quite hold up completely. After all, 
when you talk about singers handling different vocal 
passages in different ranges, you are talking about 
totally separate "sound producers." These sound pro- 
ducers, while occupying the same stage, nevertheless 
create totally independent sounds which do not in- 
teract with each other and do not in any way affect 
sound reproduced by their singing companions. 

When considering multi -driver loudspeakers, on the 
other hand, those loudspeaker drivers, in most cases, 
are interconnected to each other by a common element 
-the so -called crossover network. Crossover networks 
in multi -driver systems may be anything from a simple 
capacitor, connected in series with the tweeter of an in- 
expensive two -way loudspeaker system, to elaborate 
inductance- capacitance- resistance networks designed 
as legitimate low -pass, high -pass, or band -pass multi - 
pole filters. In any case, it should be recognized that 
regardless of the crossover network's design, a certain 
amount of electrical interaction between drivers takes 
place, since no realizable filter can be designed to com- 
pletely cut off one driver at a single frequency while 
the next driver suddenly turns on at precisely the same 
frequency. Most passive crossover networks are de- 
signed to have cut -off (or turn-on) slopes of either 6 
dB /octave, 12 dB per octave or, in some cases, 18 DB 
per octave. If one examines only the frequency re- 

sponse characteristics of a typical crossover network, 
one can easily come up with a pair of curves which, at 
their intersection point (the crossover point), are 3 dB 
"down" from the flat response which they present in 
their pass -band region. Theoretically, then, each driver 
is putting out 3 dB less power and the sum of the 
energy from the two drivers should equal that of either 
driver operating within its pass -band, so that uniform 
energy propogation takes place at the cross -over point. 
Unfortunately, several other factors enter the picture. 

A 6 dB /octave crossover network which offers good 
response and phase characteristics in the region of 
crossover, suffers because its slope is so gradual that 
the two drivers associated with it must be capable of 
having good response for a full four octaves beyond 
the so -called crossover point- thereby defeating the 
idea of having each driver perform only within its op- 
timum frequency range. 12 dB /octave crossover net- 
works, the type most commonly found in popular 
multi -driver systems, present out -of -phase conditions 
at the crossover frequency and this out -of -phase situa- 
tion has, in recent years, been recognized as being 
audible, especially where rapid transients in music 
material are concerned. 18 dB per octave passive 
crossover networks in loudspeakers do offer a flat 
response characteristic in the region of the crossover 
frequency, but transient response is, again, poor 
because of phase distortion over a wide frequency 
range to either side of the crossover frequency. 

In addition to the phase and transient response 
problems cited, passive crossover networks offer other 
disadvantages. For one thing, in high- powered 
systems, they do dissipate a significant percentage of 
the power available to the drivers. Having to be 
designed to match the low output and input imped- 
ances of the amplifier and drivers which they intercon- 
nect, well -designed crossover networks must use 
heavy coils which are wound with large gauge copper 
wire. Capacitors which will have low dissipation, as 
well as these coils, can often be quite expensive, and 
component compromises are often made even in very 
expensive loudspeaker systems. 

All of which leads us to the subject of this 
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discussion -bi- amping and tri- amping. For those not 
familiar with this rather old approach to multi -driver 
speaker operation, we should explain that in a bi- 
amped or tri -amped audio system, each driver of the 
system is powered by a separate power amplifier. 
Thus, if you are going to set up a three -way loud- 
speaker system (woofer, mid -range and tweeter), three 
separate channels of audio amplifier power will be re- 
quired. In addition, an electronic component known as 
an electronic crossover network must be connected 
between the program source (or the preamplifier) and 
the individual power amplifiers used to drive the in- 

dividual speakers. The electronic crossover network 
fulfills the same function formerly performed by the 
passive crossover components located inside the 
speaker enclosure. It is nothing more than a series of 
low -pass, band -pass and high -pass filters. But there is 
a big difference. Because the electronic crossover net- 
work fits into the system at a low- voltage point in the 
signal chain and is called upon to dissipate virtually no 
power, actual components used can be quite small, and 
precision values of capacitance and inductance are 
more readily realized. In fact, some modern electronic 
crossover networks utilize no real inductors at all, but 
resort to active filter circuits which can duplicate the 
characteristics of discrete L -C networks without using 
actual coils. 

In addition to providing true isolation between the 
drivers of the multi -way speaker system, the use of an 
electronic crossover network in a bi -amped or tri- 
amped system offers additional benefits. The interac- 
tion between drivers caused by the presence of the 
common- connected passive crossover network is elim- 
inated , as are such audible effects as intermodulation 
distortion caused by such interaction. Furthermore, 
while the cost of the additional power amplifiers seems 
at first prohibitive, it should be pointed out that, in 
most cases, the power output capability of the in- 

dividual amplifiers used in such multi -amp systems 
need not be the same for the woofer amp, mid -range 
amp and tweeter amps. As you are probably aware, 
energy distribution in music is not linear over the en- 
tire audible range. Extreme bass reproduction requires 
far more amplifier power than does mid -range repro- 
duction and the energy content of "highs" in music is 
still lower. Thus, typically, while the woofers of a tri- 
amped system might require 100 watts of power for 
adequate reproduction, the mid -range amplifier might 
be rated at, say, only 40 or 50 watts, while the 
amplifier that drives the tweeter need have only 10 or 
20 watts of power output capability. As a matter of 
fact, speaker system manufacturers have been aware 
of this fact for years and hardly ever install -in com- 
mercially available systems- tweeters with the same 
power handling capability as their woofers. (A fact 
which accounts for a lot of tweeter burnouts if your 
amplifier suddenly starts to oscillate at supersonic fre- 
quencies, or if you use it for the reproduction of elec- 
tronic music, where the natural rules of frequency ver- 
sus energy distribution no longer apply.) 

Most available high -quality electronic crossover net- 
works offer a wide choice of frequency crossover points 
(to suit the needs of the drivers that might be used in 
the speaker system) and more than a few even offer a 
choice of slopes at the crossover points, including the 
popular 6, 12 and 18 dB per octave values. This flexi- 
bility in crossover networks lends itself to a great deal 
of experimenting when you set up your first bi -amped 
or tri -amped system- without having to wind new 
coils and choose new low -loss capacitors every time 
you want to try a different crossover combination. 

De- bunking an Old Tri -Amp Myth 

One of the other arguments put forth in favor of bi- 

amped or tri -amped systems does not, unfortunately, 
turn out to be true - though the logic of the simple 
math involved once trapped me into writing it up as if 
it were valid. The argument runs something like this: 

Suppose you were trying to reproduce a musical tone 
which consisted of a low, bass tone at 100 Hz and a 
mid -range tone of 3 kHz. Next, suppose that for accur- 
ate reproduction, the 100 Hz tone demands a power 
output of 100 watts while the 3 kHz tone requires a 

power output of 50 watts. In a bi -amped system, you 
would therefore need a 100 -watt amp for the woofer 
and a 50 -watt amp for the mid -range driver. The false 
argument proposes that the voltage equivalent at the 
speaker terminals (assuming 8 ohm loads) for the 100 
watt component of the signal is 28.3 V RMS, while the 
voltage equivalent of the 50 watt 3 kHz signal is 20.0 
volts (V = PxZ, where V is voltage, P is power and Z 

is impedance). The argument goes on to state that the 
voltage that would be required at the output of a 

single amplifier used to drive a speaker system con- 
taining a passive crossover network would therefore 
be the sum of the two voltages, or 48.3 volts. But the 
power output across 8 ohms that would be developed 
by 48.3 volts works out to be 291.6 watts! Thus, the 
argument goes, going to bi- amping means needing less 
total power (even though two separate amps are used) 
than is needed for single amplifier operation for the 
same level of sound reproduction. There's only one 
flaw in this argument, and that is that when we deal 
with complex music signals containing a multiplicity 
of frequencies, you cannot simple add RMS values of 
voltage together to arrive at a new RMS equivalent 
voltage. If you think about it for a moment, you will 
realize that instantaneously the two voltages may be 
additive while at other times they will subtract from 
each other. So much for the power you thought you 
might save by going to bi- amping or tri- amping. But, 
even discarding that long -held myth, separate drive 
for your woofer, mid -range and tweeter does offer 
great advantages, not the least of which are more ac- 
curate control of crossover -points, lack of electrical in- 

teraction between drivers and, most important of all, 
audibly cleaner and more faithful sound reproduction 
-all other things being equal. 
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NORMAN EISENBERG AND LEN FELDMAN 

DELTA -GRAPH 
MODEL EQ -10 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

General Description: The EQ -10 from Delta - 
Graph Electronics of Seattle, Washington is a graphic 
equalizer system in kit form. The basic unit is the EQ- 
10M module, a single -channel, ten -band equalizer. Ad- 
ditional modules may be added as required. The power 
supply is another module, PS -4, which can power up to 
four EQ -10 modules. Various combinations are avail- 
able (see prices below), as well as a cabinet and a tie - 
plate for rack -mounting. 

The simplest format would be a single EQ -10M and 
its PS -4 power supply which, when wired by the kit - 
builder, are linked electrically by three wires. The 
equalizer module is enclosed in metal, although the 
leads from the power supply, plus the in and out signal 
cables are exposed on a terminal strip at its rear. The 
power supply itself sits exposed on a small chassis. 

The equalizer module contains only the ten sliders 
which are marked from -15 through 0 to + 15. 
Nominal center frequencies are 31.2, 62.5, 125, 250, 
500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 and 16000 Hz. The "O" 

marking, or flat position, for each slider has a detent, 
or "click-stop." 

For a stereo equalizer, two EQ -10M modules and one 
PS-4 power supply would be required; for a four - 
channel equalizer, four EQ -10M modules and one 
power supply are required; for an 8- channel equalizer, 
eight 10M modules plus two power supplies would be 
required. The available cabinet will handle a two - 
channel version. 

Test Results: While relatively Spartan in ap- 
pearance, and obviously directed to the inveterate (and 
knowledgeable) do- it- yourselfer, the EQ -10 proved to 
offer excellent performance of a caliber that lends itself 
to professional as well as to home -audiophile applica- 
tions. Not counting the time required to wire and 
assemble the device, its cost would be well below that 
of equivalent performing equipment in a completely - 
assembled form. 

In MR's tests, the EQ -10 met or exceeded its 
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published specifications. Response, with all sliders 
detented, was confirmed as within 0.5 dB from 20 Hz 

SUB ..a 110 o SIM 106 Me ,U , K 1SK 

o . .. . 1.. ... ..0 

041-TA-oMAP MOOK 1110-10 

Fig. 1: Delta -Graph EQ -10: Completed EO.10 -M module. 

to 20 kHz. Hum and noise were 90 dB below a 2 -volt 
output level; harmonic distortion remained below the 
rated 0.05 %, and IM remained lower than the rated 
0.0075 %. To supplement instrument measurements, 
MR made its customary series of sweep tests using our 
spectrum analyzer. Fig. 4 represents the response for 
three different conditions of the ten controls. The up- 
per trace is system response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
with all sliders in maximum boost position. The lower 
trace is overall response with all sliders set to max- 
imum cut. The middle trace, representing a sine wave, 
is actually a response curve produced by placing alter- 
nate octave controls to maximum and minimum (e.g., 
31.25 Hz at maximum boost; 62.5 Hz at maximum cut, 
etc.). The results are impressive in that they show the 
lack of interaction of adjacent controls, a characteris- 

Fig. 2: Delta -Graph EQ -10: Separate PS -4 power 
supply can handle up to four equalizer modules. 

tic not always managed by less sophisticated equal- 
izers in which opposite settings of adjacent controls 
tend to neutralize or cancel each other out. What this 
indicates, simply, is that the EQ -10 can provide a fine 
degree of control to permit tailoring overall response 
to specific needs of program material and /or acoustic 
environment. 

Fig. 3: Delta -Graph Eta -10: Range of boost and cut for 
each of the ten octave -band controls on a Delta - 
Graph equalizer channel. 

General Info: EQ -10M module for one channel- 
dimensions: front -panel mounting flange, 51/4 high by 
91/2 inches wide (standard EIA and RETMA "half- 

Fig. 4: Delta -Graph EQ -10: Upper trace shows re- 

sponse with all controls set at maximum boost; 
lower trace is response with controls set at max- 
imum cut; middle trace is response with alternate 
controls at maximum cut and boost. 

rack"); depth behind mounting surface, 2 inches; price, 
$65. PS -4 power supply module -3 by 61/2 by 2 inches; 
price, $25. EQ -10SP (two EQ -10M modules plus one 
PS -4 power supply), $150. EQ -10QP (four EQ -10M 
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modules plus one PS -4 power supply), $275. EQ108 -2P 
(eight EQ -10M modules plus two PS -4 power supplies), 
$540. EQ -10WC cabinet (two- channel), $30. RA -2 (tie 
plate for rack mounting), $6.50. 

Individual Comment by N.E.: The instructions 
and general presentation of this product indicate it is 
aimed primarily at the seasoned technician and not in- 
tended for the first -time or novice kit -builder. And it is 
certainly not a unit for the "out -in- front -only" control 
man. Not only does it present a genuine electrical 
hazard (which the manufacturer is careful to call atten- 
tion to in the manual), but many of its possible applica- 
tions require a do-it -yourself skill and inclination that 
may be beyond the scope of many potential users 
regardless of how deeply involved they are with sound 
and related equipment. While the finished unit does in- 
deed perform as claimed, it might be well for the poten- 
tial buyer to look through the manual beforehand to 
see what he or she may be getting involved with before 
the device can be put to work. 

Individual Comment by L.F.: As our test 
results and vital statistics show, the EQ -10 does an ex- 
cellent job of equalizing, and at a relatively low price 
vis -a -vis factory -assembled models. But I would urge 
the manufacturer to come up with a more professional- 
ly written and produced assembly and owner's 
manual. The small type (actually reduced from type- 
written manuscript) is difficult to read, and the format 
of the assembly instructions presumes a fair amount of 
electronic wiring and assembly knowledge on the part 
of the buyer. If one of Delta- Graph's objectives is to 

SPECTRO 
ACOUSTICS 
MODEL 210 
STEREO 
GRAPHIC 
EQUALIZER 

enable non -professionals to own an equalizer that is as 
good as those used by professionals, the company 
ought to be more aware of the realistic capabilities of 
such possible buyers. 

DELTA -GRAPH EO -10 GRAPHIC EQUALIZER: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC LAB MEASUREMENT 

Range, per band 

Frequency response, sliders on flat 

Band center frequencies 

THD, controls flat 

THD, any control setting 

IM distortion, controls flat 

IM distortion, any control setting 

Hum and noise (below 1 -volt rms input, 
10 kHz bandwidth, 600 -ohm source, 
any control setting 

Rated output 

Maximum output 

Output impedance 

Input impedance 

Input balance 

Output balance 

Power consumption 

± 12 dB, controls operated individually, 
all others at flat. 

± 15 dB, controls operated in concert. 

± 0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

As indicated on panel, all within 5% 

0.01 %at1 kHz; 
0.015% at 20 kHz; 
0.03% at 20 Hz. 

0.01 %at1 kHz; 
0.024% at 20 kHz; 
0.1 %at20Hz. 
0.003% 
0.006% 

90 dB down. 

2 volts rms (used for MR measurement) 

12 volts rms 

300 ohms, resistive, direct -coupled. 
600 ohms balanced, short -circuit proof. 

68 k ohms single- ended; 
600 ohms to 100 k ohms balanced. 

Balanced line common -mode rejection 
greater than 40 dB at 60 Hz untrimmed; 
trimmable to greater than 80 dB at 60 
Hz. 

Phase difference between outputs 180° 
amplitude match within 0.2 dB. 

+ 15 VDC at 40 mA nominal per module; 
± 18 VDC at 50 mA maximum. (Higher 
voltage supplies usable with external 
current -limiting resistors added.) 

CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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General Description: The model 210 from Spectro 
Acoustics Inc. of Richland, Washington is a stereo 
(two -channel) graphic equalizer offering ten octave - 
bands per channel of equalization. Nominal center fre- 
quencies are 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3840, 

7680 and 15,360 Hz. The usual up- and -down slider ar- 
rangement is used, with the vertical ranges marked 
from -15 through 0 to +15. This control array oc- 
cupies most of the front panel. Below the sliders are 
unity gain adjustments (horizontal sliders) for each 
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channel, similarly marked from -15 through 0 to +15. 
Centered between these controls is a group of five 
pushbuttons: tape monitor /source; EQ tape; EQ line; 
EQ bypass; and the unit's AC power switch. The front 
panel also has a pilot LED that shows power on. 

Connections at the rear -phono pin -jacks - provide 
for signal hookups, with stereo pairs for main outputs, 
tape inputs, tape outputs and main inputs. The rear 
also contains the unit's AC line cord plus an un- 
switched AC convenience outlet rated for up to 500 
watts maximum. The equalizer's line cord is fitted 
with a two -prong polarized plug which will fit certain 
wall sockets, or heavy -duty extension sockets, but will 

playback of a recorded tape. The EQ tape button in- 
serts the equalizer into the taping path to enable the 
user to record pre- equalized tapes. The EQ line button 
puts the equalizer into the playback (or monitor) line 
without affecting tape recordings made while in this 
mode. The EQ bypass button bypasses the EQ cir- 
cuitry and also the unity -gain adjustments. 

Test Results: Except for minor aspects, the model 
210 met all of its published specifications, and exceed- 
ed some of the more important ones. The range per 
band was measured by MR as ± 13 dB as compared to 
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Fig. 1: Spectro Acoustics 210: Front panel view. 

not fit many others including most of the convenience 
outlets customarily supplied on hi -fi components. 

The model 210 is fairly light in weight and comes in 
two housings, one of which is suitable for rack - 
mounting (model 210R). The owner's manual is very 
good, explicitly written, adequately illustrated and 
contains much valuable information on EQ generally 
and on the uses of the device specifically. The model 

the ±15 dB claimed. Band center frequencies were 
found to be within 8% (worst case situation). Frequen- 
cy response with all controls centered (in the EQ line or 
tape modes) was confirmed as ±0.25 dB from 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. 

THD was found to be much lower than spec'd, and 
S/N was better by at least 10 dB than the 90 dB below 
1 -volt output claimed. 

MODEL 210 
GVRA- GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
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r Fig. 2: Spectro Acoustics 210: Rear panel view. 

210's preferred hookup is in the tape- monitor loop of a 
sound system. However, alternate interfacing meth- 
ods may be used, and are described in the owner's 
manual. In addition, the company welcomes inquiries 
for advice or help on additional applications. Briefly, 
the pushbuttons may be used for the following func- 
tions: the tape monitor button handles the standard 
tape- monitor circuit for monitoring the actual re- 
corded signal as it is being recorded. It also is used for 

Connecting the device into a system presented no 
problems, and putting it through its paces by follow- 
ing instructions supplied was a smooth process that 
produced the anticipated sonic effects. 

Fig. 1 shows the equalizer's front panel, while Fig. 2 

shows the rear panel. In Fig. 3, MR plotted sequential- 
ly (by means of `scope photos taken from our spectrum 
analyzer's storage 'scope face) the complete range of 
each octave control. Finally, to illustrate the precision 
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with which the model 210 can create a given response 
curve, we photographed (Fig. 4) the actual response 
curve obtained when the ten controls were adjusted as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

General Info: Supplied in black metal case with 
white markings. Dimensions: 17 inches wide; 6 inches 
high; 61/2 inches deep. (Rack -mount version is model 
210R.) Weight is 12 lbs. Advertised retail price is $275. 
Optional cabinet, $30. 

Joint Comment by N.E. and L.F.: The model 
210's wide range of available gain adjustment is not 
commonly found on most equalizers. While in most in- 
stances (and in our listening tests) one probably will 
not find the need to move these overall -gain sliders too 
far off their center positions, it is quite possible that an 
occasional program source may have widely differing 
gain from other sources -and then these gain controls 
would make for a convenient means of adjusting over- 
all gain to preferred levels, while at the same time, 
making certain that the equalizer itself is neither being 
overloaded nor being fed a signal that will not utilize 
its best S/N capabilities. 

Clearly, the model 210 was designed with the tape 
recordist in mind. In addition to providing a substitute 
"tape in /tape out" circuit for the one you may have 

Fig. 3: Spectro Acoustics 210: Boost and cut ranges 
of each of the octave controls. 

preempted when interconnecting the 210, the device 
also provides for both pre- and post- record equaliza- 
tion. Circuitry was judged to be up -to -date in that in- 
ductorless filters, employing an op -amp with feedback, 
are used. Sometimes called "gyrator" circuits, these 
"synthesized inductors" do away with the possibility 
of hum pickup and the need for unusual sheltering. 
They also help reduce manufacturing costs vis -a -vis 
the use of conventionally -wound coils. 

Listening tests confirmed that the model 210 intro- 
duces no audible coloration when controls are all set 
flat, and the EQ is switched in. By the same token, in- 

Fig. 4: Spectro Acoustics 210: Response obtained 
with octave controls set as in figure 1. 

teraction between adjacent controls is minimal, which 
means you can pinpoint the exact response curve 
desired without having to go back -and -forth several 
times in trial- and -error fashion while readjusting near- 
by controls each time you shift other controls of the 
ten -band group. 

Our one criticism of this otherwise excellent unit has 
to do with the lack of a detent, or "click- stop" position 
on the individual octave sliders. Since the span of each 
control is not all that long, one has to get real close and 
stare directly at the front panel in order to return a 
slider to its flat position while avoiding the visual - 
parallax error. 

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS MODEL 210 STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC LAB MEASUREMENT 

Range, per band 

Filter Q 

Frequency response, EQ in, sliders on 
flat 

Band center frequencies 

Gain adjustment per channel 

THD, controls flat 

Hum and noise 

Output voltage, clipping 

Input impedance 

Output impedance 

Power consumption 

±13 dB. 

2.4 (960 -Hz band measured) 

±0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

As indicated on panel, all within 8%, 
worst case 

±15 dB re: unity 

0.0027% at 1 kHz; 
0.0025% at 20 Hz; 
0.04% at 20 kHz; all for 2 volts (rated) 
output. 

- 100 dB re: 1 volt out, controls flat; 
- 95 dB re: 1 volt out, controls at max- 
imum cut; - 106 dB re: 1 volt output, controls at 
boost. 

11.5 V; 3.5 V at 20 kHz 

50 k ohms 

600 ohms 

13 watts 
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ADVENT 201A 
CASSETTE 
RECORDER 

General Description: Advent's Model 201A is an 
updated version of the model 201, which itself was a 
lineal descendant of the model 200, the first cassette 
recorder designed for handling chromium -dioxide tape 
and with built -in Dolby -B noise reduction. Vis -a -vis 
the 201, the new version looks very much the same, 
but certain improvements have been added. 

The 201A includes a headphone output with ample 
drive for just about any headphones except elec- 
trostatics. The record/play head is made of a new, Sen- 
dust alloy for improved audio response. Meter 
equalization circuitry has been changed to provide a 
better idea of recording levels (especially at high fre- 
quencies). And the line output level has been increased 
to 1 volt (from a little better than 0.5 volt in the older 
model). Output level for headphone listening, and for 
line output to an external amplifier (or receiver), is con- 
trolled by a single knob. 

A "top -loader" design (that may be installed hor- 
izontally or vertically), the 201A has a black dress 
plate with white lettering fitted into a walnut case. 
The single VU meter is at the upper left. The meter 
may be switched to indicate channel A, or channel B, 
or the higher of A or B. It shows recording level, play- 
back level, and is also used to calibrate the Dolby 
system. Occupying the center of the dress plate is the 
drop -in cassette well. Flanking it are a tape -index 
counter and reset button, and the unit's AC power 
switch. Just below are switches for stereo /mono (input 
only); Dolby noise -reduction off /on; tape selector (Cr02 
or "regular"); the meter switch; the eject button. 
Bellow this row are input level controls (separate for 
each channel) and a master recording level control; the 

transport high -speed lever (it may be moved either 
way for fast forward or rewind); the recording button; 
a pause control; and the two transport keys for play 
and stop. 

Along the left side of the deck and recessed in a 
cutout in the wooden side -panel are the line in and out 
jacks, the headphone jack, the output level control, a 
special jack that supplies 18 volts DC (for powering an 
accessory Advent microphone preamplifier) and a 
small pushbutton to activate a record- calibration tone. 

The underside of the 201A contains additional ad- 
justments that are not intended for use by the owner; 
these are factory set and are supplied as a service con- 
tingency. They include playback calibration for each 
channel; oscillator calibration for each channel; meter 
sensitivity adjustment. However, recording calibra- 
tion adjustments (on the rear of the recorder) may be 
handled as per instructions in the owner's manual. 

The 201A has no microphone input; to record "live" 
requires the use of the Advent accessory mic preamp, 
model MPR -1 (not tested). 

A list of tapes by brand and type, with recom- 
mended tape switch settings, is appended to the 
owner's manual. Also included is a timing chart 
relating tape -counter numbers to elapsed time and re- 
maining time for C -60, C -90 and C -120 size cassettes. 
The 201A comes with signal cables, a sturdy plastic 
transparent cover and a demonstration tape contain- 
ing five short excerpts from Advent's own commer- 
cially recorded cassette library. 

Test Results: Advent has upped its own specs 
somewhat for the 201A, as compared to the older 201, 
and happy to report, the tested model met them all 
with some room to spare. Response with normal tape 

Advent 201A: Front panel view. 

ran within ± 2 dB from 30 Hz to 14 kHz; with Cr02 
tape it improved to within ± 2 dB from 28 Hz to 15.5 
kHz. Wow and flutter, measured at 0.12% (DIN) went 
better than the claimed amount of 0.15 %. The most 
telling improvement, however, in audio performance of 
the new 201A was in its markedly better S/N figures. 
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The best S/N obtained was an impressive 63 dB, using 
CrO2 tape and with the Dolby -B switched on. 

Our tests were conducted using Advent's own Cr02 
tape (for measurements of performance with chrome), 
and TDK's Audua (for measurements of "regular" or 
"normal" tape). Unaccountably, the distortion level 
using the CrO2 sample was lower than with the TDK 
ferric variety. This, in spite of the fact that we were 
careful to set the switch as forewarned in Advent's ad- 
dendum ( "Reg" for record, "CrO2" for playback). Ob- 
viously, the bias was incorrectly set for this tape. Fig- 
ure 1 shows a spectrum analysis of distortion as ob- 
served from a 1 kHz played back signal recorded at 0 
dB, using the CrO2 tape. In Fig. 2, the same observa- 
tions were made, after recording a 1 kHz tone at 0 dB 
level, using the TDK sample, and second and third har- 
monics are both considerably higher. We know it's not 
the TDK tape, for we have used that brand with a host 
of other machines and gotten much lower THD fig- 
ures. Obviously, if you are going to use that tape, keep 
away from the 0 dB record level, which turns out to be 
the nominal 3% distortion point (as read on a regular 
distortion analyzer) as the machine is presently 
calibrated. 

Frequency response of the complete record/play 
cycle, using TDK Audua recorded at a - 20 dB level is 

Fig. 1: Advent 201A: Using Advent Cr02 tape at 0 dB 
recording level, 2nd and 3rd harmonics are 52 dB and 
44 dB below 1 kHz playback fundamental. 

plotted in Fig. 3, and results equalled claims for "stan- 
dard tape" at the high end, and exceeded claims some- 
what at the low frequency extremes. In the case of 
CrO2, results are plotted in Fig. 4, and this tape did a 
bit better than claimed at the high end (the - 2 dB 
point occurred at 15.5 kHz), and as claimed at the low 
end. There was also more "headroom" for the Cr02 
tape, as the machine is presently calibrated and, if we 
had measured signal -to -noise from a reference of +2.5 

dB instead of from 0 dB (as Advent specifies it), 
results would have been better by the same 2.5 dB. 
Most manufacturers do measure S/N from a 3% THD 
record level reference, so, to be fair, think of the S/N 
for the 201A as being 58.5 dB, "A" weighted, without 
Dolby and a superb 65.5 dB, "A" weighted, with 
Dolby noise reduction circuitry activated. 

Mechanically, the 201A ran perfectly well, although 
the action of some of the switches seemed "stiff," and 
the fast -wind lever must be held in position to operate. 

General Info: Supplied in walnut case. Dimensions: 
13% inches wide; 9% inches deep; 5% inches high (with 
cover in place). Weight: 18 lbs. Suggested retail price: 
$399.95. 

Fig. 2: Advent 201A: Using TDK "Audua" tape at 0 dB 
recording level, 2nd and 3rd harmonics are 30 dB and 
39 dB below 1 kHz playback fundamental. 

Individual Comment by L.F.: When I first learn- 
ed that the Advent Corporation had updated their 
long -lived Model 201, I felt certain that the latest ver- 
sion would take care of some of the objections I had 
voiced with regard to the earlier machine. Those objec- 
tions related to mechanical operation and external 
features, and not to electrical performance. The old 
201, in its day, was one of the first stereo cassette 
decks to demonstrate what could really be accom- 
plished with the then "lowly" 1 -7k ips cassette tape for- 
mat. Indeed, until recently, it remained an excellent 
performing machine for its price, compared with what 
was available. But there were always those objections 
(at least on my part). The unit offered only one meter. 
(You had to pick the channel you wanted to monitor, or 
you could set a switch which then allowed the meter to 
read the "loudest" of the two channels being recorded.) 
The machine lacked a microphone (let alone two 
microphones) input, and one had to buy an "ac- 
cessory" (available from Advent) to do any "live" 
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recording. The old 201 even lacked a headphone ampli- 
fier and jack. Worst of all, in my opinion, the old 
machine had about the "clunkiest" transport controls 
going. You nearly had to break your thumb getting the 
machine into the pause mode, and, as far as the fast - 
wind modes were concerned, you had to hold the high 
speed lever with your fingers while doing fast forward 
or fast rewind operations. 

Well, the new Advent 201A has solved a few of these 
problems, added some internal improvements that 
make its performance even better than it was, but, in 
the main, it has retained many of the mechanical 
things to which I objected in the first instance. There 
is still only"one meter. I know that Advent has spent a 
great deal of time and effort justifying this arrange- 
ment, but I'm sorry -I just don't buy it. Anyone doing 
more than casual "dubbing" needs to know what is go- 
ing on in each channel all the time. The "clunky" trans- 
port controls haven't changed at all, and, while I can't 
fault their actual operation, I find them awkward to 
use and unjustified in a deck at this price. The fast - 
forward- rewind lever still has to be held by hand when 
doing its job, and the pause control is still difficult to 
actuate. 

The saving grace, of course, is the unit's per- 
formance. As you can see from our table of vital 
statistics the performance of the Advent 201A cannot 
be faulted. But, one has to care little about conven- 
ience and ease of operation to overlook the somewhat 
archaic design of this deck. 

I recently came across a nice accessory from Teac. 
It's a 4 -meter bridge which can be hooked into just 

o 
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Fig. 3: Advent 201A, record /reduction response, using 

TDK "Audua" cassette tape. 

about any tape equipment. With such an accessory 
added, and with the separate microphone preamp 
available from Advent, you could put together a 

pretty fair machine. But then, you'd probably end up 
spending a lot more, have a bunch of loose accessories 
crowding your table or shelf, and still have to wrestle 
with that pause control and hang on to the rewind 
lever for what seems like an eternity. No, there are 
some things I won't overlook, even when they're in the 
interest of good basic performance. 

Individual Comment by N.E.: There are, it 
seems to me, two ways of thinking about the Advent 
201A cassette recorder. One is to characterize it as a 

unit in which audio performance has been deliberately 
"gone after" and genuinely improved, while ap- 
pearance and mechanical "silkiness" and many an- 
cillary features (aspects that are plainly in evidence on 
competing models) have all been held to a minimum. If 
so, this seems to be in keeping with the general Advent 
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Fig. 4: Advent 201A, record /playback response, using 

Advent Cr02 tape. 

"product philosophy" which is manifest in other items 
from this company such as their speakers and 
receivers. The other view that one might take of the 
201A is simply that it stands as a very good "con- 
sumer grade" cassette machine, but one that probably 
will be cussed -out at times by the tape- activist because 
of its single meter, its lack of a mic input, its awkward- 
ly located output level control and the general stiffness 
of many of its switches. 

Whatever view one takes, however, the fact of its 
price cannot be ignored. The cassette recorders that 
rival the Advent in terms of audio performance and 
that also include all the other niceties generally come 
higher than the $400 price of the Advent. 

ADVENT 201A CASSETTE RECORDER: Vital Statistics 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC LAB MEASUREMENT 

Frequency response, normal tape 
Cr02 tape 

S/N ratio, normal tape, Dolby on 

S/N ratio, normal tape, Dolby on 

S/N ratio, Cr02 tape, Dolby off 
S/N ratio, Cr02 Dolby on 

THD at 0 VU, normal tape /Cr02 

Record level for 3% THD, normal tape 
Record level for 3% THD, Cr02 tape 

Line input sensitivity 

Line output level 

Headphone output level (8 ohms) 

Wow and flutter 

Fast -wind time (C -60) 

Bias frequency 

Power consumption 

±2 dB, 30Hzto14kHz 
±2 dB, 28 Hz to 15.5 kHz 

52 dB 
58 dB 
56 dB 
63 dB 

3 %; 1.8% (see text) 

0 dB 
+2.5 dB 

36 mV 

0.9 V 

8 mW 

0.12% DIN; 0.07% WRMS 

45 seconds 

110 kHz 

20 watts 

CIRCLE 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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By Jim Ford and Brian Roth 

General Description: A new entry into the high - 
power amplifier market has been made by Yamaha In- 
ternational. Their Model P -2200, rated at 200 watts 
per channel into 8 ohms (350 watts into 4 ohms) is 
specifically designed for high wattage applications 
(sound reinforcement and recording studio monitoring 
purposes). 

It has an impressive appearance. The black front 
panel is dominated by an oversized power switch, two 
detented and calibrated input volume controls and two 
large illuminated meters. The meters are quite inter- 
esting in that they are calibrated over a 55 dB range, 
and they feature a very fast attack time and a slow 
release. This makes the meters much more useful than 
regular VU meters; the P -2200 meters are capable of 
responding to instantaneous program peaks found in 
real music. Completing the front panel controls is a 
tiny power indicator LED and an overheat indicator 
LED. Two massive handles facilitate installation and 
removal of this large unit. 

Extruded heat sink fins bristle from the sides of the 
amplifier. The top and bottom cover plates are per- 
forated to allow air flow through the entire unit. 

The necessary connectors for audio and power are 
found on the rear panel. Two pairs of "5 -way" binding 
posts are supplied for loudspeaker hook -up. Each 
channel has a choice of four input connectors: a male 
3 -pin "cannon" jack, a female 3 -pin "cannon" jack 
and a pair of 1/4-inch phone jacks. The jacks are all 
parallel wired to allow "looping" of many different 
amplifiers together in a large sound system. Since the 
P- 2200's inputs are unbalanced, a small slide switch 
for each channel determines how the pins of the "can- 
non" jacks are connected into the amplifier circuitry. 

Yamaha P-))00 
Power Amplifier 

The power cord is thick since the P -2200 can draw up 
to 1000 watts of AC current under heavy drive condi- 
tions. The cord is permanently attached to the amp. 
Two AC power fuse holders are also found on the back. 
A feature very seldom found (and very often needed) in 
other large power amplifiers is a pair of AC power 
"convenience" outlets. Intended for low power de- 
mand and labeled "fan use only," these outlets can 
also power things like a trouble light, electronic 
crossover, even a soldering iron! Now you know why 

they're called convenience outlets. A pair of plastic 
feet allows the amplifier to be set with the front panel 
facing up without danger of damaging any of the rear 
panel connectors. 

A peek at the innards of the amp revealed that the 
majority of the circuit components were arranged on 
two printed circuit boards, and that each board is at- 
tached to one of the heatsink assemblies. In the central 
portion of the interior is found a large round can that 
encloses a toroidal -wound power transformer. A toroid 
has the advantage of generally being smaller in size 
and weight as compared to the laminated type trans- 
formers most commonly used. A pair of large 2200 mfd 
electrolytic capacitors tells of stoutness of the power 
supply design. 

The preliminary manual we looked through is quite 

thorough, not just on this one particular amplifier but 
on sound equipment in general! The service manual 
also appears complete enough for a good technician. 
We did get a laugh from some strange English mutila- 
tions of the English language (the service manual is 
printed in Japan) like "8 ohm lords," and bizarre 
statements like "improving reality." 

The appearance and published specifications of the 
Yamaha P -2200 indicate that it should be a good per- 
former, so, off to a job. 
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POWER OUTPUT 
Load impedance 1 channel driven Both channels driven 
4 ohms 400 watts RMS 325 watts RMS 
8 ohms 248 watts RMS 215 watts RMS 

16 ohms 144 watts RMS 131 watts RMS 

TABLE 1: Continuous sine wave power output at clipping, 1000 Hz. 

TEST FREQUENCIES 
Power Output 20 Hz 1000 Hz 20,000 Hz 
200 watts .02% .006% .01% 
50 watts .01% .006% .01% 
12.5 watts .04 %* .01% .04 %1- 

3 watts .05 % .02% .04 %f 
*mostly hum tmostly noise 

TABLE 2: Total harmonic distortion at various power levels 
and frequencies, 8 ohm loads, both channels driven. 

Power Output Intermodulation Distortion 
200 watts .016% 
20 watts .008% (mainly noise) 

2 watts .007% (noise) 

TABLE 3: Intermodulation distortion (60 Hz and 7000 Hz mixed 4:1) 
8 ohm loads, both channels driven. 

Condition Output noise - 20 Hz - 20 kHz unweighted 
Vol. controls max. 500 microvolts or .03 microwatts ( -98 dB) 
Vol. controls min. 90 microvolts or .001 microwatts ( -113 dB) 

TABLE 4: Output noise (level in dB below maximum output 
of 200 watts shown in parenthesis). 

Ch. A driven, Ch. B volume control max. with no input 

Frequency Crosstalk Level 
20 Hz 82 dB below 200 watts 

1 kHz 84 dB below 200 watts 
20 kHz 73 dB below 200 watts 

Ch. B driven, Ch. A volume control max. with no input 

Frequency Crosstalk Level 
20 Hz 77 dB below 200 watts 

1 kHz 84 dB below 200 watts 
20 kHz 55 dB below 200 watts 

TABLE 5: Crosstalk (worst case) 

Field Test: We began our evaluation of the amplifier 
in our listening room; JBL 4315s and 4343s were used 
for monitoring. The Yamaha sounded fine, and corn - 
pared well with several other high powered amps. We 
did notice that when driven to high levels at or near 
clipping -with full range program material -the 
P -2200 didn't sound as smooth as a competing ampli- 
fier with less sine -wave output. At slightly lower 
levels, the P -2200 lost this "edgy" sound. 

The front panel meters were a constant source of 
comment since their behavior is somewhat different 
from regular meters. Everyone that saw their action 
agreed that the instantaneous indications were quite 
useful for monitoring the output signal of the amplifier 
under dynamic conditions. 

The next evaluation of the unit came when the 
P -2200 was substituted for a "household name" power 
amp in a medium -sized bi -amped P.A. system. The 
Yamaha was powering four 8 -ohm bass enclosures 
(two per channel), and an electronic crossover limited 
the input signal to the amplifier to 800 Hz and lower. 
In this application the P -2200 seemed capable of sup- 
plying an enormous amount of clean power. Since "A 
vs. B" comparison of power amplifiers is difficult in an 
actual "live" situation, only subjective impressions of 
apparent sound quality were possible. However, it ap- 
peared that the Yamaha had no problem equaling the 
performance of the amplifier previously used. 

The amplifier became only slightly warm under any 
condition, even with the 4 -ohm per channel bass 
speaker load. We did make a point to ensure free air 
flow around the amplifier by aiming a small "Boxer" 
fan over the top surface of the amplifier, but heat was 
so minimal we could have operated without the fan. 
There are probably some speaker loads that could 
overheat the Yamaha, but simple cooling arrange- 
ments should suffice even under extreme conditions. 

The power indicator (and the similar sized overheat 
light) were much too small to be visible even over a 
short distance. Admittedly, the meter lamps will show 
when power is applied, but the overheat indicator must 
be visible in order to be of use. Upon learning from 
Yamaha that the overheat light will activate before ac- 
tual shut- down of the amplifier, we feel that much 
stronger about the miniscule size of this potentially 
useful indicator. 

The detented volume controls were very handy for 
returning to previous settings, and the 2 dB in- 
crements between steps was adequate. 

In conclusion, the Yamaha P -2200 performed quite 
creditably even under fairly tough loading conditions. 
It did what it was supposed to do to the audio signal 
(amplify it) and little more. That is exactly what a 
quality power amp is supposed to do. 

Lab Test: Amplifiers of this power class are 
always interesting to test, although sometimes our 
load resistors aren't particularly overjoyed. After a 
number of checks, we concluded that the Yamaha is a 
respectable performer. 

Power output at the onset of clipping at 1 kHz under 
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different loading conditions is given in table #1. Note 
that we chose a power line voltage of 115 volts AC 
±1% for our measurements. It is a fact that nearly all 
solid state power amplifiers vary in maximum output 
wattage when the AC line voltage is varied. Conse- 
quently, we've listed the line voltage at which our lab 
tests have been made, and that is 115 volts rather than 
the commonly used 120 volts. Over the years (and 
after measuring hundreds of different line voltages in 
the country) we have established that 115 volts is a 
better national average than 120 volts. Of course the 
amplifiers will produce a little less output, but we have 
found that conservatively rated, high quality amps are 
capable of meeting "spec" at this lower voltage. We 
will conduct all of our basic tests at this line voltage, 
even if it disagrees with the manufacturer's test 
method. 

While on the subject of line voltage, we used a 
variable transformer to run the line up and down over 
a wide range to check performance, and the only 
noticeable variation was maximum output power. This 
indicates a stable circuit design in the P -2200. 

Harmonic and intermodulation distortion were quite 
low, and often the measurements were clouded by 
residual noise which itself was quite low (see tables 2, 3 
and 4). Harmonic distortion products, when actually 
present, were generally lower ordered. Distortion 
measurements at 4 ohms were not significantly higher 
than at 8 ohms except for a somewhat higher 20 Hz 
value at high power output levels. The small amounts 
of both harmonic and intermodulation distortion at 
low power outputs indicate that only a minimum of 
crossover distortion is present. This means the amp 
should sound good at all loudness levels. 

The clipping performance of the P -2200 was exam- 
ined on the oscilloscope. We have observed that 
amplifiers that clip cleanly and evenly tend to sound 
more "graceful" when overdriven than amplifiers 
which clip unsymmetrically or in other odd fashions. 

At low and mid frequencies, the clipping 
characteristics were quite good. However, at high fre- 
quencies the clipped waveform was quite unsym- 
metrical and ragged. This might indicate why the amp 
sounded as it did when driven hard with full range pro- 
gram material on our studio monitors. 

The amplifier had little problem dealing with 
capacitive load. With 2 microfarads of capacitance in 
parallel with 8 ohms resistance some "ringing" of a 
square wave signal was noted. 

Output noise levels were in the sub -fractional wat- 
tage region. Noise products were typically AC line 
components. 

Crosstalk between channels was low when the inputs 
were terminated with low impedances. Interestingly, 
there was more crosstalk between ch. 2 into ch. 1 than 
the opposite situation; this would occur only with no 
input connected to channel 1, and channel 2 driven to 
200 continuous watts with an 8 ohm load. Typical 
crosstalk will be much lower than the worst case 
measurements shown in table 5. 

The amplifier was capable of a slew rate of greater 

than 40 volts per microsecond at 100 watts output. 
(Slew rate demonstrates the ability of the amplifier to 
deliver clean high frequency performance at high out- 
put levels.) 

The input attenuators were checked and were found 
to be within .6 dB of the attenuation amount printed 
on the front panel. Channel to channel tracking was 
within .3 dB at all settings. 

The meter calibrations were checked, and both 
meters read about 10% on the high side, plenty close 
for "live" usage. 

Now for some really hot tests. First we drove both 
channels of the P -2200 to the verge of clipping at 1 

kHz with an 8 -ohm load. We went to lunch and upon 
returning found the amplifier barely warm. Power was 
then reduced to 1/3 output (as per FTC measurement 
method) and the unit began to warm up, but it still was 
far from being hot. Full power at 4 ohms was easily 
handled, but 1/3 output really heated the amplifier up. 
In fact, without any warning from the tiny "overheat" 
light the amp shut down after about forty -five minutes 
of operation. A check with Yamaha revealed that the 
actual thermal shut -down sensor was located at the 
power transformer, and not on the heatsinks where the 
indicator light sensors are located. The power trans- 
former was indeed extremely hot, much hotter than 
the heatsinks. 

After waiting a length of time for the amplifier to 
cool, we rigged a "Boxer" fan to keep air circulating 
around the P -2200, and ran the 4 -ohm tests again. 
Although the amp still heated up, it was much less 
than without the fan. 

Our conclusions are that under most conditions the 
P -2200 should not run too hot, even without a fan. Cer- 
tain extreme conditions may require good air circula- 
tion. As a matter of principle, we always use forced air 
in our P.A. systems' amp racks, even if our tests don't 
show any need for it. This way, nothing overheats even 
if used outdoors under the summer sun. 

We do question Yamaha's thermal sensor arrange- 
ments since the indicator and actual shutdown mech- 
anisms are located at different locations, and could 
cause possible confusion. In fact, as we interpret the 
situation, the heat sinks can rise to astronomical tem- 
peratures (without shutting down the amp) as long as 
the power transformer stays comparatively cool. 

In terms of actual results, both field and lab, the 
Yamaha P -2200 is one of the best units we have used. 

Conclusion: This amplifier really pleased us. It in- 
cluded a number of useful features not found on com- 
peting units. It seemed to have plenty of soup even 
under heavy loads, and for the most part operated 
with low amounts of heat. 

The engineering of the amp, both electronic and 
human, were excellent. True, we had a few criticisms, 
but you should hear what we sometimes say about the 
"household name" brands. 

Yamaha has stepped into a tough field that has been 
dominated by American manufacturers for years, and 
it appears that they've done their homework. 

1 
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The Art 
of Recordiz 

1 LEARN HOW THE PRO'S DO IT! THE 
RECORDING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA OFFERS 
ON- LOCATION CLASSES IN THE LATEST 
MULTI -TRACK RECORDING TECHNIQUES 
AT A 16 -TRACK STUDIO IN YOUR CITY. 

Today's music conscious society has 

made recording "the new art of self 

expression." 

The Recording Institute of America 
offers a ten week course in the art of 
multi -track recording. The course, en- 

titled MODERN RECORDING TECH- 
NIQUES, is unique in that all sessions 

are held on location in professional 
16 Track RIA affiliated recording stu- 
dios in order that the students may see, 

hear, and apply the techniques of 
modern recording. Under the guidance 
of qualified, professional recording en- 

gineers as instructors, the student will 
become familiar with modern state of 
the art equipment. 

Selected sampling of topics covered are: 

*Mono, Stereo, Multi -Track (4, 8, 16 

Track) Magnetic Tape Recorders - 
Theory and Operation. 

*Microphones-Basic Theory and Oper- 
ation. 

*Control Console- Function and Oper- 
ation- Record and Mixdown Princi- 
ples 

'Over-dubbing Principles. 

*Echo Techniques. 

*Equalization and Limiting Principles. 

*Multi-Track " Mixdown" Principles 
(16 Track to 2 Track Stereo) 

*Tape Editing Techniques. 

The course includes live 16 Track re- 

cording sessions offering the student an 

opportunity to apply the related tech- 
niques learned. 

The Recording Institute of America, is 

the only national institute of its kind, 
striving to provide a higher standard of 
artistry within the recording industry 
and its related fields. 

RIA is looked to as the first credible 
and informative link between 

musicians, artists, recording enthusiasts 
and future producer /engineers of our 
industry. 

NÌM RECORDING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC. 
15 Columbus Circle New York, N.Y. 10023 

CALL OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES 

IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES. 

NEW YORK. N.V. 
RIA 
1212) 582-0400 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
RIA - Chicago 
(312) 383 -7494 

LA /ORANGE COUNTY, CA 
United Audio 
(714) 542 -4427 

NEW HAVEN, CT. 
Trod Nossel Productions 
(203) 269 -4465 

BALTIMORE, MD. 
Sheffield Rec's Ltd., Inc. 
(3011 252.2226 

DENVER, COLO. 
Applewood Sound Studios 
(303) 279 -2500 

CHARLOTTE. N.C. 
Reflection Studio 
17041 377 -4596 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Mus -I -Col Rec'g 
(614) 267 -3133 

ATLANTA, GA. 
Axis Sound Studios 
(4041 355-8680 

SEATTLE, WASH. 
Holden, Hamilton 

& Roberts Recording 
(206) 632 -8300 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
TapeMasters 
(3171 849-0905 

RICHMOND, VA. 
Alpha Audio 
(804) 358.3852 

CLEVELAND, OH. 
Agency Recording 
12161 621 -0810 

DETROIT, MICH. 
Pro Sound Studios 
(3131 779.1380 

DALLAS, TEXAS 
Sound Techniques Inc. 
(2141638 -3256 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 
Wells Sound Studios 
17131 688 -8067 

TULSA & OKLA. CITY, OKLA 
Ford Audio and Acoustics 
(405)525.3343 

PHOENIX & TUCSON. ARIZ. 
Lee Furr Studios 
(6021792 -3470 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
United Recording Co. 
(3011588 -9090 

FORT SMITH, ARK 
Village Recording Studios 
(501) 782 -5051 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 
Master Sound Recording 
(816) 333 -9617 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 
Audio Innovators 
(4121 391.8920 

CANADIAN 
REPRESENTATIVES 

OTTAWA, ONT. 
MARC Productions 
(613) 746 -7523 

TORONTO. ONT. 
Phase One Recording Studio 
(416) 291-9553 

MONTREAL. ONT. 
RIA 
1212) 582.0400 

" 8 -TRACK FACILITY 
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GROOVE VIEWS 
nn 

SEDGWICK CLARK 
CHAS FARRELL -KIMBF 
JOE KLEE 
GIL PODOLINSKY 
RUSSELL SHAW 

GENTLE GIANT LIVE: Playing the 
Fool. [Gentle Giant, producer; Paul 
Northfield, engineer; recorded during 
European tour by the Maison Rouge 
Mobile with sound system built and sup- 
plied by Recording Studio Design 
Cheshunt Herts; live mix by David Zam- 
mit; remixed at Advision Ltd., London, 
England.] Capitol SKBB 11592. 

Performance: Energetic 
Recording: It's all here 

In interviewing Gentle Giant last 
summer, I was surprised to learn that 
what prompted this "live" double 
album was the popularity and sound 
reproduction of the three or four "live" 
bootlegs which exist of the band. Their 
frankness in that regard would lead me 
to believe that little or no re- recording 
was done, contrary to the norm of 

most "live" albums. Although there 
are differences between the studio and 
the "live" albums other than applause 
tracks, they are neither distracting nor 
detracting. Kerry Minnear, for exam- 
ple, doesn't carry as many keyboards 
on tour as he uses in the studio, so 
there is some substituting. Another is 
that Gary Green's guitar has more 
distortion "live" than in the studio. 
Very small points, but they make for a 
very interesting "live" recording. 

The baroque introduction to "On 
Reflection," consisting of recorders, 
violin, viola and vibes is beautifully 
captured in performance. This is no 
small feat when you note the change in 
volume, tone, etc. when going from 
driving electronic instruments to soft 
acoustic chamber music. The material 
is a good cross- section from their eight 
previous albums, including one not 
available in this country. The lead 
vocal and harmony tracks abound in 
presence and take center stage in the 
mix. The sharp clarity of the vibes 

when used in conjunction with the 
other various instruments adds fur- 
ther dimensional beauty to the sound. 
Hopefully, by following Frampton's 
lead with a double "live" greatest hits 
LP they will attain the same success, 
for they have always been Giant in 
talent, but received only Gentle 
recognition. G.P. 

MOE BANDY: I'm Sorry For You My 
Friend. [Ray Baker, producer; Lou 
Bradley, engineer; recorded at Colum- 
bia Recording Studio "B ", Nashville, 
Tenn.] CBS KC 34443. 

Performance: Straightforward 
Recording: Spotless 

Twice a year, Moe Bandy albums roll 
off the assembly line. Yet mass pro- 
duction need not always be a harbinger 
of mediocrity, only of familiarity and 
sameness. 

Some associate the aforementioned 
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values with security. Indeed, save the 
inclusion of a Texas swing number two 
issues back, Moe's releases have 
always followed an identical blue - 
print-a dominance of down- and -out 
drinking songs with an occasional love 
ballad thrown in. 

Moe's disgust with women seems to 
take the approach of catharsis through 
self -pity and ceaseless residence at the 
local watering hole. The music 
matches the message perfectly. Wave 
after wave of mournful steel guitar, 
sobbing fiddles and Stelazined guitar 
passages help the man overcome his 
stated grief. In real life a happily mar- 
ried man, Moe does nevertheless carry 
off this twangy unrequitedness quite 
convincingly. 

Under the tutelage of producer Ray 
Baker, Bandy -backing musicians are 
frequently provided with ten second 
lead -ins, and bridges to wail their 
woes. On this album, the impressive 
roster of Nashville session cats take 
turns wringing the crying towel; 
Johnny Gimble's opening fiddle break 
on "Does Fort Worth Ever Cross Your 
Mind" and country keyboard ace Pig 
Robbins' bluesy tinkle on "She's An 
Angel" both prefix Moe's laments 
beautifully. 

One has no quarrel with the flawless 
mix on I'm Sorry For You My Friend. 
Bassist Bob Moore's mother might 
wonder why his floorings were a slight 
bit underbrewed; similarly, fans of 
trapper Kenny Malone might notice 
his prominent presence during the 
body of "She's Everybody's Woman." 
Yet when considered in the overall 
perspective of twenty -five crisp, 
ungimmicked minutes, such nitpicking 
should be quickly forgotten. Let those 
fiddles ooze with crystal clarity. If all 
country music were made this perfect - 
ly, the genre would not be so afflicted 
with credibility problems. R.S. 

SEA LEVEL: Sea Level. [Stewart 
Levine, producer; Sam Whiteside, en- 
gineer; recorded at Capricorn Sound 
Studios, Macon, Ga.] Capricorn CP 

0178. 

Performance: Worthy of the lineage 
Recording: High quality 

Allman Brothers fans were essential- 
ly divided into three camps: those who 
liked the hard driving boogie -blues of 
early ABB work; afficianados of the 
chiming country sound exemplified 
best by the guitar work of Richard 
Betts; and devotees of the extended, 
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exploratory, jazz -like jams which were 
at the core of the ensemble's creative 
output. 

While band members with country 
and blues leanings work on their own 
solo projects, the core of the improvi- 
satory aspect has banded together to 
form Sea Level. A truly innovative 
quartet who manages to overlay long, 
complex musical discussions with a 
heavily percussive backbeat, Sea Level 
is worth serious audit and a consider- 
able amount of critical respect. 

Much of the musical direction of the 
new group is contributed by Chuck 

Leavell, a superbly resourceful pianist 
whose work with the ABB was often 
overlooked in favor of less valid con- 
tributions by more colorful personali- 
ties. Leavell's conceptions, on a varie- 
ty of keyboards, manage to avoid 
redundancy and pave new ground. 

With the sympathetic fills of Jai 
Johanny Johannson, drums, Lamar 
Williams, bass, and Jimmy Nalls, 
guitar, the many colorations produced 
affirm Sea Level's wide perspective. 
Taken in total, the music seems to 
strike a middle ground 'twixt the fu- 
sion music of Chick Corea and the 

we've got equalization all together 

and all of us are dedicated to helping 
you improve the sound of your tine 

stereo system. 

Equalizers are used everywhere in the music 
making chain: by live performers, recording 
studios, mixing consoles, AM and FM stations, 
and so on. In every step, each of the engi 
neers use equalizers to make the music sound 
the way they think it should sound So after 
everyone else makes the music sound the way 
they like it, it's up to you to use that same 
instrument - - the equalizer - to make the 
final adjustment, and make the music sound 
the way you like it to sound in your own home. 

We also include all the accessories and fea 
tures that are a must to make equalizing 
easy, as well as an amazingly rewarding new 
experience: An environmental do -it- 
yourself test record edited and announced by 
Soundcraftsmen especially for use with the 
Soundcraftsmen Equalizer .. Computone- 
Charts for making a record of, and resetting 
in seconds, any desired EQ curve ... a Full 
Channel Frequency- Spectrum -Level Control on 
each channel, for instant "no distortion" 
in /out balancing ... Light -Emitting- Diodes 
for precise visual signal level balancing ... A 

Graphic Display of each EQ curve ... And a 

minimum 24dB range of adjustment for each 
octave Specifications: S /N: better than 
96dB @ 2V. RMS ... THD: less than .10/e 
@ 2V ... Filter type: Toroidal and Ferrite Core. 

¢ s .-x-- ...-....._-. .. .._ .- 

10 I TN1 r I 
FREE 6 PAGE BROCHURE 

TM WHYS^ 
EOUA RATION' AWATION 

CNEC 
uTOTTAL -SSTEM' EOUAUZATION 

prY 
ro -p1 

Instructional Test Record 

Room E ' ualization Instructions 

t.l-t-'- It`1s'.1I-''--1-'- 

11111.1111111 

Only Soundcraftsmen offers you a choice of six 

models - select the equalizer that best matches 

your system, and your pocketbook. 

Manufactured in California, U.S.A. by Soundcraftsmen, 1721 Newport Circle, Santa Ana, CA 92705 ... For name 
of your nearest dealer, phone us at (714) 556-6191 ... Suggested Prices (top to bottom): PE2217 - $529.50, 

SG2205 $370.00, RP2212 - $369.50, RP2204 - $329.50, 20 -12A - $299.50 (Includes cabinets shown). TG2209 - 

$550.00 (Case extra). 
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YOU CAN 
GET OUR 
TANGENT KNOBS 

WET... 

AND THEY'LL STILL 
WORK! 

The next time some kluti drops his drink 
on your mixer with slide pots, remember 
our knobs!! We chose to go all- rotary on 
our PA mixing consoles because of 
the better reliability and durability. 
The whole idea is to make sure nothing 
gets in the way of the ultra -clean sound of 
our Super -Fi circuitry 
Write or call us today for a better look 
at our knobs. 

tangent 
musical engineering 
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2810 south 24th street 
phoenr., "orisons 65034 
602- 267 -0663 
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a ColtaanE SunpaisE 
as gizanz Expanòs 

By Nat Hentoff 

Having ended his long sabbatical from 
the record business with the introduc- 
tion of the Pablo label, international 
impressario Norman Granz swiftly pro - 
ceeded to produce or unearth a sizeable 
catalogue of mostly studio sessions 
which were primarily mainstream 
(Count Basie, Roy Eldredge) but also 
extended to Dizzy Gillespie (some of his 
best recordings ever). Now, Granz has 
decided on a sister label, Pablo Live - 
devoted, of course, to jazz outside the 
studio. It, too, will be distributed here 
by RCA Records. 

What is surprising about his first re- 
lease is the presence of John Coltrane 
in Afro -Blue Impressions, a two -LP 
set never previously issued. Granz has 
been volubly on record as disdaining 
avant -garde jazz, but Coltrane, it turns 
out, was an exception because Granz 
had heard him in Johnny Hodge's small 
combo years before and so was con- 
vinced that Trane had "roots." We are 
fortunate that Granz did become a con- 
vert because these performances-re - 
corded in 1963 in West Berlin and 
Stockholm on a Granz- directed Euro- 
pean tour -are magnificent middle -per- 
iod Trane. 

Full- bodied, wide -ranging, deeply au- 
thoritative, Trane's tenor and soprano 
are backed by his optimum rhythm sec- 
tion- pianist McCoy Tyner, bassist Jim- 
my Garrison, and drummer Elvin Jones. 
As often as you've heard "My Favorite 
Things," there are unexpected dimen- 
sions here -as with "Naima," "Cousin 
Mary," and a majestic "Spiritual." 
Both for Coltrane devotees and for 
those who may have found the idea of 
Coltrane somewhat forbidding in the 
past, this is a quintessential set. The 
recording is judiciously balanced, cap- 
turing, but not being overwhelmed by, 
the excitement of the occasion so that 
the music, rather than the crowd, thor- 
oughly prevails. 

The second Pablo Live is another two - 
LP set, Milt Jackson at the Kosei 
Nenkin, 1976 Tokyo concert by the 
long -time swinging core of the Modern 
Jazz Quartet. It is impossible for Milt 

not to give an intriguing performance 
for he may well be the most consistent- 
ly fresh improviser in jazz. What makes 
this set his most satisfying in years, 
however, is the quality of planning, not 
usually Milt's strong suit. The repertory, 
for instance, is uncommonly imagina- 
tive- superior pieces by Sonny Rollins, 
Dizzy Gillespie, and Jackson himself, 
as well as such vintage invitations to 
grooving as "Organ Grinder Swing" 
and "Bye Bye Blackbird." 

Then there is the personnel. One of 
Jackson's complaints about the Mod- 
em Jazz Quartet was that its sound 
was too attenuated for his robust tem- 
perament. Well, there is no such prob- 
lem here with Teddy Edwards (hard. 
swinging, warm -at- the -center tenor), 
bassist Ray Brown, pianist Cedar Wal- 
ton, and drummer Billy Higgins. I first 
heard Billy with Ornette Coleman in the 
late 1950's and he sounds just as crisp, 
wittily resourceful, and enlivening as he 
did then. In fact, this is a paradigm of a 

firm, flowing rhythm section -as it also 
is of a masterful, mellow combo.. 

Fortunately, the music being so inher- 
ently alive, the engineering has pre- 
served the full spirit -feel. I have seldom 
heard a concert recording sound so nat- 
urally "live" and in just about perfect 
balance. A pity there is no engineering 
credit. 

MILT JACKSON: Fresh and intriguing 

JOHN COLTRANE: Afro -Blue impres- 
sions. [Norman Granz, producer; no en 
gineering or other recording credits.] 
Pablo Live 2620 101. 

MILT JACKSON: At the Kosei Nenkin. 
[Milt Jackson, Ray Brown, producers 
no other recording credits.1 Pablo Lip 

2620 103. 
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more traditional rock structures. For- 
tunately, the technical aspects of this 
disc enhance the viability of the music 
played. 

The mix, brewed by veteran jazz pro- 
ducer Stew Levine (Crusaders, Hugh 
Masakela) and Capricorn engineer 
Sam Whiteside, completely avoids the 
pitfalls possible whenever an effort 
like this is undertaken. Bearing in 

SEA LEVEL: Worthy of critical 
respect. 

mind that Williams' bass attack is by 
design one of the most powerful in the 
medium, and that expressions of force 
are often indulged in by the rhythm 
section -the studio team has done a 
remarkable job in not allowing vibrant 
rhythmic underpinning to overwhelm 
and mechanize the recording. 

This effort will be carefully scrutin- 
ized by a curious public, anxious to see 
what various members of the defunct 
ABB can accomplish on their own. In 
this instance, they won't be disap- 
pointed by Sea Level. R.S. 

RABBIT: Boys Will Be Boys. [Patric 
Van Blerk, Trevor Rabin, Julian Laxton, 
producers; Julian Laxton, engineer; 
recorded at RPM Studios, Johannes- 
burg, South Africa; mastered at RPM, 
remastered at Sterling Studios, N.Y.] 
Capricorn CP 0175. 

Performance: Slick 
Engineering: Ditto 

This album has the potential to 
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OTARI MX-5050-8 
The Full Professional 
Half-Inch Eight Track 

More features, better performance and 
reliability than any other half -Inch eight track. 

For less than $4000, Otari's new MX- 5050 -8 

Nisilet's 
you get started in eight track without sacrificing 

production flexibility, performance, or reliability. 
Compare these features: 

Dc capstan servo (standard, not an optional 
extra) for tighter speed control and ±10% pitch 

adjustment; separate electronics and transport for 
convenient portable or console mounting; 15 and 71/2 ips 

speeds (not just 15 ips); professional 600 ohm +4 dB output level 
with XLR's (not phono plugs); standard size VU meters; 19 dB 
headroom; synchronous reproduce with full frequency response 
for overdubbing; minutes/seconds counter (not reel rotation); front 
panel edit and cue controls; DBX or Dolby interface plug; all 
electronics adjustments front or rear accessible without panel 
disassembly; test oscillator for bias and level calibration; full 
motion sense logic and chick -free punch -in and out; separate 
optimized erase /record /reproduce heads with direct amplifier 
coupling for reduced distortion and reliable off -tape monitoring. 

See your Otari protessional dealer for the full story. 
(Incidentally if your requirements demand a one -inch eight track, 
check out the best -buy MX -7308 with optional synchronous 
reproduce remote control.) 

£i1i1VLÇ1fl 
981 Industrial Road 
San Carlos, Calif. 94070 
(415) 593 -1648 TWX: 913-376-4890 

4 -29 -18 Minami Ogikubo 
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan 
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You Can't 
Do Better 
ForTwice 
The Price 
STAX SR- 44- Incomparable fre- 
quency response, efficiency and 
transient rise time for $85. 

WIAmerican Audioport 
Columbia, Mo. 65201 
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RABBIT: A hop away from the top. 

develop great staying power for this 
relatively new band. The material is 
well produced and the album flows 
with an ease that would suggest that 
these guys are old hands at recording 
albums. I'm beginning to feel that 
there is much to be said for musicians 
producing themselves with the help of 
an engineer. Trevor Rabin co- produced 
as well as carrying lead vocals, guitar, 
synthesizers, keyboards, and writing 
the bulk of the material. 

The material is tight with excellent 
vocals and clever use of effects. Of 
special interest is the phasing on the 
vocals of "Lifeline" and the opening of 
a very lively and strong cut, "Hard 
Ride." The strings in "Charlie" are 
noticeably well- recorded. The only real 
sore spot is a pointless cover version of 
Ian Anderson's "Locomotive Breath." 
The arrangement isn't much different 
from Anderson's. Fortunately, produc- 
tion saw fit to place the cut at the end 
of side one making it easy to skip. The 
rest of the album, however, should not 
be skipped by anyone who appreciates 
a well -planned program of progressive 
rock. This group of rabbits seems to 
know what's up. C.F. -K. 

JEFF BECK WITH THE JAN HAM- 
MER GROUP: Live. [Jan Hammer, 
Tom Werman, producers; recorded live 
and remixed by Dennis Weinreich and 

Jan Hammer at Scorpio Sound Studios, 
London, England.] EPIC PE 34433. 

Performance: "Live," with editing 
Recording: Very exact 

There is special mention on the album 
cover of the fact that "the stereo spec- 
trum of this album duplicates the stage 
set -up with guitar positioned center 
right, keyboards center left, violin right 
and drums and bass center." True to 
their word, that is the way this "live" 
recording is presented. The separations 
are the most exact I've ever heard on a 
"live" recording, with each instrument 
presented honestly. With guitar and 
keyboard being the featured solo instru- 
ments, one would drop out when the 
other was featured, allowing for com- 
plete dominance of the center of the 
mix. In contrast, for example, the violin 
was relegated to the right of the mix 
throughout. Although the instruments 
were consistently cleanly recorded, 
there were two other areas that are 
weak by comparison. The first is the 
mixing of the ambient audience mics. 
The contrast is so drastic between the 
crisp instrument sound and the very 
muddy, cavernous audience response 
that it detracts from the excitement of 
the performance. The second is the 
inaudible vocal on "Earth (Still Our 
Only Home)" which improves slightly 
on "Full Moon Boogie." Neither the 
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TWO FORTY TWO 
The Sound Workshop 242 has been the industry standard for 
low cost reverberation... until now! 

Introducing the Sound Workshop 242A Stereo Reverberation System. 
The same great sound and reliability that made the 242 famous, now 
with added features to make it a must in the studio, on the road, at the 
disco, or on the air. 

The 242A features line and mic inputs, peak reading LEDS, independent 
channel equalization, stereo return from a mono send. full control of 
dry to reverb mix, plus more. And of course it's Sound Workshop quality. 
We guarantee it. For 2 years parts and labor. 

The Sound Workshop 242A Stereo Reverberation System. 
$450. 

bringing the technology 
within everyones' reach Sound Workshop 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS 

1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576 (516) 621 -6710 

OCTAVE BAND ANALYZER 

FEATURES 

Simultaneous display - TEN one octave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz 
Light Enitting Diode readout Meets ANSI 1.11, Class ll for 

Octave Band Filter Sets Fully calibrated in dBspl Broadband 
dBspl Lire Input -calibrated in dBm Flat or A- weighted measure- 
ments Hand held- battery operated (rechargeable nickel- cadmium 
cells) Precision microphone, carrying case, noise generator, 
battery charger included 

APPLICATIONS 
Sound system set -up 
Noise surveys 
Octave equalizer 
adjustment 
Speaker checkout 
Horn alignment 
Room surveys and 
speaker placement 

\%) r ' Call or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 698 512/892.0752 Austin, Texas 78767 

ALSO: Active and passive 
equalizers Other real time 
analyzers 
Dealer inquiries invited 
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vocalists involved nor the lyrics are a 

highlight of the act, but with such care 
given to the instrumental aspects of this 
recording, one can only view these two 
faults as an oversight or lackadaisical 
attitude towards what may be consid- 
ered the nonessentials. Finally, after 

JEFF BECK: A lackadaisical attitude 
for the nonessentials 

"seeing" this record in performance, 
it is safe to say, with reservation, that 
this recording represents the more 
successful aspects of the performance. 
There were several songs where the 
rhythm section of Saunders/Smith 
proved to be too much for Beck, run- 
ning him over with various changes in 
rhythm. This was brought home to any- 
one paying attention as the famous 
Beck "Glare Of Annoyance" emerged 
often, underlining the reality that the 
absence of singing does not a jazz 
musician make. G.P. 

VERNON BURCH: When I Get Back 
Home. [Vernon Burch, Tony Sobel, Joe 
Blocker, producers; Larry Miles, Tyrone 
Williams, Bob Mockler, engineers; re- 
corded at Crystal Sound and Sun West, 
Los Angeles, Ca.] Columbia PC 34701. 

Performance: The Soundeffects doing 
Stevie Wonder 

Recording: Accomplice in crime 

It won't be long until Stevie Wonder 
becomes passe thanks to everyone from 
tavern groups to George Benson copying 
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VERNON BURCH: Borrowing toc 
much from "brother Stevie" 

his material and vocal phrasing. The lat- 
est and most blatant is Vernon Burch. 
The material sounds like he composed 
the album after listening to a "Stevie 
Wonder Rebound Weekend." Not only 
does he credit his "brother, Stevie The 
Wonder Boy," but even the press release 
wants you to visualize him as a cross be- 
tween Wonder and "the sex apppeal of 
Al Green." The sentence concludes with 
the sentiment that, "he still manages to 
be his own man." 

Everything has been stolen from Stevie 
Wonder albums. The Motown percus- 
sion sound of the clipped hi -hat and 
tambourine with deep floor tom back 
beat is there; the Wonder use of horns 
to accentuate the pick up, with female 
vocal sweeteners on the chorus is there 
as well. The vocal is centered with slight 
echo and flanked by drums, rhythm, 
backing vocals -all on an even keel. I 
will say that the Rhodes is undistorted, 
though it does sound compressed as a 

result. Burch is also featured as a guitar- 
ist, but that's another hoax. Also, the 
occasional single horn lines have that 
echo effect that sound like they were re- 
corded in the Holland Tunnel. If I were 
Stevie, I'd disown brother Vernon. G.P. 

AL DIMEOLA: Elegant Gypsy. [Al Di- 
Meola, producer; Dave Palmer, Robert 
Ludwig, engineers; recorded at Electric 
Lady Studios, New York.] Columbia 
PC 34461. 

Performan, Captivating 
Recordinv; Virtuous 

Formerly one of the creative forces in 
Chick Corea's Return To Forever, Al 
DiMeola has, in the space of little over 
a year, issued two solo albums of 
breathtaking imagination and design. 
Most new artists take at least that long 
to get off the ground. DiMeola, however, 
was seemingly born aloft. 

The 23 -year old whiz is a player with 
mature concepts of subtlety, rhythm, 
change and flow. Although possessed 
of a limitless technical vocabulary, he 

doesn't allow himself to become self - 
indulgent. The perfect team player, he 

coexists well with other personnel. 

Let's talk 
about the 

best! 

MORLEY-the electric failsafe 
pedal...no pots, gears or batteries 

Like this Volume Phaser that Is free of the most common 
causes of equipment failure because it features 

opto- electronic circuitry that obsoletes pots 
and gears. And, direct feed AC power 

that eliminates batteries. That's three 
ways in which advanced state of 
the art technology makes Morley 
superior. Built -in reliability for 
sure - and increased versatility 
with the best signal to noise ratio 
and extended range performance 
in the industry. 

The pedal is built of heavy gauge 
steel to take brutal road abuse 
and is protected with lifetime 
chrome plating. Like all Morley 
pedals it passed 33 on -line inspec- 
tions and was individually tested 
before being packed. 

4114"blirik\N / 

Check these features: 

Pedal control of phasing rate. 
Manual phasing like a wah wah. 
Three additional controls that 
can be preset for virtually any 
phasing effect known. 
Straight volume pedal when 
phasing is switched off. There's 
much more. 
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We built it failsafe because your 
career depends on it _ -and so does ours. 
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AUDIO CONNECTORS 
JACK PANELS 
SNAKE CABLES 
CABLES 
MULTISWITCHES' 
AUDIO ACCESSORIES 
CONNECTORS 

IN DEPTH INVENTORY 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Ekr 
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Gardena, CA 90249 
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for ess than 40? 
What a shame that a joy stick is 

the missing controller on most American 
synthesizers. 

A joy stick gives you total, infinitely 
variable control of two parameters 
simultaneously. 

Our JOY STICK CONTROLLER works in 
either of two modes: 

CONTROL VOLTAGE SOURCE 
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equipment. Use with any processing 
system /device that has provision 
for voltage control. 

CONTROLLABLE MULTIPLIER 
For linear response elements. 

ALL THIS AND: A touch -activated "gate" 
trigger that activates with the slightest 
touch of the joy -stick's metal shaft. No 
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(plus $3. 00 postage) 
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On Elegant Gypsy, an amalgam of all - 
star talent surrounds Al at every turn. 
"Flight Over Rio" is especially note- 
worthy via the rapid pacing of DiMeola, 
the characteristically sci -fi lead synthe- 
sizer lines of Jan Hammer, and the ham- 
mering bass of Anthony Jackson. A bet- 
ter than average percussion section, 
consisting of conga -bound Mingo Lewis 
and star session trapper Steve Gadd, 
underlays the proceedings with some 
frenetic voicings of its own. 

While some would name the always - 
changing "Elegant (and that it is) Gypsy 
Suite" as the tour de force of the plat- 
ter, preference here goes to the two 
acoustic tracks, "Lady Of Rome, Sister 
of Brazil," and especially "Mediterra- 
nean Sundance." As you might have al- 
ready guessed from the titles, a Latin 
theme pervades this work, and on "Sun - 
dance" DiMeola is captured in an 
enrapturing duet with legendary flamen- 
co guitarist Paco De Lucia. 

The De Lucia collaborations under- 
score the brilliant engineering and pro- 
duction work that is consistent through- 
out the album. De Lucia is heard 
through the left speaker, and Al the 

AL DIMEOLA: A lesson in taste 

right. There is such a distinction and 
separation that one can even take a 

cheap stereo unit and still perceive the 
total isolation. The same can be said for 
Al's own overdubbing on "Lady Of 
Rome," yet when each cut is centered, 
a symbiotic richness shines. 

Those so- called "jazz rock" musicians 
who are either dealing in funk cliches 
or rambling Dorian -mode indulgencies 
should listen to DiMeola for some 
lessons in taste. R.S. 

i 
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST JAZZ 
BAN D: The World 's Greatest Jazz Band 
on Tour. [Barker Hickox, producer; en- 

gineer not listed; recorded at the Atlan- 
tic Club, Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 
1975.] World Jazz WJLP S -8. 

Performance: In the tradition of... 
Recording: Honestly "live" 

At the time of the inception of The 
World's Greatest Jazz Band, there were 
a lot of comments about the lack of 
modesty in the title. At that time, with 
Bud Freeman on tenor sax, Bob Wil- 
ber on clarinet and soprano sax and Lou 
McGarrity on trombone, a strong case 
could be made for the title. Since then, 
Lou McGarrity has passed away, Bud 
Freeman has moved to Ireland and Bob 
Wilber's got his own band, Soprano 
Summit. Yet, whatever they call them- 
selves, this band is in the tradition of 
the Ben Pollack band which became 
Bob Crosby's Bobcats, then the Lawson 
/Haggert Jazz Band and finally evolved 
into the World's Greatest Jazz Band. 
Through all the name changes the 
music's been pretty much the same. The 
current players include some I find very 

THE WORLD'S GREATEST JAZZ BAND: Music's still the same 

enjoyable, such as trombonist George 
Masso and drummer Bobby Rosengar- 
den and some, like clarinetist Peanuts 
Hucko and Al Klink on tenor sax, 
whom I find singularly inappropriate 
for this band. It's not for any lack of 
ability, but both Hucko and Klink are 
more swing -era based players than 

traditionalists and, therefore, they don't 
sit as well with a repertoire that includes 
"The Shiek of Araby," "Mandy Make 
Up Your Mind" and "The Saints." 
Easily the star of the record is Maxine 
Sullivan, whose vocals on "Wrap Your 
Troubles in Dreams" and "Just One Of 
Those Things" represent some of her 

¡PARAMETRIC PRICE -PERFORMANCE 6eczkt4iwaq4" 

$599 
SUGGESTED 
LIST PRICE 

true narrow -band (.05 oct.) through broad- 
band (3.3 oct.) equalization 
50:1 frequency range, each band 
± 15 dB eq. range, precise center "flat" 
position 
separate IN -OUT switch for each band 
ultra clean & quiet ( -87 dBV noise, < .05% 
THD) 

internal power supply 

ASHLYAUDIO INC. 
1099 JAY ST. 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14611 
(716) 328-9560 

At Ashly, were definitely into Parametric 
Eq. We've used it extensively in our big SE 
series consoles for years. The SC -66 rep- 
resents the culmination of these years of 
design, listening, and field testing. You can 
now have infinite control of all equalization 
characteristics at your fingertips with 
accuracy and resolution previously con- 
sidered impossible. Check out an SC -66 
at your pro -audio dealer. 

Dealer inquiries invited 
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And Contemporary Keyboard gets right to the point. 
CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD gets right to the heart of music 

today. Why do today's top keyboard artists play the way they play? What 
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best singing to date. Also commendable 
is Yank Lawson's muted trumpet solo 
on "Saint Louis Blues." 

The recording was done "live" at the 
Atlantic Club in Stockholm and if 
announcements don't come through 
loud and clear or soloists fade in and 
out or the piano isn't miked as well as it 
should have been, that's "live" record- 
ing. The engineer walks into the club 
and what's there is what he has to work 
with. The sound would have been better 
in a studio, but the music wouldn't have 
been as good without those "live" 
bodies there to play to and off of. J.K. 

CHARLIE PARKER: Charlie Parker 
Encores. [Bob Porter, producer; Jerry 
Valburn, Jack Towers, transfer and edit- 
ing engineers; from original Savoy 78 
rpm records, 1944 to 1948.] Savoy 
(Arista) SL 1107. 

FATS NAVARRO: Fat Girl. [Bob Por- 
ter, producer; Jerry Valburn, Jack Tow- 
ers, transfer and editing engineers; from 
original Savoy 78 rpm records, 1944 to 
1948.] Savoy (Arista) SL 2216. 

Performances: Bebop's beginnings 
Recordings: True to the originals 

When we bought these Savoy 78s in 
the 1940s it was to catch a glimpse of 
the music that Metronome Magazine 
said was going to make all our previous 
jazz idols obsolete. Now, thirty years 
later, the music seems tame in terms of 
the innovations which followed the bop 
era. Unfortunately, thirty years later a 

lot of the pioneers are dead. Not just 
Parker and Navarro, although that 
would be tragic enough, but these al- 
bums are filled with the names of those 
no longer with us such as Clyde Hart, 
Bud Powell, Denzil Best, Kenny Dor- 
ham and the most important voice 
among bop arrangers and composers, 
Tadd Dameron. Sic transit gloria mundi. 

Many of these tracks have appeared on 
LPs before. In the early days of Savoy 
LPs, there were a number of reissues of 
Parker and Navarro material, organized 
with little regard for chronology, by 
Ozzie Cadena. Now here come Bird and 
Fats, well ordered and programmed in 
time by Bob Porter who loves the bop 
era as much as any one person I know, 
with authoritative notes by Dan Mor- 
genstern for Navarro and J.R. Taylor 
on Parker. The Navarro album offers at 
least one version of everything Fats Nav- 
arro recorded for Savoy, plus a few 
alternates. The Parker album is all alter- 
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nates. The master takes can be heard on 
Savoy SL 2201 which includes the is- 

sued takes of all the Parker Savoys. The 
unissued material comes from sixteen - 
inch acetate safety copies which Savoy 
founder, Herman Lubinsky, had the 
good sense to store away after the re- 
cording sessions, preserving their virgin 
condition and all the music that was 
played including false starts and break- 
downs. There will be at least one more 
LP of Parker encores from these sources. 
The sound isn't great but then it wasn't 
great in the pre LP era of the '40s 
anyway. The fact that the transfers were 
made either from tapes for previous LP 
reissues or from the acetate safetys at 
least saves the listener the swish and hiss 
of World War II 78 rpm pressings. At 
least there's no added echo or stereo- 
phonic sound. In a phrase, what the mi- 
crophone picked up is what you hear. 

-J.K. 

SIBELIUS: Karelia Suite, Op. 11; Lem - 
minkainen Suite, Op. 22. Radio Sym- 
phony Orchestra Helsinki, Okko Kamu 

cond. [Cord Garben, producer; Heinz 
Wildhagen, engineer.] Deutsche Gram- 
mophon 2530 656. 

Performance: Idiomatic 
Recording: Appropriate 

The music of Finnish composer Jean 
Sibelius presents special problems for 
a recording team. Of course, sound qual- 
ity will always be a personal matter; just 
as some concertgoers like to sit close to 
the stage, others prefer the overall blend 
of sound heard from a good balcony 
seat. Sibelius (much like the French Im- 
pressionist school) requires a certain 
indefinable atmosphere, a mystery and 
suggestive quality that overly close 
miking- whatever that is- frequently de- 
stroys. Many well played and conducted 
recordings of Sibelius' music lack an ele- 
ment of "magic" that might well have 
been captured by more sympathetic 
engineering. The shifting rhythms and 
dark, brooding textures become too 
clear, too matter -of -fact. As I said, it's 
very personal. 

This new D.G. recording is very success- 
ful, I think, in conveying a complete 
Sibelian experience. Although lacking a 

score for confirmation, none of the in- 
struments seems slighted, the balance 
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ups, Ebony fingerboards, 
Nickel -Silver frets, Shal- 
ler M6 mini -gears & 

Phase -Switching. Plus 14 other guitar 
models and a line of GUITAR PARTS. 

CARVIN offers TUBE & Solid -State 
Amplifiers featuring 7 Band Graphic 

Equalizers, Channel- 
to- Channel Switching 
with Sustain Channel. 
JBL or MagnaLab 
speakers. CARVIN 
Mixing Consoles fea- 
ture 6, 10, 1 2, and 18 

Channels with Bal. Inputs, 10 Band 
Graphic Equalization, Bi -Amp Crossover 
Networks, Stereo Panning, plus more. 

CARVIN'S Professional Club and Com- 
mercial sound -rein- 
forcement systems 
offer MagnaLab 
Electro- 
Voice, or 
JBL Horn Drivers 
and Speakers. Plus 
Power Amps featuring Electronic Cross- 
overs. Professional quality and reliabil- 
ity are not sacrificed for price at CARVIN. 
All systems are carefully crafted by CAR- 
VIN in the U.S.A. and are backed by a 

Solid 5 YEAR War- 
ranty. Try CARVIN on 
a 10 Day Money - 
Back Trial Period. 
Call (714) 747 -1712 
Mon. -Fri. (or Write 
CARVIN, Dept. 
MR12, 1155 Indus- 
trial Avenue, Escon- 
dido, CA 92025 for 
your FREE Color 
Catalog. 

I systt is EcvaEEarrc 

DEPT. MR13 

send for mmi 

FREE CATALOG 
with 

Factory Direct Prices 

I Name 

Address 

City 

Late Zip 
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For the 
Sound... 
Specs... 
Features... 
Price... 

11 ..- 
e+;;; , 
_ xr'".' .... ..... . :, 

QA -3000 
20 in x 16 out 

$17,750.00 
(from 8x8 to 40x16) 

QM -8A 
8 in x 4 out 
8 ch. monitor 
$2,695.00 

'It - ' . ` . - , . f . 

: f-R f _ -,-_!- - .-. . L0 ti. L.. 
QM -12A 

12 in x 4 out 
8 ch. monitor 

$3,595.00 

Look at our full line of high 
quality, professional mixers and 
consoles. Write or call for details. 

M- I- NN; 
[OCCOUCCOU0g0 
pOP00000011150 

l. 

Quantum Audio Labs is an indepen- 
dent manufacturer, and is not affili- 
ated with any retail stores although 
companies bearing a similar name 
may appear on Q.A.L's authorized 
dealer list. 

uAnium 
AUDIO LABS, INC. 

1905 Riverside Dr., Glendale, Ca. 91201 
Telephone (2131841 -0970 
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CIRCLE 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

is judicious from the point of conduct- 
ing and engineering, and the textures are 
clarified to just the right degree, with no 
sacrifice of atmosphere. Kamu's con- 
ducting is sensitive to the emotional and 
dynamic elements in these two early 
works and his musicians respond with 
the commitment one would expect 
from a Finnish orchestra. My only 
complaint is in the opening Intermezzo 

OKKO KAMU: Captures Finnish 
sensitivity to Sibelius 

of the three -movement Karelia Suite, 
where he begins very broadly, accelerat- 
ing to the main tempo (which should 
have been the tempo throughout) and 
slowing down again as the music trails 
off quietly; the effect is to render the 
jaunty horn melody sluggish and unidio- 
matically Wagnerian. 

What D.G. calls the Lemminkainen 
Suite is usually referred to as the Four 
Legends. The name has apparently been 
changed because Kamu reverts to the 
order in which the four movements 
were first performed; Sibelius had re- 
versed the two inner sections late in his 
life, placing the popular "Swan of Tuo- 
nela" second. In whichever order, 
Kamu's competition is not strong. The 
Groves recording on Angel is distant and 
dull; Jalas on London is poorly played; 
Foss on Nonesuch lacks adequate string 
body and, like Jalas, is too closely re- 
corded. S.C. 

4 

Radio Ta 
for Professionals 

%141/41" 
REEL TO REEL TAPE 

Ampex, 3M. All grades. 
On reels or hubs. 

CASSETTES, C- 10 -C -90, 
with Agfa. Ampex, 3M Tape 

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE 

EMPTY REELS & BOXES 
All widths, sizes. - COMPETITIVE FROM STOCK - 

Recording Supply Co. 
1233 Rand Road 

D of 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 

Polyline Corp 312/297 -0955 
CIRCLE 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PRACTICAL GUIDE 
FOR CONCERT SOUND 

A;, 
¡'_l ñ 

fi,t,,,. 

Just 
Published! 

PRACTICAL 
GUIDE 

rl FOR 

CONCERT 

SOUND 
t 

by 

Bob Heil 

A Guide to Understanding 
the Realities of Sound 

Reinforcement 
Written in Simple Terms, void of 
complicated equations, for the 

experienced engineers and a solid 
introduction for novices. 

Easy Solutions for many problems 
hindering today's sound engineers. 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 
Send $10.50 check or money order to: 

(Illinois residents odd 50' state sales tax) 

MELCO PUBLISHING 
P.O. Box 26 

Marissa, Illinois 62257 
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MODERN RECORDING 
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Advertiser's Index 
Reader Service # Advertiser Page ;v Reader Service R Advertiser Page 

96 Acoustic Control 9 54 Morley 65 

94 Ashley 67 56 MXR Cyr. IV 

92 Beckman Sound 41 52 Nor lin 35 

90 Bi Amp 11 

No# BSC 68 50 Otani 61 

88 California Switch and Signal 66 48 PAIA 66 

86 Carvin 69 46 Peavey 1 

84 Contemporary Keyboard 68 

82 Crown 14 44 Quantum 70 

80 DBX 6 99 RIA 57 

No* Delta Graph 28 42 Recording Supply 70 

78 Di Marzio 29 40 Russound 11 

76 Discwasher 62 

38 SAE 8 

74 Gallien- Krueger 27 36 Soundcraftsmen 59 

72 Guild 5 No * Sound Workshop 16 

No# Sound Workshop 64 

70 Heil 70 34 Superscope 72, Cvr. III 

68 Ibanez 12 32 Tangent 60 
30 Tapco 17 

66 JBL 7 28 TDK 13 

64 JHD 69 26 Technics 42,43 

62 KIK 15 24 Whirlwind 34 

60 K&LPro 15 22 White 64 

58 Maxell 2 77 Yamaha Cvr. II 

MODERN 
RECORDING 

Is NOW 
Published 
Monthlq 

Subscribe Now ! Renew Now 

$22.010 for 24 Issues -Soue $14.00 
$1200 for 12 Issues-Saw $6.00 

Check Money &der 
endosed for the amount of $ 

Name 
,4ddress 
at 
State T p 

New Subscription Renewal 
(foreign subscriber add 53.00 for each ,veer. 

foreign subscriptions payable 0.\L1 in U.S. 
funds by international draft or Turner order) 

,CLASSIFIED ADIS 
Tascam, Teac, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi, 
Otani, dbx, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, Eventide, EV, 
Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro, Beyer, UREI, 
Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, BGW and more! 
Send for price quotes. ZIMET PRO AUDIO, 
Dept. MR, 1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 

576. 

ou have an 8 or 16 track studio, and are in- 
)sted in becoming a licensed represen- 

e for R.I.A.'s Modern Recording Tech - 
aues courses, call or write: Mr. P.' Gallo, 

..I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 
10023 (212) 582 -3680. A Large profit poten- 
tial with low operating costs. 

FOR SALE: Revox A -77 4 -track tape deck, 
speeds 33/4 and 7Y2, with NAB hubs and 
metal reels. Excellent condition. $400. 
212 -736 -1130 days, 212- 850 -8518 nights. Ask 
for Jon. 

MUSICAL EQUIPMENT CATALOGUE - 
Complete professional P.A. and sound equip- 
ment -write or call -50c catalogue price. 
Gracin's Music, Inc., 42 A No. Franklin St., 
Hempstead, N.Y., 11550.516- 483 -6160. 

A SINGER'S DREAM 

we actually have invented device that will almat completely rerhOae 
the m 

a n 

m no vocal from most Ste recording! 1 and lee the background 
intact i, i called the TVE. Not an equalizer! Send $1.00 for a bro- 
chure and demo record (refundable with purchase/ We can demon- 
strate over the phone al.. Write: L T Sound, Dept. R2, 1833 Second 
Ave. Decatur. Ga 30032 Phone: 404,377.9595 S149.95 

AUGUST 1977 

Sound Recording Technology Music Instruc- 
tor /Assistant Professor needed for August 
1977 to teach and coordinate established 
degree program called "tonmeister ". Prefer- 
ence given to those with strong music back- 
grounds, professional experience in studio 
and remote sound recording engineering/ 
producing and teaching experience. Aca- 
demic degree(s) and broadcasting experi- 
ence desirable. Applications submitted by 
May 31, 1977 to Dr. Jerome H. Supple, State 
University College, Fredonia, N.Y. 14063. Af- 
firmative Action /Equal Opportunity Employer. 

SAE 2400 power amplifier, $550. SAE Mk 4D 
amplifier, $325. Both excellent condition, and 
in warranty until 1981. Crown DE -300A, $450. 
Altec 9440A 450w amplifier with fans, $450. 
Altec 1221A monitor speakers, 4 for $900. 
Make an offer. Steven Hirsch, Box 38, 
Reading, Vermont 05062. (603) 542 -8777. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SALES AND RENT- 
ALS servicing the Mid -Hudson Valley /Catskill 
region. Competitive pricing with a wide selec- 
tion including, Electro-Voice, Yamaha, Shure, 
Beyer -Revox, Orban, Crown, Ashly, Emilar 

. ALSO /custom work available from our 
shop including, wood, metal, electronics to 
enable you to put together or modify your 
sound system. Available for sale /limited 
quantities ... Gauss Speakers 21- 42 -16, 
21 -42-4, $100 each. Phase Linear 400 for 
road in working condition, $350 each. Phone 
or write: Phoenix Audio, Inc., 656 Route 9W, 
Newburgh, N.Y. 12550. (914) 565 -4910. 

FOR SALE: Teac model 5, $1200. DBX corn - 
pressor /limiter, $225. Studer -Revox A77 1/4- 

track, $475. Roland RE -201 space echo, 
$400. Twin reverb amp, $300. 2 P.A. monitor 
boxes, each with 2 -15 ", horn and JBL R- 

overs, $375 pair. Studio patch bays and wall 
panel bay, wired for A- track. Call 
1- 206 -426 -9983 or 1- 206 -426 -4981. All equip- 
ment is in new condition. 

A 140 -page comprenenslve directory listing 
names, addresses, and phone numbers of 
every major record company, publishers, 
booking agents, managers and independent 
record producers. Also, sample contract 
forms for each. All for $4.95. R.I.A., 15 Colum- 
bus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023. 

AST: THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND STORE. 
Full line of Altec, Cerwin -Vega, Crown, 
Dynaco, Electro-Voice and Telex audio equip- 
ment; factory authorized service on most 
speakers. Large stock of Altec diaphragms. 
AST, 281 Church St., New York, N.Y. 10013. 
(212) 226 -7781. 

THE INFORMATIVE SOUND People. Special- 
ists in $10k -$20k studio packages and profes- 
sional P.A. JBL, Altec, CL &S, Gauss, Electro- 
Voice, Beyer, AKG, Shure, Sennheiser, Malat- 
chi, Yamaha, Revox, Otani, Ampex, many 
more. Call, write or come in. DIMENSION 
FIVE SOUND CO., 24 North 3rd Street, 
Womelsdorf, Pa. 19567. (215) 589 -5312 / 
Philadelphia: 100 North 17th Street, third 
floor, 19103 (215) 568 -1545. 
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SONIf 8110 2 
THE WORLD'S BEST. 

DIRECT DRIVE SERVOCONTROL SYSTEM. 

The name may be long -Close -Loop Dual 
Capstan Tape Drive -but the concept is 
simple: one capstan is just an extension of the 
motor shaft itself (the other connects through 
a belt -drive inertia fly- wheel). Gone are the 
intervening gears that can often impair opti- 
mum operating reliability as well as speed 
accuracy. The result - almost nonexistent 
wow and flutter -a mere 0.02% @ 15 ips. 

PHASE COMPENSATOR CIRCUIT. 

Original Source' 

k 

Source Source Through 
After Recors ng' Phase Compensator' 

Ideally, what you want on recorded tape 
is a "mirror image" of the original signal. No 
more. No less. Problem: the very nature of the 
recording process causes phase distortion. 
Solution: during playback, Sony's exclusive 
Phase Compensator Circuit compensates 
for phase distortion. Result: sound quality 
that's virtually identical to the original source. 
(REFER TO OSCILLOSCOPE READINGS.) 

SYMPHASE RECORDING. 

Thanks to the durability of Sony's Ferrite 
and Ferrite Heads and incredible precision 
fabrication and alignment of the head gap, 
you can record any matrix 4- channel signal 
(like SQ ** or FM), play it back through a 4- 
channel decoder /amplifier, and retain the 
exact positioning of signal throughout the 
360° 4- channel field, What started out in 
right front channel stays there. What began 
in left rear doesn't wander over to right rear. 
There's no phase shift whatsoever. 

PEAK READING VU METERS. 

They're versatile. Accurate. And incredibly 
informative. 1. You can set for standard VU 
operation to determine recording level. 2. Set 
to display transient peaks only (up to +15 dB). 
3. A third display, Peak Hold, retains transient 
reading, letting you accurately measure 
audio input and adjusts accordingly with 
2dB Stepped Record Level Attenuators. 

SYNCRO -TRAK. 

This means you can lay down two individ- 
ually recorded tracks in perfect synchroni- 
zation with each other. Record head has 
playback -monitor function in record mode. 
This eliminates time lag that occurs when 
monitoring through playback head. Thus 
both tracks can be first generation, keeping 
noise levels at minimum. Flashing Standby 
Signal alerts you that the unrecorded chan- 
nel is record -ready. And Punch -In Record 
puts you into record mode instantly, without 
stopping tape. 

SONY. Ask anyone. 4 
Brought by SUPERSCOPE. to you by SUPERSCOPE. 

,J I `'" Jtk ,a-- 

TC-880-2 

TC-756-2 

Other Distinguished Sony Decks. TC -788 -4 

'1000 Hz @ 0 dB.15 ips. "TM CBS. Inc. (Side panels of these units are conshucted of plywood. 
finished in genuine walnut veneer.) 01926 Superscope. Inc.. 20525 Nordhoff SI.. Chatsworth. CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without nofice Consult the Yellow Rages for your nearest Superscope dealer. 
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eaten by the drapes and your 

small club is designed to make 
it a good place to drink anc 
dance, not necessarily a good 
place to perform. What you 
need is the ability to tailor 

At MXR, we realize that quality sound is essential to 
a musician, wherever he pl MXR Graphic Equal- 
izers oungiveynutheoonbo|knmukathaósound. 
your sound, possible, whether you are playing in a 
small club, in a large auditorium, or any place 
in-between. 

Available in either Six or Tei-band ranges, MXR 
Graphic Equalizers are des gned to precisely modify 
ao|eotodfnaluenoynangeanonjertoonmponoahn 
for aural discrepancies caused by the acoustical 
environmenk 

W4XR'oSix-bandGruphio Equalizer haabeendesigied 
for modification over the tonal response ran (100 
Hz-3.2 KHz) and is ideal fcr use with electric and 
acoustic guitar, bass and brass Its overdrive capa- 

° CIRCLE 
' ` R EADER SERVICE sCARD - 

| hy enables Mho - n d 
Graphic Equa|ortoaeo e- 

|ydinbaúu given frequen- 
cy 
Equalizer is battery powered 
with battery life of up to one 
year in normal use 

Th Ten-band G hi 

izer expands the capability of 
sounc control even farther. Ten 
bands cover the enó/ofrequen- 
cy spectrum inoÓaveinom+ 

is extremely quiet. 

Both the Six and Ten-band Equalizers are ruggedly 
constructed for long-term reliability. So, now you 
can make any environment a controlled environment 
with an MXR Graphic Equalizer. To hear the difference 
for yourself, see your MXR dealer. MXR Innovations, 
Inc., 277 N. Goodman St., Rochester, N.Y. 14607. 

ments that allow you to specifically boost or diminish 
the tonality of any part of your performance. Its fre- 
quency range (31.2 Hz-16KHz) is sufficient to allow 
the widest range of applicati Dn, including; musical 
instruments such as keyboa-d and drums as well as 
PA mains and/or monitor equalization The MXR 
Ten-band Graphic Equalizer is AC powered, can 
handle both low and high impedance signals and 

- - 

_'-' (MXP ) Prod s Group 
. 

- 
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